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FIRST

set eyes

on

this

large mound of earth some
feet high and
covering almost 35 acres In
Western Iran in 1961. For

one hundred

four

—1965, 1967,

summers

1971—

1969 and

I

led

an

archaeological expedition
from Toronto's Royal Museum
to excavate the ancient site

ofGodinTepe. Our work had
begun when we knew our

just

impressions of Godin's
importance were well founded.
we thought might be
is
and more. Time
and space preclude telling
the whole story but let us
take a close look at just
first

All

there

—

many periods of
ancient occupation at
one

of the

God in
Continued on page 36)

You may have the wrong
system of Cosolargy

as the history of civilization.

These people believe that we offer a
hodge-podge of old ideas put into modern form. They are wrong
completely
wrong.
Cosolargy is a religious system based
on science. Yet it is the nucleus of what
such teachers as Jesus, Buddha and
Viracocha
taught.
They were the
world's first nuclear physicists who applied cosmic/solar forces. It was the
key to the universe which gave them

—

power

to

idea about

how ICC

s

secret

develops cosmic consciousness

There still are a few confused people
around who do not fully understand or
appreciate the way ICC develops cosmic consciousness. Cosolargy is something new and dynamic, yet it is as old

work miracles.

American

continent, priesthood orders
maintained the tradition until the Spanconquistadores drove them into refish

uge. We came upon the secret in the
Amazon jungles beyond the towering
Andes.
We can understand why some people
are curious as to how Cosolargy is able
to put the individual in contact with
cosmic powers of the universe. This is
our secret of course and we are rather
selective in choosing those with

we share

whom

it.

If you wish,
we will send you our
free dossier via air mail upon request.
will explain how the system was reIt

claimed, how research continues and
how you may participate in its living

Cosolargy is in repossession of something lost for centuries. How we re-discovered it is a story in itself. A story

concepts. Perhaps you've been considering other systems. You won't once
you've learned the truth about Coso-

worth reading about if you happen to
be seeking self-realization.
The Incas of Peru were the last to
apply this system. Isolated on the

largy.

THE FAMOUS MYSTERY
SCHOOL OF THE ANDES
IN THE USA.

NOW TEACHING

Please send me free literature without obligatioi
Write: ICC/Cosolorgy
P.O. Box 4500, Reno, Nevada 89505
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The UNIVERSE Booh Club

you to

invites

CHOOSE EITHER EHCYCLOPEDIA
when you

Join

and agree

to

accept only 4 nooks in the coming year.

for only

Which

these revealing, provocative books on the world of
of

the occult do you want for
only 10C?
Each is an encyclopedia covering a host of today's most controversial subjects: astrology,

numerology, demon
worship, prophecy... just to name
a tew. And each sells for si
least $7.95 In its original pub-

witchcraft,

lisher's edition.

Now— to Introduce you to the
benefits of The UNIVERSE Soak
Club— we

invite you to choose
one for only 104. with
membership.
About every four weeks the
Editors of The UNIVERSE Book
Club select books that explore

either

the furthest frontiers of human
experience. Selections are
in advance, and sell
$4.95, $5.95 and more In
publishers' editions. But as a
member, you save an average of
50% on all Club books. (A modest charge is added for shipping
and handling.) Accept as few as
4 books in the coming year from
the many offered. You may resign
any time thereafter.
Indicate which encyclopedia you
want on the coupon below and
send It with only 10C to cover
shipping and handling. We will
immediately rush you the book
of your choice. If not delighted,
return It within ID days to cancel
membership. You will owe noth-

described
for

ABBS.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA

OF ANCIENT AND FORBIDDEN KNOWLEDGE. Zolar. All

the secrets of the occult— astrology, numerology, physlog.

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA
Or WITCHCRAFT AND DEMONOLOC.Y. Rossell Hope

9407^

Robblns. Most complete book on
witches, werewolves. vampircE.
exorcism, demon wor<.Mi>, ctr
Pub. ed SiD.Du
d-bound

ered

ei

ing. The UNIVERSE Book Club,
Garden City, New York 11530.
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my application for membership and send me thi
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t wish to receive the monthly
give instructions on the form provided. The prices of the books offered will
average 50 f off the publishers' edition prices (A modest charge fs added for
shipping and handling.) 1 need take only 4 books in the coming year, and
may resign any time after purchasing 4 books.
NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted. I may return the Introductory
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|

An exhilarating excursion

THE
HIDDEN

into

moon-flight and faith!

WISDOM
IN

THE
HOLY BIBLE
by Geoffrey Hoc/son

The challenges of modern
times and the revelations of modern science make it difficult for
many persons to accept word-forword readings of the JudeoChristian scriptures. Yet the more
unbelievable some of the Testament stories seem, the more important it is, says the author, to
hunt for believable true meaning.
Two volumes are now available—

8 EMPTINESS
by

L.

C.

Have you
have,

at

Beckett

thrilled,

as millions
rocket

astronauts'

the

flights to the

Moon? Then you

will

find exhilaration in this excursion

space science and faith. Will
today's brilliant science— uniting
nations, races, and the very planinto

ets in space— take the place of
the world's old religions? The author writes, "It behooves us to try
to understand

what

it

really

VOL. ONE, the introduction
and how

interpretation of the

only as intellectual theory
but as a reality which affects our
lives." Here is a very readable
book, right up to date, exciting to

pages. Paperbound, $1.95.

VOL.

TWO

is

devoted

to extracting

wisdom in the Book of
Genesis, the first 25 chapters. 495
pages. Paperbound, $2.95.
the hidden

read. Only U.S. edition. A Quest
paperbound, 1 04 pages, only $1 .45.

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE-or postpaid

to the
explains Scriptural language
it is interpreted. Includes an
life of Jesus. 240

series,

means

— not

Quest Books Dept. FT,
60187. (Sorry, no C.O.D.)

return mail from

306 West Geneva Road, Wheaton.

Illinois

QUEST BOOKS
4
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SUDDENLY...

Knew

I

the Answer...
"Through Astara's teachings
I learned how to manifest miracles
in

my

life

— healings,

intuitive

answers, flashes of inspiration.
This
rians

is

all

"

the testimony of Astaover the world. They

have found The Way. Is your life
all that you want it to be ?
The ancient Mysteries and modern science meet at Astara. Learn
the secrets hidden in the world's
great scriptures, revealed in modern science and enshrined in your
inner Self. Astara is a worldwide, non-profit organization with
members in 82 countries, created
for only one purpose— to help you.
Learn to utilize the power of
your higher consciousness. Send
now for free Astarian booklet,
"Finding Your Place in the Golden

Age."

I Robert and Eerlyne Chancy, Director*

Send Coupon

| Astara
B 261 S- Mariposa Avenue
[VD
'*'
! LoaAnfeiea, Calif. MOM
S Kindly mail me free booklet "Finding Your
Place in the Golden Age." I, too, aeek a

free copy

richer, fuller

for your

now

life.

Name
Addrm

Astara
(NON-PROFIT)

City

Lea Awgeles.
-Zip-

CALIF.

90004

"AN ASTARIAN IN NEED NEVER WALKS ALONE'

/

have never

some people
nature

understood

feel

that to

why
know

God. Among
encounter I still

to offend

is

the reactions

I

across those persons who
would tear the telescope from Galileo's eyes or wrest the dissecting

come

from the hand of Vesalius.
Such persons may be no less sin-

knife

cere in their search for enlightenat that, should be doing
research on healing
shows how the winds of change

ment, but they seek for some mir-

entist

acle outside of nature; they forget that nature itself is the great-

original

know

are blowing. Sister Justa studies

nature, we learn to know something of God. And scientific re-

the powers of healers and theo-

est miracle. In learning to

search,

undertaken

if

in

on how these powers oper-

rizes

ate. Specifically,

this

she asks wheth-

Wilson, M.D.

er the laying on of hands has
curative value and if so, why?

Feminine Forever

Recently she told Dick Burke

INCREASING openness
THE
of our society toward psychic

of the Buffalo Evening News
that "man may be approaching
the realization of his full potential. This may mean his discov-

spirit, is a

form

of ivorship.

— Robert A.

Author

matters

is

of

illustrated

by the work

ery and use of life forces and
energy fields we only now sus-

of Sr. M. Justa Smith, a Franciscan nun who is chairman of the
Natural Sciences Department of

pect.

.

.

."

Rosary

Hill College of Buffalo,
N. Y. Sister Justa has a doctorate

00

biochemistry and master's degrees in both mathematics and
physical chemistry. And she is
doing important research in the
paranormal.
That a Franciscan nun, a sciin

"HEALING" EXPERIMENTS

OF Sister Justa's experiONEments
funded by the Huis

man Dimensions
she
It

7

Institute

where

is also director of research.
deals with the effects of heal-

FATE

8

ing hands on enzymes.
Enzymes are produced by the
body and bring about chemical
changes or speed up bodily activity without

themselves being

destroyed in the process. They
were selected for the experiments because their activity can
be measured at the molecular
level by a
spectrophotometer
which records information on
moving graph paper. Theoretically, then, these measurements
are

more

objective than

if

they

were made by human observation
and anyway enzyme ac-

—

tivity

is

not

apparent

to

the

naked eye.
Sister Justa's principal healer

Oskar Estebany, a retired
Hungarian colonel now living in
Canada. The enzyme she used
was trypsin which is produced by
the pancreas and aids in digestis

A

OCCULT

SUPPLIES |f
LEGENOARY
INCENSES & OILS

OILS
Attraction •Patchouli • Voodoo •Money •Van
Van • Obeah • Witches Formula • Crossing
Evil Eye •Jockey Club "Black Arts •Anoint-

• Compel lino "Controlling • Irresistible •
King Solomon •Uncrossing • Musk

ing

1

Dram

Bottle. $1 .00.

2 Dram Bottle. S2.0O.

INCENSES
Money Drawing • Attraction
Uncrossing •
Success • John the Conqueror • Fast Luck •
Love* Hi-Conquering « Jin* Removing •
2 oi. Box. $1.25 each.

NEW, REVISED ENLARGED EDITION:

"PERFUME

AND

OILS,

CANDLES, SEALS

INCENSE", by Aima
S4.95 per copy

50% Deposit on all C.O.D. orders.
Californians please add 5% Sates Tax.
We ship to continental U.S.A. only.
Catalogs
254 each

HOUSE OF HERMETIC
5224

SANTA MONICA BLVD..

Dept F

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90029

ing food.

Estebany held a closed flask of
trypsin in his hands for 75 minutes. Another similar flask was
subjected to damaging ultraviolet
rays and then handed to him; a
third was subjected to an intense
magnetic

field (this is

known

to

increase enzyme activity) and a
fourth control flask was not tampered with but maintained at the
same temperature as Estebany's
hands.
Sister Justa's graph showed
that the flask of trypsin Estebany
held performed both "qualitative-

14
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Leatherette

bound.
AMAZE,

PREDICT,

ASTOUND

FOR THE FIRST TIME,
new Galaxy Gazer is

NOW,

amazing

Karin Koal's
available to

mysteries of Astrology and larol
for you.
No need for computerized statements. Reach beyond "programmed" limitations and journey into the celestial world of
only
minutes
clairvoyance!
Results
in
not years!
Enjoyment guaranteed. See how
loved
easily you can analyze yourself and
ones; present and future!
unlock

the

.

.

.

I Game comes complete with beautiful, deluxe,
Aquarian Tarot Deck of 78 cards with imI printed meanings. These ancient-wisdom meanlings give both predictions and character

I analysis. When laid on the board, they relate
| to specific life areas as: love, money, job.
Vivid,
full-color,
Galaxy Gazer board
« 24") with concentration wheel visually
applies planetary
influences which
astrologically
affect
meanings of the cards being read.
Simple instruction booklet includes game variations and a handy Glossary card with card-layout
time table. HaMsomely bound in Leatherette, lookcase form, to elegantly complement any decor.

i(Z2"

'

KARIN KOAL ENTERPRISES, INC.

•

BOX

64,

CLARKSVILLE. MD. 21029
on

a

10-day

Money-back,

if

not

Price Effective Feb.

"Member

Oti

Amer. Fed

Astrologers. Astrologers" Guild of America, Inc.

9
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Metaphyseal • Self-H.lp

KCC

—

and quantitatively similar to
(subjected to) a magnetic
She compares the results
this "healing treatment" with

ly

mPP

OccilK • Inspirational

BOOK

LIST ON REQUEST
D.VORSS I CO.

—

164T Lincoln Blvd.
Sonro Monica, CA 90404

that

field."

of

a life force" or a "psi field."
Three other psychics were
tested in similar experiments
with similar results
the "heal-

—

ing

THEOSOPHY
Free [iteroture. Study courses.

GEORGE CARDINAL LeGROS
301 N. Wall Ave, Joplin,

MO

64B01

power"

affected the trypsin

by increasing

its

activity.

"It is possible this effect could

contribute to overall good health
to general therapy since it
provide the blood with

and

SCIENCE OF TAROT
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES BY THE
FOREMOST CUSTODIAN AND SPIRITUAL
CENTER OF THE ESOTERIC WISDOM OF
TAROT AND THE HOLY QABALAH
Sincere aspirants send for free booklet

THE OPEN DOOR and documentation
on the "Tzaddl Miracle,
BUILDERS OF THE ADYTUM, D.pt. A
3105 N. Figuoroa St., Lot Angeles, CA 90042

helps

amino
acids
necessary
for
growth and repair," Sister Justa
said.

However, when experiments
were done using two other enzymes, Sister Justa found healer's abilities

INSTANT

A

EVOLUTION

AAA

FASTER,

Evolve
without

years

new way

to

of

easier,
study. A
ex-

QUICKLY

perience The Infinite OneDiscover a "mental"
powers,
MYSTIC
meditation, no

ness.

body,

ECSTASY. No

denials, no positive thinking.

Reveals world's GREATEST
living teacher. Send for free
information.
INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED THINKING
Dept. F-573
P.O. Box 60*
Pacific Palisades, Calif. 90272

do not affect

all en-

zymes in the same way and that
some were not affected at all.
Her successful experiments were
conducted

in the

When Estebany

summer

of 1967.

returned for ad-

experimental work in the
he had no influence on the
enzymes.
Sister Justa's paper concluded
from this that the ability of a
healer "depends upon his personal state of mind."
ditional
fall

CO
THE CHURCH

SCIENCE

is

AND HEALING
just beginning to

investigate this whole matter
of a healing force, of course. We
recently noted that there appears

Read
As a reader of magazines and books you are
accustomed to reading about other people. What
if there was a book about you?

about the
inner
you...

Not just someone else's impressions, but a book
about the inner you. An astrological biography
of your very own. A book that uncovers sides
of you seldom seen; hidden emotions revealed
...for the first time.

The book we're talking about is an
Astral Portrait- the world's most
complete computerized horoscope.
The

price for this exclusive book
$1 0. Exclusive because it is one-

is

of-a-kind. No two horoscopes are
alike, as no two people are alike.
It is truly unique. One of the most
fascinating books you'll ever read.

You get a detailed 25 page. 1 2000word analysis based on exact time,
day. year, and place of birth. Each
house of the zodiac is described in
terms of the planetary influences

and how planets interact with
each other in that house.

tel

24,000,000 bits of astrological
information from an IBM 360-65
you what wou Id take days for a
professional astrologer to do.
I

Your money back

This
.

is
.

.

not completely
your portrait for
a full refund.

if

satisfied. Just return

the inner you. It's your book
your astrological biography.
It's waiting for you now.

(Uniscop€)
Uniscope

Box7H

Lanesville,

1

enclose $10 for my Urns ;ope Astra) Portrait

Date of Birth:Mo.

_ Day

Plaronf RirthCity

Artrimss
Pity

Rtato
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Ma. 01930

n Mr n Us

Stat*
7in

ni-tiintry

Timfl nf Rirth-

H unknown we will use 12 noon
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HAND CARVED
MONARCH OF THE

to

THIS

be a relationship between the

life fields

JUNGLE SUPPORTS A
PERFECT CRYSTAL
BALL — and both are yours
for only $6.95

shown by Kirlian pho-

tography, by the traditions of the
human aura, by the electromag-

experiments
Harold Saxton Burr and by the
plant-polygraph experiments of
Cleve Backster and others that
of Prof.

netic field

common

explanation
all of it involving life fields
and healing. But this apparent
relationship has by no means
been conclusively proved, excit-

points to a

—

as it is. And what is the
church's attitude toward all this
and toward Sr. M. Justa Smith's

ing

work?
Sister Justa replies calmly,
"There's nothing contrary to official church doctrine in these inchurch
Actually
the
quiries.
should get itself involved more

Perhaps if some of
these valid contemporary healers
had lived in the early church they
might have been declared saints.
in this area.

and crystal gazers
used carved images of elephants to hold
small crvstal balls employed to make special readings. Today, antique collectors
pay $100 and more for these artifacts
but the Venture Bookshop has assembled
an authentic, modern crystal ball set
for
only
$6.95.
yours
which is
In ancient days seers

The elephant and its bone-ivory tusks
by
were hand-carved in Kenya,

Africa,
the Akamba tribe. The oil-rubbed carvings average about 2" high. The crystal
acrylic,
is
optical-quality
virgin
diameter, manufactured to highest standards of precision.

The crystal nestles safely into a handshaped hollow carved into the back of the
elephant
exactly as shown in this unretouched photograph.

—

Order your elephant and
today under
guarantee.

our

absolute

crystal

set

money-back

Canonization requires that the

ed.

.

.

.

"There are many

biblical re-

ports of healing. All of these are
not necessarily miraculous, su-

pernatural or mystical. Some of
these healings simply are within
the physical reality we now are
uncovering."

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. BOX 249
Highland Park, 111. 60035

re-

must have
demonstrated paranormal faculties capable of being documentcipient of sainthood

CO

true the amazing secret of Telecult

Is it

Power

automatically brings you
everything you desire
. .

Riches,

Fine

Love,

Possessions,

Power,

Friends,

Secret

Knowledge, and much, much more? See for yourself!

A

staggering miracle has happened!

A

bril-

money and suddenly And a
bills In

cret

DAZZLING JEWELS AND RICHES APPEAR

Margaret G. dialed Photo-Form #2 for jewels.
Rich, glittering diamonds and other precious
stones literally appeared at her feet!
pair
of gold earrings she found ... a pearl necklace gift dropped right on her front litwnt

A

MAKES 50 STRAIGHT PASSES AT DICE
J. dialed the desire for good fortune
rolled the dice 50 times, without losing
once! For the first time In the history of Las
Vegas! He walked away with a cool (500.000.
SEES OVER GREAT DISTANCES
A Scandinavian girl used the Invisible power

Albert

and

big, thick roll of

your hand?

"GREAT WEALTH AND POWER
CAN BE YOURS!"
For many year*, Reese P. Dubin searched for
a way to call upon the Invisible forces at work

to pick up actual sights, from behind walls
and over great distances. She could see the
scene at her home
several hundred miles
away as clear as if on TV.

around us. These investigations brought
him knowledge that goes back to the dim recesses of the past.
all

low. Ignorant or wise

—

Is

subject to

UNBOUNDED POWER!
Reese P. Dubin. discoverer of this uncanny
Telecult Power, wanted to see If the Transmitter could do the seemingly impossible
produce an actual living person for him! He
dialed the Transmitter and waited. In a flash,
the door burst open, and standing before him.
real as life, was the object of his deslret

—

Its spell."

He commanded others to sleep, get up and
come to him. talk or not talk — and obey his

10-DAY, NO-RISK TRIAL OFFER
See for yourself the Incredible power of the
Telecult Power Transmitter. Just fill out and
return t he coupon below and we'll send you a

Dubin succeeded

Instrument — an
extension of the mind
called a Tele-Photo
Transmitter. An instrument that concentrates
your thoughts and sends them, like streak-

—

POWER

copy of TELECULT
by Reese P. Dubin for ten days at no risk or obligation. This
is the book that will put the mightiest force
in the Universe at your command. This Is the
book that will fulfill all your desires
automatically.

ing bullets, to their destination.

STARTLING PROOF

—

Mr. Dubin explains how this fantastic Transmitter has already worked for countless men

and women,

walks of

in all

every time and

will

II

life. "It's

work

for
start

you

Don't waste another minute. You have nothing
to lose and a whole world to gain! Fill out the
coupon and mail it right now!

worked
loo! Al-

most overnight, you can
to multiply
win love, favors, gifts, new friends —

riches,

anything you ask for!" Mr. Dubin relates.
And he gives you specific case histories:
• Diamonds and jewels have appeared, seemingly out of nothing!
• A farmer received a pot full of gold!
• An old woman used this secret to regain
lost youth!
• Another teleported a gold jewel box to her

•

A

balding

hair

man renewed

j
I
j

to

her

NO RISK, MAIL COUPON TODAY
PARKER PUBLISHING COMPANY

1

I

DEPT. 621I-G1
West Nyack. Hew York 10994
J — a copy of Reese I. _.
~S

TELECULT POWER
no-rlsk trial. I enclose M.95
payment in full. If after ten days 1 am
book.

i
I

the growth of his

I

• One user summoned a man

—

—

One day, to his astonishment, he discovered
that he could actually broadcast silent commands, which others Instantly obeyed! "No
one could escape the power of this amazing
secret," says Mr. Dubin. "Everyone — high or
silent wishes!
Working relentlessly. Reese
in perfecting a new kind of

back, relax and watch this powerful sego to work!"

sit

liant psychic researcher has discovered a secret so awesome, so powerful, that It Is said
to bring you everything you desire.
Reese P Dubin, in his daring new book,
"TELECULT POWER." lays bare this magic
secret and reveals how It can bring you fortune, love and happlnesi! How would you like
to sit in your living room, give the command
(or love and have your loved one instantly appear at your side? Or give the command for

[

— out of

not completely delighted with this book. I
It for a complete refund.
will simply return

I

,
I
i
'

thin
a>

I

Another actually saw behind walls and
over great distances!

•

I

A man gained the power to hear the unspoken thoughts of others!
"YOUR EVERY DESIRE FULFILLED

Zip
j

EASILY AND AUTOMATICALLY!"
With Telecult Power, the mightiest force In
the Universe Is at your commandl Reese

|
j
I

Dubin reveals how

to use the Transporter to
tele port your desires from the invisible world.
"Dial any desire
call a Photo-Form
then

—

I

YOU RISK NOTHING! Send $6.99 with
coupon and publisher pays ALL tax. postage, shipping and handling charges for
you! Refund guaranteed If you decide to

13

I

|
j
I

1

return book.
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—
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A CONTRARY VIEW

HERBS
Pure Imported Gins nt or
60 capsule

Gola-Kola o

Fo-li-te:

14. 50.

.

Comfrey

Rare,

On Occult

Choice,

Subjects

Hard-ro-ftnd,

Out-of-Print

WILLIAM SLATER
80 East 11th

St.,

New

York, N.Y. 10003

Spscloliiti in the Occult

!

I

I

I
i

LEARN

HOW

scientific morality and
personal effort are the true foundation for
conscious expansion Into Divine Wisdom.
Method perfected by the greatest Living
Masters over the centuries. Read "The

GREAT

WORK"

CRIME." paperback.

;

!

GREAT

THE

$3-15 each, plus

FREE

information. Read entire
Hi 75. before applying

brochure

and

Harmonic

Series.

for

and

and

A reader recently
sent us a clipping from the Mat-

Sister Justa.

Postpaid. Other herbs available.

GOLDEN GATE HERB RESEARCH
772I2-F. San Francisco. Calif. 9«W

Box

Books

Americans-— Catholic
NOT ALL
Protestant — agree with

t

awan, N.J., Bayshore Independent which reported on a meeting of the Keyport Board of
Education. Courses in astrology,
parapsychology and Hindu philosophy had been included in the
evening adult school curriculum.
But they're included no more.

The Board tossed out the courses
in astrology and parapsychology
because they "are a study of
evil." The Rev. Eugene Gregory,
a Board member, objected on the
grounds that the school should
not teach "cults and witchcraft."

Board member George Bolte
disagreed and asked the Reverend Gregory if Hinduism should
also be eliminated.
"Hinduism doesn't pose a
threat to our nation," the Reverend Gregory replied, "but witchcraft does."

And so a man who doesn't
know the difference between parapsychology and witchcraft has
taken another bold step to save
EXCLUSIVE LIMITED EDITION,

original

hand Mucked color prints of your astrological sign. Matted and ready for framing.
Size 7x9 inches. $2.50 each plus 50c
handling and postage charge. Enclose
your check with order. Indicate desired
birth sign. Set of 12 only S2S.00.

Egri International. 342

Suite 716.

New

Madison Avenue,

York, N.Y. 10017.

adult

Americans from knowledge

about one of the most important
subjects of our time.

00
"SOMETHING PASSES.

NOW let's report
SO practical
values

.

.

."

one

of the

of

this

INVITES YOU TO DISCOVER THE
AMERICAN SOCIETY for the OCCULT SCIENCES
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"threat to our nation"
study of evil":

Don Cherry
a police artist

is

.

.

.

"this

specialist

a

—

— with the Mobile

Crime Section of the Washington,
D.C., police department. He interviews victims of crimes and
their
descriptions
he
sketches the faces of criminals.
In the past four years Don
Cherry's drawings have helped
convict 60 criminals and helped
in the arrest of at least 15 others
who now await trial.
Cherry discovered his ability by
accident when he sat in on an interview with a rape victim. A
detective attempted to match the
victim's description of her attacker by changing and reshuffling plastic overlays of various
facial
features
eyes,
noses,
ears, eyebrows
with what has
been laughingly called "the Dick

from
The inimitable CULLEN MOORE is one of the
key reasons for the growing popularity of

"AMERICAN ASTROLOGY"
magazine! Her uniquely
are TOPS in the whole
of astrological analysis.

written forecasts
fascinating realm

ORDER YOUR OWN SIGN'S FOUR-MONTH
ANALYSIS AND LEARN FOR YOURSELF
HOW PENETRATING ARE HER INSIGHTS,
HOW ACCURATE HER PREDICTIONS.
Send only SI. 10 with YOUR BIRTHDATE to

CLANCY PUBLICATIONS
2505 N. Alvernon Way
85712

Tucson, Arizona

WIPE OUT DEBTS
Little-Known Federal Law Gives Relief.
Used By Thousands

—

(600

Up

your credit.

FREE

MONEY

«
SS

Clear your credit
Get hundreds of

Gel loani,

SS

Free yourself

SS

(rants, aid.
Advance yourself.

SS Start a business.

St RbIsc the cash

free items.
of

bills.

with hundreds of other benefits
yours for the asking. Plus business capital,
.

.

.

a business.
Send No Money
Get Free Details
Special FREE Report sent. Helped many
others. Just tear out this message and
loans, grants, cash to start

mail

it

with

name and

address

to:

National Counselor Reports
Texas 78028

Div. 23. Kerrvllle,

Cherry
and idly sketched as the
victim was talking. When the session was over the victim pointed
identification kit."

listened

not to the complete composite of

SECRETS

you need.
Pay bills.

II

*S

—
—

Tracy

to $25,000

FREE REPORT tells you how to get immediate relief from nagging debts. Stops
bill-collectors,
garnishments and suits.
Free yourself of past due bills and clear

the "Dick Tracy" set but to Cherry's sketch. "That's the man,"

she said.

which
An
accomplishment
earned Cherry national publicity
was the identification of a young
black man who had been bludgeoned and burned beyond recogCherry examined the
nition.
corpse

for

three

hours

an image took form

— then

in his

mind

Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship
Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship provides a unique opportunity for spir-

1973

itual

ANNUAL CONFERENCE
THEME

development within an

organization that is actively exploring the
frontiers leading to greater understanding of Man's spiritual and
psychical nature.

Spiritual

Frontiers

"Worlds of Consciousness"
Bismarck Hotel, Chicago,

Fellowship

MAY

(SFF) was formed in 1956 as an
inter-faith, non-profit fellowship to

.

.

J.

.

:

spiritual in that it deals
with phenomena which relate to
God, the human spirit, and the future life. It is frontier because it
is

tronomy

Northwestern Univ.
Dept.,
conference workshops for beginners and advanced students and "after

PLUS

explores matters beyond the usual

range

of

church worship and

B.

Director of Communications for Edgar
D. Mitchell & Associates: Ingo Swann.
well known OOBE researcher; and Dr.
J. Allen Hynek, Chairman of the As-

fillment.

SFF

Illinois

17-18-19, 1973

speakers will include: Dr.
Rhine, considered to be the "father of parapsychology" in the U.S.;
Gordon Turner, one of "England's foreJohn White.
most spiritual healers"

Featured

sponsor, explore and interpret the
growing interest in psychic phenom*
ena and mystical experiences to the
traditional churches and others
and relate these experiences to efspiritual healing,
fective prayer,
personal survival and spiritual ful-

hour" rap sessions.

SEND FOR PRO-

GRAM TODAY!

activi-

a fellowship of those who,
having accepted the validity of one
or more of these phenomena, would
encourage each other and ultimately
the whole Church to seek greater
ty. It is

reality

and growth

I
|

in spiritual life.

j
I

If

you

are

Interested

In

these

areas of spiritual development,
Invited

and encouraged

are

|

you

to join

j

Spiritual Frontiers.

I

SFF members get a progressive
reading list and use of a lending
library-by-mail free ... a monthly
newsletter and quarterly journal

|

I
|

I

participation in interesting rehelp in forming
search studies
and invitations
study groups
to special programs, retreats and
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Executive Director Robert D. Ericsson
Frontiers Fellowship

BOO Cuiter Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60102
Dear Mr. Ericsson: Yes, I am Interested

In
Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship.
Enclosed Is $10.00 for my annual membenhlp; (15 for husband & wife.

SPF

Name

j

Address.

me

additional Information
National Retreats.
me Information on the
Annual Conference.

Please send
aboul SFF.
Please send

I

.

I

Spiritual

,_

|

.

I

j
j

|
|

„,

j

.

I

L
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and he sketched it. Some days
a patrolman carrying a
poster bearing Cherry's drawlater

was stopped in a laundromat by a customer who identiing

fied

as his cousin. With that

it

identification the

murderer was

caught, convicted and sentenced

imprisonment.
Cherry
appears
to
work
through some sort of ESP. He
to life

know how to explain it
but he told Earl Byrd, staff
writer for the Washington Star

doesn't

*

{

Principal of Ihe Center

*

{

I

i

leading

born.

* Document

As- *

you

will

reach

*
J
*
*
J
*
*

by *

a few days, if you J
(costs 21c U.S.A., 15c i
full birthdate,
name, jj
address and $2.00 (cash, check *
or M.O.). Details of individual *
services will be included.
*

airmail
* airmail

in

* Canada)
*

+

{
*
+

*
*

know when

12,

England's

will furnish you with
a delineation of your general life
conditions, including a forecast
of many influences affecting your
destiny in 1973, 1974 and 1975,
based on the sign of the Zodiac

+
* under which you were
X

News, "There is something which
passes between me and the
victim of a crime ... a feeling, call it what you will, but
it's

right."

00
1975*
"VIBRATIONS AROUND ME"
YOUR YEAR
f
4:00 P.M. on Sunday, NoOF DESTINY?} ATvember
1972,
occurred

* One of
5 trologers
*

}

1974

{
t

J

1973

Address requests

*

to

STRAND ZODIAC CENTER

—

F
2S/29 Southampton Street
London W.C.2, England

Strand,

*
*

J

to

it

Mrs. Leticia Shindo of Scotts-

that a sick friend
serious trouble. "I had
a premonition," she told police
later. "I had vibrations around
me. I think in my mind that
dale,

was

Ariz.,

in

Mr. Grover needs help."
Mrs. Shindo called her 16year-old son George and told
him her fears for the welfare
of Jim Grover, an ailing 58year-old bachelor who lives in
an isolated home nearly two
hours away. George replied,
"That's funny, I just had the
same feeling about Mr. Grover."

I

SEE BY THE PAPERS

19

Jerry Cohen of the Los Angeles
Times wrote the story of what
happened next.
"Like Mrs. Shindo, Grover is
a

member of Astara, an organizaESP enthusiasts," Cohen

ANNOU1SCING
Third Annual ESP Seminar

"The Essence of Humanity"

tion of

to be held at

"Minutes later, accompanied by George's best friend,
Dennis Roeper, 17, mother and
son were bound for Grover s
wrote.

Drew

residence.

.

.

inkling

of

the

kind of trouble Grover was in.
At the exact moment of their
joint premonition Grover was being held prisoner at gunpoint by

two multiple murderers who had
escaped 24 hours before from the
Arizona State Prison in Florence,
seven and one-half miles to the
southwest.
When Mrs. Shindo drove up to
Grover's residence her worry increased because their mutual
ESP, devoloped through practice,
is such that Grover always anticipates her visits and is waiting
for her.

Instead, the door

was

New Jersey

8, 9, 10.

1973

invited to spend a June
in the beautiful campus

You are
weekend

setting of famous Drew University. The society emphasizes action and the practical uses of
parapsychology for man's betterment. We work in healing and in
educating and developing people
to use their gifts to help themselves and others.

Formal

demonstrations

talks,

and informal workshops by Dr.
William J. Tiller, Lynn Schroeder,
Sheila Ostrander. Cleve Backster,
Dr. Bernard Grad, Douglas Dean,
Ethel DeLoach, John Mihalasky,
PhD., and

many

others.

dormitory

Banquet, meals,
rooms available.

locked.

Mrs. Shindo opened the door with
the key Grover had given her to
use in case of emergency and
they entered an empty living
room. Seconds later all three
were made prisoners by a "high,
tall"

June

,"

They had no

University

Madison,

'

man who emerged from

the

kitchen carrying a .22-caliber
She
hand-fashioned
zip
gun.
learned later that this was Raymond Hudgens, one of the es-

Registration
S2&

member

Name

:

How many?
$39

non-member

—

Address
Stat*

City
Inquiries

and registration

Zip

to:

Jersey society of Parapsytholefff. Inc.
Seminar Reservations
69 EasrOrook Ttrr.

Liwlntiton, N.J. 0703*

(Advertisement!

The Lazy Man's

Way

Riches

to

"Most People Arc Too Busy Earning a Living

Make Any Money"

to

I used to work hard. The 18-hour
days. The 7-day weeks.
But I didn't start making big
money until I did less
a lot less.
For example, this ad took about

Man's Way.

hours to write. With a little luck,
it
should earn me 50, maybe a
hundred thousand dollars.
What's more, I'm going to ask
you to send me 10 dollars for
something that'll cost me no more
than 50 cents. And 1*11 try to make
it so irresistible that you'd be a
darned fool not to do it.
After all. why should you care
if
I
make $9.50 profit if I can

keep "in escrow"

— now
don't
necessary — to
O.K.

little.

—

me

2

much.
half

make you
or

money

.

brag

And

a
it's

.

smartest thing

did.

mortgage is less than
and the only reason I
it

"office."

from

off is

because
I'd be

about a mile

my home,
My view is

is

my
an
and

right on

the beach..
so breathtaking that most people comment
that they don't see how I get any
work done. But I do enough. About
6 hours a day, 8 or 9 months a
year.

mate-

The rest of the time we spend
at our mountain "cabin." I paid
$30,000 for it
cash.
I have 2 boats and a Cadillac.
All paid for.
have stocks, bonds, invest-

rial.

That'll give you plenty of time to
it, look it over, try it out.
If you don't agree that it's worth

—

get

hundred times what you
invested, send it back. Your uncashed check or money order will
be put in the return mail.
at

that,

My
a half

for 31

my

you

the

.

until you're sat-

idiot.

the world's most

after, I've sent

is

to
it.

prove that sending
which I'll

Tax Accountant says

unusual guarantee?
And here it is: I won't even cash
your check
order

days

mind

in a home that's worth
know it is, because I
I
down an offer for that

My

haven't paid

to make a lot more?
What if I'm so sure that you will
make money my Lazy Man's Way
I'll

...

isfied

I
live
$100,000.

turned

have

I

10 dollars

the

you ever

show you how

that

I

least a

We

ments, cash in the bank. But the
important thing I have is
priceless: time with my family.

most

The only reason I won't send it
to you and bill you or send it
C.O.D. is because both these methods involve more time and money.
And I'm already going to give
of your

And I'll show you just how I did
the Lazy Man's Way
a secret that I've shared with just a
few friends til now.
It
doesn't require "education."
I'm a high school graduate.
It
doesn't
require
"capital."
When I started out. I was so deep
in debt that a lawyer friend adit

you the biggest bargain
life.

Because I'm going to tell you
what it took me 11 years to perfect: How to make money the Lazy
20

—

—

(Advertisement)

vised bankruptcy as the only way
out. He was wrong. We paid off
our debts and. outside of the mortgage, don't owe a cent to any

5

action.

require "luck." I've
had more than my share, but I'm
not promising you that you'll make
as much money as I have. And you
may do better; I personally know
one man who used these principles, worked hard, and made 11
million dollars in 8 years. But
money isn't everything.
It doesn't require "talent." Just
enough brains to know what to
look for. And I'll tell you that.
It doesn't require "youth." One
woman I worked with is over 70.
She's travelled the world over,
making all the money she needs,
doing only what I taught her.
It doesn't require "experience."
doesn't

It

A widow

in

years, using

my

methods.

What does it require? Belief.
Enough to take a chance. Enough
absorb what I'll send you.
to
Enough to put the principles into

man.

If

— noth— the result

you do just that

ing more, nothing less

be hard to believe. Remember
guarantee it.
to give up your
job. But you may soon be making
so much money that you'll be able
to. Once again
I guarantee it.
The wisest man I ever knew told
me something I never forgot:
"Most people are too busy earntrill

—

I

You don't have

—

ing a living to make any money."
Don't take as long as I did to find
out he was right.
I'll prove it to you, if you'll send
in the coupon now. I'm not asking
you to "believe" me. Just try it.
If I'm wrong, all you've lost is a
couple of minutes and 8-cent stamp.
But what if I'm right?

Chicago has been av-

eraging $25,000 a year for the past

Sworn Statement:
"I have examined

this advertisement. On the basis of personal
acquaintance with Mr. Joe Karbo for 18 years and my professional
I certify that every statement is true."
(Accountant's name available upon request,)
Bank Reference:
Southern California First National Bank
17122 Beach Blvd.. Huntington Beach, California 92647

relationship as his accountant,

f JOE KARBO
17105 South Pacific, Dept. 548-G
Sunset Beach, California 90742
Joe, you may be full of beans, but what have
[
I

me

the

turn

return your material
uncashed check or
ten dollars.

I

my

!

Name

my

I

got to lose? Send

Way to Riches. But don't deposit
for 31 days after it's in the mail.

Lazy Man's

money order
If I

j

— for

my

check or

—

within that time, reany reason
to me. On that basis, here's

money order

Address
City

State
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How to

caped murderers. Hudgens and

MAKE MONEY WRITING
...Short Paragrap/lSf Hundreds of beginners
now making money Writing short paragraphs. I
tell you what to write, where and how to sell;
and supply list of editors who buy from beginners, No tedious study. (1ft free fads l>y mail.
Benson Barrett's "Hump Studies in Writing"
Dept. 30S-Y, *2!6 N. Clark

St.,

Chicago,

IL 60440

REVEALED
Health Secrets
for

Lone

—DETAILS
by Occult

Life

FREE

Master

Williamsburg Publishing Company
Box 11B-SK, Brooklyn, NY 11203

A PRESTIGE CAREER
IN ASTROLOGY

other

escapee, Charles
took all four persons, including Grover, in Mrs.
Shindo's car to Tempe. There
they made their escape. Neither
Grover, Mrs. Shindo nor the two
boys were harmed.
There seems little doubt that
Mrs. Shindo's "vibrations" informed her correctly that Grover
was in trouble. But she and
Grover are going to have to
practice so they can telepath
the kind of trouble.

the

Schmid,

Jr.,

00

can win you recognition and independence.
Rome-study courses in Natal. Forecasting.
Medical and Esoteric Astrology Free details
.

THE ASSEMBLY OF
P.

SCIENTIFIC ASTROLOGERS
MO 64150

DY

WHAT

WILL

BE.

.

.

ACTING on a premonition
-E* or "hunch" can we change
the course of events? Consider

0. Box 262, N*otho,

GYPSY WITCH

these cases
Saul Cotton of Desert Hot
Springs, Calif., might have ignored his premonition had it been
less persistent. According to the
National Tattler Cotton awoke
one morning in the fall of 1972
feeling that something

was amiss

concerning

estate

his

real

in-

terests in

Orange County, some

amaze everyone with what the cards reveal. They are designed so that anyone

125 miles

away. But he was not

fortunes" easily and quickly.
Each card has a brief meaning printed on
the face. Accompanying book. FORTUNE

about to drive that far with only
a hunch to go on. When he
couldn't shake the feeling he decided to call his friend Leo Ellis
Wagner, a psychic who previously had advised him on business matters.

ny,

your

WITCH
can

irienas/

card

reader

ocramt
in

short

u11

a

.i

i

order and

"tell

TELLING BY CARDS, gives complete inincluding destructions on card reading
tailed meanings and various systems of laying out the cards to make readings.

—

Only $2.95
For both cards and book
Plus 35c for postage and handling

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O.

Box 249, Highland Park,

IL

600JS

Wagner

couldn't

pinpoint

the

Hrrttagr and $Biirhir
Druplii|imrnt
May
SEE
1

7 days of pre

Sour

27 through June 13, 1973

Christian history told by uni-

•

versity lecturers.

Psychic development and meditation classes

Yvonne

Personally conducted by Gavin and

from the Church of Wicca.
For information on this tour, write:
Church and School of Wicca, P.O.Box 693,
St. Charles.

Missouri 63301

FOR YOUR RESERVATION. SEND

$

1

25.00

TO:

COOKS
720 Olive

Street

-

St. Louis, Missouri

63101

DISCOVER, IN ONE BOOK,

WHAT YOU REALLY CAN

INV

^^Bi

SIGHTS
FOR THE AGE OF

AQUARIUS

5T

|

explains,

through the latest discoveries

about the principles of General Semanparapsychology and religious scholarship, the basic links between your faith
and others, and what world-wide religion,
tics,

at its best, can be.
At your bookseller or use this coupon to order:

PRENTICE-HALL
Att:

Addison Tredd

Englewood

Cliffs,

BELIEVE.

by Gina Cerminara
The author of Many Mansions now

N.J. 07632

Please send me:
copies of Insights for the Age of Aquarius 8 $7.95 ea.
enclose .. check
money order for %
total. (Please add
50* for postage and handling plus sales tax where applicable.)
I

?

YOUR HERITAGE WITH YOUR OWN EYES

_

Address—
City
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NOW

IN QUALITY PAPERBACK!

THINKING AND DESTINY
The

ly H. W. Percival
SELF-HELP book on COM-

great

SELF-KNOWLEDGE.

PLETE

school teachings now yours.
using your own powers. Only
bookstore, or:
7

Mystery
Guide to
Your

$6.95.

THE WORD FOUNDATION. INC.
West 44th St., New York. NY 10036

trouble either but felt that Cotthe trip to
ton should

make

Orange County without delay.
The real estate man recently had
acquired a building in the town
of Orange and Wagner told him,
"Stand in front of the building
and you'll meet someone who'll

HYPNOTISM

• SELF-HYPNOSIS

SLEEP LEARNING
Books, Tapes. Recordings. Courses, Equipment
For FREE Catalog write:
m m. I., Drawer F400, Ruidoso, Now Mix. 88345

help you." When Saul's wife also
insisted that he go Cotton reluctantly made the trip. Sure
in front of the
was a man apparently
doing some repair work.
"Didn't you just buy this propstranger.
asked
the
erty ? "

enough, standing
building
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"That's funny
the man next
door says he just bought it too."
Cotton contacted the man next
door and found that the seller
indeed had collected money from
them both. They decided to join
forces and as partners they obtained a deed from the seller for
a lower price.
Thus acting on a premonition

averted unfavorable consequences. But what about banker
Alan C. Ray of Baltimore, Md.?
According to the Associate Press
Ray awoke the morning of No-

vember
a
at

22, 1972,

with the feeling

robbery would be attempted
the branch of Union Trust

Company which he managed.
Ray recalled having a similar
premonition the previous February when thieves made off with
Taking no chances this

$4,500.

time, he called the police

who
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Sensory Experience
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The long-awaited book by Professor Gibbons opens up a new channel of
communication with the Inner Mind that dispenses with the need for the
"sleeping; trance." Indeed, by stripping away the trappings and embellishments of the 'hypnotic' situation, hyperempiria may well short-cut the path
to that realm of Expanded Consciousness that we have all been striving
to reach.

awareness of the largely
untapped resources slumbering beneath
the threshold of our waking selves. The
author describes a method by means of
which these subwaking powers may be
stimulated to enhance our sensory experiences, expand our consciousness and
lead us to a fuller realization of human
potential than is possible bv other, less
scientific systems.
to an increased

The author of this book is not a
certainly not a cultist
dreamer
trying to impose upon the public another
gimmick system. His findings are based
on the cold, calculating experimentations
of the scientist; his formulations are ingenious though cautious: his results are
promising without being exorbitant.
The explorations by scientists of the
altered states of consciousness have led
.

.

.
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can't figure it out,"
shaking his head.
those police there I
think anyone with a

said,

"With

all

wouldn't

degree

have

intelligence

of

tried

to

would

hold us up."
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if

MAN
premoniwhat it was

stranger
that's

recounted by Carl Bakal in
the October 1972 Good Housekeeping. In the 1950's pretty
Linda Ann Buritsch of Riviera
Beach, Md., was a typical Ameris

ican teen-ager, active in sports,

popular with boys and much involved in creative writing and
music. In 1963, when she was
just out of high school, Linda
sketched a portrait
the first
she had ever done
of a goodlooking young man. When her
mother asked who he was Linda,

—
—

giggling, replied,
lieve

by

Hardbound. ..$6.95, Paperback.. $1.50

The best guide to the entire system of
witchcraft rituals, spells. You can qualify
as on expert with this book.

—

and make a gunpoint withdrawal

Hay
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marvelous mysteries of Astral
Projection yours to commond.Confains 7
methods. ..more than any other book. This
is a complete course.

Black And White Magic Of
Marie Laveau
$2.00

to guard the bank.
been well
except

that at 12:10 P.M. a lone bandit
managed to slip past the police

it

but this

"You won't beis my dream

man." She

said she had had a
sudden impulse to draw someone and the portrait of a boy
was the result. She framed the
sketch and kept it for the four

years

she

attended

Hood

lege in Frederick, Md.

Col-
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For
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(Add

William Fuld Company, originators
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first

turned out.
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III.
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After graduation in 1967 Linda
taught
English
at
Annapolis
Junior High School. By July 1968
the severe headaches which occasionally had plagued her college years were becoming more
frequent and more severe. Finally, she became violently ill and

was rushed to the hospital where
her affliction was diagnosed as a
brain tumor. By then it was too
late; at the age of 22 Linda died.
Although dazed with grief Linda's parents consented to the
donation of her eyes to the Medical
Eye Bank of Maryland.
Within hours the cornea from
one was transplanted to the left
eye of George "Woody" Johnson, a 22-year-old college student

BICHON'S;

the
by
Founded
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Invites you to send for our free
catalog of Quality Occult and
Featuring hand
items.

alleged

carved Louisiana occult candles,
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Para Curanderos. Remember you
can change tomorrow by getting
your free catalog today.
baths,

oils,

hands,

etc.

Surtidos

BICHON'S, Dept. F.M.
412 Travis

St.,

Houston,

TX 77002

from Charleston, S.C., who suffered from keratoconus, a rare
disorder which was making him
nearly blind in that eye.
After the successful transplant
Woody became curious about the
donor of the cornea that restored
his vision, especially when he
learned from hospital records
that the donor had been exactly
his
of

own

age. While the identity
is confidential informa-

donors
the

tion,

eye

bank's

director,

Ted Griffith, was impressed by
Woody's sincere desire to thank
the donor's family. He put Woody
in touch with the Buritsches and
in October 1968 Woody went to

Riviera Beach to

visit them.
Both Woody and his hosts were
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struck

by

similarities

the

be-

tween Linda and Woody. Their
temperaments and interests were
remarkably alike. When he left,

SEE
INNER-EYE GREEN:
the color of
health and healing

Woody gave

the Buritsches a
photo of himself which Linda's

mother

promptly

framed

and

displayed in the living room. She

raw
Watch Group

outlet.

drawn

familiar.

to

Vibration

uncanny resemblance to the
Woody, the boy who

its

da's gift.
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was some-

regained his vision through Lin-
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portrait of

hook-up to speakers!

tranquil meditative
allowing you to see

it;

In the spring of 1969 the Buritsches decided to publish Linda's
poems and stories. Going through
her things Mrs. Buritsch came
upon the sketch Linda had made
of her "dream man." Hardly
believing her eyes, she showed
it
to her husband
and other
family members. Everyone saw

Remarkable new Karma Color
Organ, picks up conversation and
music, transforms sound into light
energy. Unbreakable 8" diameter
sphere, sensitive patented audioreceiver in base, plugs into any
electric

felt

how

IS

possible

that

GAME
"someone

playing a game
with us" as Police Chief Donald
Loose stated. It is possible there
-I

is

warped

is

no poltergeist loose in Dear-

born Heights. But it is frustrating that no one suggests that in
the face of police failure to turn
up a culprit, we might learn

something from parapsychological investigation.

When

these

frequent

rock-

throwing sorties occur, in our observation (1) the police always

I

SEE BY THE PAPERS
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BRAND N EWI
The Basics of

look

for a giant slingshot or
small catapult in the hands of
(2) they
never find either. Instead we get

some naughty boys and
the mine-run of

comments and

complaints like these from the
Free Press:
"I'd be willing to take the witness stand and say that none of
our neighbors' children would do
a

thing

like

this."

"Whoever's doing this is availthe time, day
all
and

able
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find it amazing that a major
newspaper should refer to a typical poltergeist case as a haunting.

Yet the Detroit News did

just that last August.

The disturbance

in the Rearin the northwest
portion of the Michigan city has
all the earmarks of a classic pol-

URANUS PUSI CO. Dtp*. *
CaMniM Dr., Woodland Hill), CA 91364
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!

don household

began abruptly
house where there had been
no previous disturbances nor any
tergeist case. It

in a

history of violence that logically

might trigger a haunting. The
trouble began with unexplained
knocking sounds, built gradually

M

0(..

Woodlind

Hill.,

CA 91364
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when holes mysteriously appeared
in the walls and climaxed with
violent movement of large pieces
of furniture. The activity ceased

when the family moved from the
house, having had all they could
stand in two weeks.
The only element typical of

7 ... byARE
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and prayer.
is not a mere trinSymbol of Truth in

I

spiritually
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be

for meditation

The Circled Cross
ket, but a lifetime

is

lack-

child."

of the house

were

widow,

Louise
Reardon, her divorced daughter
Anne Good and Mrs. Good's two
daughter's, Kelly, nine, and Carrie, eight. But poltergeists do not
always center on an adolescent.
Children as young as the two
Good youngsters have been the
in

some

cases.

The wild variety of "normal"
explanations put forth in poltercases are amusing. The
family in Detroit first suspected
vandals were making the noises,
although none ever was discovered when the police were
called. Neighbors suspected such
things as faulty water or gas
pipes (an inspector from the gas
company ruled out the latter) or
a raccoon in the crawl space
under the two-bedroom bungageist

Revolving Circled Cross
This

"adolescent

71 -year-old

a

focus
Direct

the

is

The occupants
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Other

neighbors

thought

the

Good children themselves were
responsible. Particularly suspect

were the holes

in the walls, all

about three to four feet above the
and exactly matching the

floor
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high heels on a pair of Mother's
shoes the girls often played with.
But the unexplained noises occurred when all four family
members were under observa-

were outside when
window shat-

tion; the girls

the

front

inside

while the outer thermal
remained intact.
Things got wilder after the

tered
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living

room

over and the sofa beshake
in plain view of
A mirror crashed to
the floor and other furniture
toppled while the terrified family
fell

screamed

new game

two

Then

.

DEVELOP YOUR ESP
THE FUN WAY

Occult supplies, self-help tape.,
also available. Order your game

I

room
gan

NOW,

J

shattered. All of Mrs.
Reardon's china leapt from the

The Emerald Tablet
Box 831, Aptos. Calif. 95003

etc.

I

window

kitchen cupboard to the floor. The
nightstand in her bedroom fell
over with a crash when the family was all together in the living
chairs

adults.

with our exciting

\
!

glass

—

to

the family.

Father
Christine

for

help.

Dale Melczek of St.
Church was called and

he blessed the house but decided
family should
the distraught

move out. They did so, vowing
not to return until the mystery
was

solved.

— Curtis

Fuller.
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cupation in the whole area. When
eyes on this mound in
1961 I could not resist taking
a closer look. Even a cursory
glance at the small collection
of bits and pieces of pottery
gathered from the surface of the
mound was enough to show that

Iran a shallow
river cuts across a small open

I first set

valley which cleaves the high
mountains of Kurdistan. On the
banks of this river a large mound
of earth some hundred feet high
covers almost 35 acres. Most
passersby would take it to be

Found
The

Fortified Palace
of a

C/Wedian -A^ng
Our
of the

previously limited understanding

Medes now expands with the discovery of Godin Tepe.

By

T. Cuyler Young, Jr.

archaeological excavation would

just another of the strange land-

common

rugged,
barren, monumental landscape.
Probably their eyes would travel

make

on and upward to snowcapped
Mount Alvand rising 14,000 feet
in the background and stretching

handful of sherds
human occupation

forms

to

this pile of earth and rubble
important in the history of ancient man in the Near East. That
proved that

this

the

So

and experience immediately told
this was one of the largest

human

Seventh

or

this

site

Sixth

Century

summers

— 1965,

B.C.
1967,

me

evidences of ancient

at

had begun perhaps as early as
6000 B.C. and had lasted until

out across the horizon. A 35-acre
bump on the landscape does not
loom large in this setting.
Yet my archaeologist's training

for

1969

four

and 1971

—1

led

an

archaeological expedition from
Toronto's Royal Ontario Museum

oc36

Excavation
wall.

revealed

the

best- pre served

Lower part would have looked

section
this

like

excavate the ancient site of
Godin Tepe. Even so, our work
has just begun but already we
know our first impressions of
Godin's importance were wellfounded. All we thought might be
there is
and more. Time and
space preclude telling the whole
to

—

story but let us take a close look

many periods
of ancient occupation at Godin
the one we call, in our typically
uninspired archaeological way,
Period II.
Period II dates to the Seventh
and Sixth Centuries B.C. In the
at just one of the

—

to

the Godin Period II fortification
armies attacking from the riverbed.

of

Seventh Century the most impolitical
and military
power in this part of the Near
East was Assyria. The Assyrians,
whose homeland lay along the
Tigris River in northern Mesopotamia, had forged in blood an
empire which controlled, along
with much of western Asia, most
of the mountain areas east of
Assyria proper in which is now
western Iran. To secure those

portant

neighboring

highlands the Assyrians had fought with Urartians,

Mannaeans, Ellipians, Elamites,
Kassites and many other local
37
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peoples.

By

the late Seventh Cen-

were com-

tury, however, things

unglued.
For several hundred years, perhaps as early at 1200 B.C., a
people known as the Medes had
occupied the lands still farther to
the east, beyond the effective
control of the Assyrians. We
ing a

little

know

little

most

the

of

Medes

history

their

of

and
remains

cloaked in myth and legend.
They probably entered the Iranian plateau from the east and

moved slowly
they came up

westward

until

against the organized power of Assyria. By the
Ninth Century B.C. they appear
in the Assyrian written records
as one of the groups to the east.

increasingly during the
Eighth and Seventh Centuries,
Assyrian military reports mention the warlike Medes and the
storming of fortified Median
castles and outposts on the borders of the empire. Heretofore
our understanding of such Median forts and settlements has
been based on scanty written de-

Then

showing

remains

of

one

of

these

Median strongholds.
In point of fact, the Assyrians

never did
castle at

Resht,

in

Iran,

to

JR., was
American

He received a B.A. in
Near Eastern Studies from Princeton University in 1956 and a Ph.D.
in Oriental Studies from the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia) in 1963.
Hit archaeological research has
parents.

concentrated

in

Iran

and for

participated
years
he
eral
excavation of the important

sevin
site

of Hasanlu under the auspices of
University Museum, Philadelphia.
The author of more than 25 sciarticles,

entific

Dr.

Young

cur-

West

Curator-in-Charge,
Asian Department, Royal Ontario
Museum, Toronto, Canada.
rently

is

Assyrian

the

army in action (Fig. 1). But now
the excavation of Period II at
Godin Tepe has laid bare the actual

CUYLER YOUNG.

born

augmented by a few

scriptions
reliefs

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
T.

capture the

Godin Tepe.

It

Median
was big

enough, strong enough and apparently far enough outside the
range of Assyria's full might to
survive intact and eventually to

—
— the sec-

for
be peaceably abandoned
reasons that remain obscure.

Big

it

certainly

was

THE PALACE OF A MEDIAN KING

Fig.

I:

39

Before work at

Godin Tepe knowledge
Median forts was
of
baiad on scanty written
records and scarce reliefs such as this showing soldiers attacking a
city east of the Assyrian
Empire.

ond largest building excavated in
Iran to date. (The largest is the
Treasury at Persepolis.) Larger
than a modern football field, this
single structure functioned as a
fort, as the private residence of

Fig.

2:

section

At
left

Median

the local

ruler and as his

—

in sum,
seat of public business
a fortified palace. Of course the

building

was constructed

in sev-

eral parts over a long period of

time but looking

conclusion of 1971 excavations, ground
of center probably housed activities

plan
of

at its finished

had emerged.
khan's

family

Uncompleted
and retainers.
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Fig.

Sketch

3:

struction of

we can see at once
function as a fortification. The
north wall, perched on the very
lip of the mound some 80 feet
plan (Fig. 2)
its

above the river (pictured on
page 37) has five large towers
each about 30 feet square, with
,

provides one possible reconGodin Tepe's great columned hall.

alternating bastions and recessVertical arrow slots can be

es.

seen in the center of each bastion
and in the recesses. The wall itis about nine feet thick

—

self

ample protection

in the

event of

attack.

At the west end

of the build-

ing south of the fortification wall
are two large rooms which orig-

were columned audience
Their walls are poorly preserved but from what remains it
inally
halls.

is

possible to establish the size

of the rooms.

The westernmost
is the smaller and probably
was used by the Median ruler for
semiprivate audience or day to
day business. The larger colhall

umned

hall

— at

least

—

long and 75 feet wide
imposing. The whole of

85
is

its

feet

more
south-

Fig. 4: These are lower six treads of
mud-brick stairway that led to a second
and private apartments (bedrooms,
rooms, perhaps a dining room).

story

sitting

Fig. 5:

Long corridor gives access to south
which may have
storerooms
in east wing of the palace.

bank

of

held

grain

—

—

ern wall is eroded but the three
extant walls are fronted by mudbrick benches on which the visiting dignitaries sat when the king
held formal court. Along the
north wall is a special "throne"
seat where the ruler (or khan, as
he would be called in Iran today)
sat, warmed by the fire blazing
on the raised brick hearth in
front of him.
The roof of this huge room was
supported by 30 wooden columns,
probably the trunks of large
poplar trees, set on roughly
shaped stone bases and arranged
in five rows of six columns (Fig.
3). The roof was perhaps 16 feet
above the floor and would have
been made of reed matting,
branches and mud. This room
with its forest of columns is the
first archaeological evidence we
have that the Medes built col-

umned

halls in the

same manner

their cousins the Persians did a
little later, at

such

sites as

Per-

sepolis (See "Parsa: Seat of the

Achaemenid Kings"
Fate)

As
life

Fig.

this

in the

b:

May

1972

.

great

hall

comes

Small, completely

way

preserved doorlarge storerooms.

enters one of the
Rarely do archaeologists find a door

so preserved

to

mind's eye one won-

after

2500 years.

lintel

FATE
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few

Fig. 7: Tantalizingly

them are

ders

a

drinking

(or spy)

the

accorded

here,

that

artifacts have

goblet,

a

stone

been uncovered in the fortified palace. Among
a bone spatula end a bone hair comb.

bowl,

how many times an Assyrian

ambassador
is still

was received
hospitality

characteristic of such

occasions in the Near East and
then went home to describe to
his superiors just how well dug
in their

Median antagonists were.
*

*

#

TSTHILE

official and
private
was conducted in
the west wing the khan's family

W

business

and

retainers
probably
about their less weighty

went
affairs

story over this section.
ably,

we managed

to

Remarkfind

the

lower six treads of the original
mud-brick staircase which led to
that upper level (Fig. 4). Here
the ladies of the house gathered
(we may assume our Median
prince had more than one wife)
where they could best have been
protected in the event of a successful Assyrian attack.
Yet the Assyrians (the officers,
at least) would have been too
hardheaded to have given their

in the central section of the palace where our current plan (Fig.

first
attention to the harem.
Rather they would have looted

shows only a jumble of

the easternmost wing of the fortified palace. Here, where parts of
the mud-brick walls still stand
to a height of over 11 feet, we

2)

re-

built walls; a fully coherent plan

will

emerge only

excavation.

after

It is clear,

further

however,

that the private apartments (bedsitting rooms, perhaps the
dining room) were on a second

rooms,

have uncovered two rows of six
large storage rooms
magazines
in which the Median khan laid

—

—

THE PALACE OF A MEDIAN KING
away his wealth. The Assyrians,
sound economists that they were,
would have put first things first
and looted goods before women.
An open corridor on each side of
a central dividing wall gave access to these rooms (Fig. 5).
One wall
that

is

so well preserved

we found

a door actually in-

tact up to and above its lintel
(Fig. 6). The door is very small;

an ordinary size person practically must double up to pass
through. But one still can see in
the smoothed, rounded mud brick
that the garments of those who
passed through the door rubbed
against the frame and wore

it

away.

Some evidence

suggests these

magazines were not really store-

rooms in the usual sense. They
may have held grain. Wheat and
barley would have been the most
important cash crops in the
khan's territory (aside from animals such as horses, sheep and
goats). The grain may have been

poured into these bin-like rooms
through a hole in the roof, then
shoveled out through the small
doors as needed. Certainly this
theory would explain the impractical size

of

the doors.

By

rough estimate, if these rooms
really were used as silos, altogether they would have held
about 36,000 bushels of grain.
This figure only confirms what
the grandeur of the columned

43

audience hall already suggests:
our Median khan was a very
wealthy prince who must have
controlled a large territory.
a

"Would that he had left behind
little more of that wealth for
find. Instead, it looks as if

us to

he sent his servants back to the
abandoned building to sweep it
out just once more before moving on to wherever he and his
household went. In short, the
building is very clean and we
have found little evidence of the
portable goods which once gave
comfort and color to life in the
palace. All we have is a couple
of bronze fibulae (safety pins for
holding a loose cloak at the
shoulder)
a stone bowl, fragments of a carved bone comb to
,

be worn in a bun at the back of
the head (Spanish dancer-style),
one or two arrowheads, the rusted
fragments of an iron spear, bone
spatulas and of course a great
deal of broken pottery (Fig. 7).
The sherds from the finer pottery vessels give us some idea
of how elegant life may have

been at Godin in the Seventh
Century B.C. Some of the vessels
eggshell-thin, show-

were almost

ing the potter's mastery of his
clays. Others allow us to reconstruct some very graceful shapes:

bowls with fine turned rims
which almost certainly are copies
finer vessels in stone and
metal, tall fruit stands on pedes-

of
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and elegant two-handled
drinking goblets. Our khan set a

tals

fine table.

I ALREADY
the

have remarked on

mystery,

probably inabandon-

soluble, of the peaceful

ment

of this fortified palace, for

Period II at Godin represents the
final occupation of the mound
after some 6000 years. Often the
archaeological record itself provides some reasonable exearthquake, military
planation
destruction, the collapse of the
local water supply, a marked decline in the fertility of the surrounding countryside, and so
forth. Yet in this instance none
of these circumstances fits the
facts. One possible explanation
is suggested by what we know of
late Assyrian and early Median
:

history.

The Modes always had been a
fragmented people, di-

politically

vided into warring tribal groups,
unable to band together for united
action in a common cause or
against a common foe. Had they
been able to act together they

probably would have been more
of a threat to Assyria earlier in
their history. As it was, these
newcomers from the east were a

very real danger to the Assyrians
throughout the Eighth and
Seventh Centuries B.C. After
about 650 B.C., so our written
sources tell us, the Medes, allied

with other western Iranian peoseem to have accelerated
the pressure on Assyria. Why?
Herodotus, the Greek Father of
History, writing many years afples,

ter the event, reports that

some-

time in the Seventh Century a
king arose in Media who recognized the inherent weaknesses of
the diffuse political structure in

And more important, he
to do something about
Noted for his ability to dis-

his land.

was able
it.

pense true justice, Deioces, whom
we might call a Median Solomon,
gathered the tribes together and
welded them into a unified kingdom. This unity, combined with
military reform in armament
and tactics, was continued under
Deioces' heirs and enabled the
Medes to challenge the Assyrians
for

and military
the Near East.

political

premacy

in

su-

Great empires like that of Assyria die slowly, however. It was
a long struggle from the birth of

Median unity in the Seventh
Century to the final conquest of
Nineveh, the Assyrian capital, in
612 B.C. With that conquest the
Medes suddenly emerged from
the obscurity of their mountains
onto the plateau of international
power. They divided the Assyrian
Empire with their allies, the
Babylonians, and entered into a
four-cornered balance of Near
Eastern power with Egypt, Lydia
and Babylonia. As a symbol of

THE PALACE OF A MEDIAN KING
Median unity Deioces had established Ecbatana (modern Hamadan) as the capital of his kingdom. By the time of Astyages,
Deioces' third heir who reigned

from 584

— which

to 550 B.C.,
lies to

Hamadan

the east of Godin

Tepe a day's ride by horse across
had become one
of the four key cities of the Near

Mount Alvand

—

Eastern world.
While all this was going on a
succession of Median khans or
tribal leaders at Godin continued
to hold court in the great columned hall and to gather wealth
in the granaries. The establishment of central Median authority and the slow retreat of the

from the mountains
down to the Mesopotamian plains
meant that the great fortifica-

Assyrians

tion wall could be allowed to fall
into

disrepair.

There

was no

longer any real reason to fortify
against the Assyrians who now
were far away and held at bay

by the king's troops.

As we

dig today we find that
bastions were allowed to
fall into disrepair long before
the building was abandoned.

the

Trash accumulated against the
outer walls to the point where
the lower parts of the arrow
slots were blocked and useless.

And

the latest additions to the
building had outside walls that

were merely formally fortified,
that never would have kept an

45

attacking Assyrian

awake

five

commander

minutes past his bed-

time.

Thus in the remains of this
building it seems we can trace
the gradual establishment of
true
security
throughout the
Median countryside under a central government. It seems obvious that central authority slowly grew in strength to a point
where the old enemy Assyria
was no longer a threat to western Iran and centralization obviated the need to fortify against
rival Median tribes. Often the
dissolution of an ancient society
or city can be traced to its falling on bad times. But Godin
Tepe seems to have been abandoned for the opposite reason,

good times which were
Deioces' heritage to the Medes.
The ever-increasing importance of Hamadan and the centhe

tralization of Median political
power surely contributed to the
final abandonment of this monumental building. We know the
khan of Godin was wealthy and
we may suppose that he was

powerful. If the historical trend
of the times was to concentrate
power and wealth in the Median
capital,* then perhaps our khan
similar circumstances Louis XIV
changed the character of the French
from a class of grand seniors

•In

nobility

who maintained
power bases
collection

who

of

clustered

Versailles.

potentially independent

the countryside into a
rank- and favor-seekers
about the Sun King at

in
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reached the conclusion that the
future lay in the city, not on his
country estate.
conjecture of course,

It is all

but possibly our last khan of
Godin decided to close his counhome and move to Hamadan
simply because the political and
military situation had altered in
such a way as to make the

try

capital the best place to be.

FINALLY

abandoned, the palace of Godin in what we call
Period II slowly decayed and
eroded in the snow and rains.
Circumstances, however we may
read them at this historical distance,

had changed
Godin Tepe never

certainly

radically, for

was occupied
the

center

again.

of

Wherever

population

may

Eventually the inhabitants of
the comparatively modern village located about a half mile
away from the site turned the
southern flank of the ancient

mound into their cemetery.
more recently the modern

cool watermelon after collecting
sherds in the autumn of 1961.

Excavations since have shown
was then

us something of what

unknown because
der the ground.

Godin. In time all visible trace
of our khans and their palace,

a question of

like the deposits left at the site

their predecessors of earlier

milennia,

was covered

over.

it

still

lay un-

Now the mysGodin are less a queswhat is there and more
how to read and
understand what we have found.
Here is the fortified palace of
a Median khan. But how to conjure up the khan?

have been in this valley for the
next few centuries, for the first
time in 6000 years it was not at

by

teries of

tion of

BAD SPOT FOR A BAD CHECK

A YOUNG woman

in Clayton,
Mo., picked the wrong place
to pass a bad check. She handed
the check along with two identification cards to Miss Yvonne
Beede, cashier in a men's store

there.

Miss

Beede

stalled

Still

government sliced a dirt road for
auto traffic along the base of the
mound and an enterprising local
restaurateur built a small teahouse beside that road over the
remains of his ancestors. It was
there my companion from the
Archaeological Service of Iran
and I stopped to refresh ourselves with scalding tea and

cashing the check until police
arrived to arrest the woman for

Seems Miss Beede recognized the check and identification cards as being from a wallet of hers which had been stolen
a week earlier.

forgery.

Spectacular 800-foot-high Minaun
Irish

series

of

Cliffs

folk

bizarre

are prime tourist attraction of County Mayo.

here

events

Brian

Rua

O

bedeviled

that

Carrabine foretold
the

Fulfilled after 250 years
66"VJAYO, God help us!"
-L'A Ah, well, it's a fair enough
plea when you think on the
ghosts and apparitions associated with Ireland's strikingly
scenic,
though often desolate
County Mayo. Some of the tales
are true, perhaps, of headless
horsemen, bodies floating up

on
Achill Island
Photos courtesy

bare

—

railroad.

.

The

from the

—

.

CURSE
By Robert

sea, the crack of a
sinister whip, empty carriages
careening along the coast, strange
sounds
like weeping
in the
night. Others are the imaginings
of the natural storytellers who
dwell in a land where the mists
settle early and the wet roads
wind dark and lonely among the

Achill

.

hills

T. Reilly

Irish

down

Tourist Board

to

the waiting

sea.

But Brian Rua's prediction of
a curse to befall Achill Island
was no imagining
although
two and a half centuries passed
before its fulfillment.

—

47
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Brian Rua O Carrabine was
born near Inver on the stark
early in the 17th

The Achill Islanders
know some prosperity now but in
centuries past they were among

Century. Because he showed
kindness to a poor woman in
1648, he is said to have received
the gift of second sight. From
then until his death he prophe-

the poorest of those dispossessed
Irish who were driven to the
"stony places" by their English
conquerors. Even today the faces
of the landscape and the people

many things, including the
great famine of the 1840's, the
advent of the telegraph and other events which occurred cen-

But a pub is always and everywhere a pleasant place. In such

moors

Mayo

of

sied

turies later. His prophesies

transmitted

orally

were

until

they

were collected by Michael O'Tiomanaidhe and published by
M. H. Gill in 1906.
One of Brian Rua's strangest
premonitions concerned a railroad to be constructed on Achill

Sometimes the curse that

Island.

befell the railroad is credited to

woman

an old

dispossessed by its
but
Brian
Rua
have a stronger and

construction

seems

to

earlier claim to the tale.

Achill Island, 57 square miles
in area, extends across the north-

It

is

Ireland's largest

now

live

grazing

subsisting

there,
livestock,

less

fishing

—

a couple of pints
but it was
worth it. They traded sentences,
the two of them, piecing together
the railroad's haunted history.
O Carrabine, they told me, had
foretold the coming of the rail-

by

dire

'

glamorous

cottage industries and
on tourism. The cliff scenery is
spectacular and the grim heather-laced bog land has its own
species),

—

heard
it
often
since
from
coach drivers, hotel owners,
booksellers. But I
heard it first from two garrulous companions in the bar at the
Railway Hotel. We were seated
near the window that fronts the
Mall and I guess the tale cost me

newsmen and

for

is-

shaped like an inverted
'L" and bridge-bound to the
mainland. About 6,000 persons
land,

shark (and other

recall these deprivations.

a snug at Westport I first heard
about Achill Island railroad. I've

road which he called "flaming
carriages on iron wheels." He
saw one of them linking Achill
Mayo but he
first and the
last passengers of this railroad
will
be corpses." Before his

ern perimeter of beautiful Clew

Bay.

fey mood.

Island to mainland
warned that "the

prediction became reality
would have elapsed.
Robert Worthington, an experienced Dublin builder, began the
spur line, setting a completion
date for the summer of 1894. It
200 years

THE CURSE ON ACHILL ISLAND
would tie Achill
Newport.

to

Westport via

the old woman enters the
tale
as a dispossessed householder. Railroad beds require

—

the

purchase

of

property

sometimes the exercise

of

and
emi-

nent domain. Whether

it's

interest

Interstate

of

4!)

gers

will

today's

in the

Highway system, urban renewal
or a remote railroad, dispossession brings about protest. One
protestor was this old lady who
lived alone on the edge of a bog
astride the proposed right-of-way.

For countless years her family
had held this forsaken estate and
she resolved not to abandon it.
All attempts at negotiation went

These words, attributed to the
old lady, more properly belong
to O Carradine. He was ahead of
her by 200 years.

Even before the Achill line ofopened the first part of
the prophecy was fulfilled. On
June 14, 1894, 32 migrant workficially

ers left Achill in a small boat

headed for Westport. There they
would take a larger vessel and
sail to the potato fields of Scotland. Their tiny vessel capsized

— some

say because they all
rushed to one side to get a
glimpse of a larger ship round-

ing

the

children

companied by lawmen, physical-

in the

ly dispossessed the old

woman,

carrying her away bodily from
the worn thatched cottage. In her
anger and frustration she cursed
her tormentors.

The inventiveness and

effec-

tiveness of Irish curses are fa-

mous. You'll hear phrases like,
"Six eggs to you and half a dozen

them

Or "The curse
"High
of Cromwell on you,"
hanging to you" or "Sweet bad
rotten!"

luck to you!"
The irate crone was more specific. "Take me then," she cried,
"but I put this curse on you.
This line shall never prosper.
And this more. The first passen-

Cliffs.

Minaun

800-foot-high

Soon men, women and
were thrashing about
rough waters. None sur-

unheard.
Finally the builder himself, ac-

of

be corpses and also

the last."

Now

vived.

Thirty bodies were recovered
from the rocky coast around
Westport while the authorities
puzzled about how to return

them

to

Achill.

The

railroad,

although not officially open, provided the solution. The bodies

were moved

to

Newport

in car-

on the regular line and
from there a small engine pulled
the macabre procession along
the spur line.
Achill Islanders had cause to
remember the prophecy: "And
the first passengers shall be
corpses."
Brian Rua
or the irate old
riages

—

Beautiful

woman
count.

Clew Bay

lies

on southern perimeter of Achill

—

was right on another
The Achill Island railroad

never prospered. In

December

Island,

Ireland's largest.

but the task of getting them to
Achill remained. Someone suggested the dormant railroad.

For 60 pounds sterling (in
days, about $240.00) the
bereaved relatives chartered a
train from the Great Southern
Railway and on September 19,
1937, the bodies reached Achill.
"And the last load shall be

it was closed to passenger
reopened briefly in April
good early
next year. It seemed that
the last part of the accursed tale
would not be realized.
Then, on September 16, 1937,

1934

those

traffic,

1936, then closed for

the

10 young Achill Islanders who
had gone to Kirkintilloch, Scotland, to harvest potatoes were
burned to death in a barn fire;
they had been locked in by their
overseers. The bodies were transported from Glasgow to Dublin

corpses!"
The tracks are mostly gone
but you can drive out to

now

Achill

Head

Croaghaun

if

and even climb
you've an eye for

the magnificent view of island-

studded seascape and dark peaks
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rolling into

can

Connemara. And you

hear talk of the old
and Brian Rua.
possible my friends are

still

Achill line
It's
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paired again at the Railway Hopub, squinting into the streets
on a market day, waiting for
another pint-primed recitation.

tel

FRENCH TO STUDY UFOs
By Rho Sigma

ON APRIL

27.

1971, the well-

known French publication
L'Aurore started a detailed documentary report on unidentified
flying objects with the news
that the famous Gendarmerie
National, the French elite national police
vestigate all

force,

would

in-

future

UFO

re-

"The

gendarmes
are
convinced there is something to
ports.

the

flying saucers," begins the
report. "They are unwilling to
UFOs as products of
fantasy, optical illusions, visions
or hallucinations of sick or
drunk people.
These unknown phenomena of the sky
are considered very seriously.

accept

.

An

.

corps does not waste its
with an investigation of
things which do not exist."
The investigating team will be
headed by Charles Garreau, one
elite

time

UFO

of France's best known
investigators, and Captain Kprvendal of the Gendarmerie. The
official
police journal of the
Gendarmerie states that in the
United States pilots who report
UFOs to the public face fines
up to $10,000 and 10 years in
prison. "Why so many precautions for something that does
not exist?" the journal asks.

France

has two well-docureports. On July
farmer near Valensoie,

mented landing
1,

1965, a

Haute Provence, watched a
strange object with a metal hull
and six landing gears land only
about 30 meters (about 100 feet)

away from where he was

stand-

ing. Police

interviewed the witnesses and established the reality
of the landing gear impressions
in the soil.
second very similar
landing of the same type of
object occurred on May 1, 1967,
near Marliens, Cote d'Or. Here
too
landing gear impressions
were found. "It is useless to attempt to close both eyes and
merely make fun of such facts,"
states the police journal.

A

Police reports must Include
type of noise emanating from
the UFO, description of oc-

cupants with special emphasis
on complexion and equipment
and effects on animals, plants
and soil near the landing site.
Soil samples are to by shipped
to the closest agricultural laboratory and the site tested for
radioactivity as compared with
a control location about 100

meters

away.

Further

instruc-

tions call for the taking of infrared photos from a helicopter
10 meters above the landing
location. Most noteworthy of all
is the official directive to refrain from all application of
force in dealing with UFO occupants.

Ancient

Qhin&ASL JombA,
Yield

Priceless Treasure
Rare and remarkably preserved artifacts

provide new information about

life

in

will

China 2,000 years ago.

By David Techter

THE blackout on
archaeological
news that
prevailed during China's recent
"Cultural
Revolution"
Communist China has published sev-

ENDING

eral lavishly-illustrated

archaeologists already are comparing with that of King TutAnkh-Amen in Egypt. All three
date to the Former or Western
Han Dynasty, rulers of China
from 202 B.C. to Six A.D.
In the summer of 1968 soldiers
from the People's Liberation
Army were searching for caves
in Ling-shan Hill, west of the

volumes

describing archaeological progress during the last several
years. Most striking of all the
recent finds are three 2,000-yearold

tombs

whose

importance

town
52

of

Manch'eng and south-

UPI Photo

west of Peking. At the base of
the cliff the soldiers found piles
of
rubble showing toolmarks.
They investigated the limestone
cliff and discovered the entrance
to a tomb which had been cut
straight back, into the cliff. The
entrance had been sealed bypouring molten iron between two
parallel brick walls, thus forming a wall of iron. The army
archaeological authorities who supervised the dynamiting of the wall. A short time
later another, similar tomb was
discovered 100 yards north of the

When

first unearthed
in
early 1972 the
corpse of the unnamed wife of Li Chu
Tseng, vizier prince of Changsha, was discovered wrapped in 20 layers of silk and
half-submerged in red preservative fluid.

Doctors at Human Medical College, Peking,
examine body of Li Chu Tsang's wife, who
was about 50 years old at death. Despite
2,000 years of burial the corpse resembles

body

of newly-deceased

notified

first.

The size of these tombs alone
impressive. The first measures
approximately 150 feet by 100
feet by 30 feet high and the second tomb is larger still. Chinese
is

archaeologists

estimate

that

UPI Photo

individual.
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even with modern tools it would
take 100 men a full year to excavate the mammoth openings.
Both tombs are designed with a
tunnel running back from an
east entrance, with side chambers to the north and south, to a
large central chamber. From
this large central chamber still
another tunnel leads to the burial

chamber

in

the

found within the

rear.
first

fied it as that of

Artifacts

tomb

identi-

Liu Sheng

who

ruled the region from 154 B.C.
death in 113 B.C. The
somewhat larger second tomb to
the north is that of his consort,
until his

Tou Wan.
The side chamber on the south
of Liu Sheng's tomb contained
several chariots and remains of
more than 10 horses. The north
chamber contained several hun-

dred ceramic containers, most of
originally filled with food

them
and

drink.

The large

central

chamber was

filled with bronze,
ceramics, lacquered objects and
statuary, while the burial chamber at the rear contained the

prince's double coffin and the
of all the grave
goods. Artifacts in the tomb of
the princess were much the

most valuable

Wide World Photo
Silk painting wrapped around innercoffin in Changsha tomb depicts
scenes of the netherworld, earth and
heaven in sharp and contrasting hues.
Seven-foot painting is considered the
most valuable Chinese silk extant.

most

same.

Over 2800 objects in all were
removed from the two tombs.
of them display a high level
artistic technique and some
are types never seen before. MaMost
of

During state

v!*!t In

February 1972 President and Mrs. Nixon view jade-end-gold
Tou Wan on display in museum in Peking's Forbidden City.

burial suit of Princess

terials include bronze, gold,

ver,

ware,

iron,

j

ade,

ceramics

court lady holding a lamp. Her
arm leads the smoke from
the lamp into her hollow body to
avoid polluting the air.
Of all the tomb treasures the
most spectacular are the jade
suits that covered the bodies.
Rectangular pieces of polished
jade are held together by gold
wires passed through holes in the
corners to make these suits. The
prince's suit consists of 2690 jade

sil-

glass,

lacquer

and

textiles.

right

Some

of the lacquered objects
give the date on which they were
made and the names of the arti-

sans.

An

impressive bronze

in-

cense burner from the prince's
tomb is richly inlaid with gold to
depict hunting scenes. A gilded
bronze sculpture from the princess's tomb is in the shape of a
55
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pieces; his wife's suit is

made

of

2156 pieces. It would have taken

even a skilled jade worker in
times 10 years to complete
one of these suits. Liu Sheng apparently believed the suits would
preserve his and his
wife's
bodies forever but archaeologists
found only handfuls of dust when
the suits were opened. These
suits now are on display in Pe-

Han

king's

Forbidden

where

City,

President Nixon saw them on his
recent state visit.

Last year

Han

in 1972 a third

tomb was discovered in Changsha, some 400 miles north of
Hong Kong. Although this tomb
belonged to the wife of an inlocal

significant

nobleman,

its

charcoal seal preserved the contents in a remarkable fashion.

The tomb

is

identified tentatively

unnamed first wife
Chu Tsang, vizier prince

as that of the
of Li
of

Changsha, the capital

city of

Honan Province. The corpse of
the woman, who was about 50
years old when she died, was
preserved so perfectly that Chinese archaeologists injected embalming fluid to prevent deterioration

and

2, 000-year-old

the

corpse acted like a recently deceased body.
When it was found the corpse

was wrapped
cloth

in 20 layers of silk

— brocade,

embroideries,

damask and gauze — some
ly

ornamented and

high-

all well-pre-

The body was half-submerged in a reddish fluid which
presumably played an important
role in its preservation. The inner coffin was covered by five
served.

outer coffins, fitted one within the
other. Buried with the coffins
were more than 1,000 artifacts of
ceramic, wood, bamboo, lacquer
ware and silk. A banquet table

was laden with peaches, pears,
melons, eggs, pickled vegetables,
rice and a decoration of arbutus.
One-hundred-and-twenty miniature wooden figures wearing silk
clothes peopled the tomb, keeping the body company while 26 of
representing singers and
dancers, provided silent enter-

these,

tainment.
Archaeologists are most excited about the
colored silk
painting that covered the innermost coffin. This perfectly pre-

served painting is almost seven
feet long and it is three feet wide
at its widest point. Peking experts consider it the most valuable
piece of silk ever found and one
of the few that have survived for
so long. Its still dazzling colors
depict successive scenes of the

underworld, the earth and heaven. Also portrayed on it is the
mythical figure, Yi the Archer,
who shot down nine out of 10 suns
in the sky and thus made the
earth habitable. British ambassador to Peking John Addis, an
authority on Chinese art, calls

'
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the tomb painting one of the
most important discoveries in
years and "very exciting.
archaeologists
Chinese
and
historians already have begun the
painstaking task of studying the
wealth of material from the
three Han tombs. Since among
these objects are so many that
rarely survive, new information
on the arts and crafts of Han
times and indirectly on the lives
of the people will result from
*

A

their examinations of the priceless

tomb

treasures.

Chinese politicians, of course,
have been quick to point out that
illustrate
the tomb treasures
"the ruthless extravagance of
the feudal ruling class and its
ruthless exploitation of the laboring people." The Communist
Party newspaper Jenmin Jih
Pao gloated, "The great creations by the laboring people are
now returning to their hands."

INDIAN RELICS IN PERIL
HOUSING

development

is

threatening the ruins of an
ancient Indian metropolis of a
millenium ago, reports Charles
Hillinger in the New York Post.
R. R. Perkins, curator of the Lost
City ruins near Overton, Nev.,
laments, "Unless we get some

people in here soon with scientific skills, we could lose thousands of ancient Indian relics."
Remains of Lost City are approximately 50 miles northeast of
the resort city of Las Vegas and
extend for perhaps 30 miles

along both banks of Muddy
River, a tributary of the Colorado. Estimates are that 10,000
to 15,000 people lived in the city

which thrived from the time

of

Christ to about 800 A,D. Why
the ancient settlement was aban-

doned 1200 years ago remains a
mystery.
Perkins, 58, has worked excavations at Lost City since 1924,
when the site first was found by
his father Fay Perkins and his

uncle John Perkins. Apartment
houses with as many as 100

rooms have been unearthed and
Perkins considers Lost City the
ancestral home of the Hopi Indians. "They were a highly ad-

vanced people," he states. "We
have found evidence of brush
dams and irrigation systems. In
addition

to

food crops the In-

dians grew cotton. Nearby are
the remains of a large salt mine
where hundreds of stone picks
and hammers used by prehistoric
miners were found,"
Now the site is threatened by
the

Moapa Valley development.

Many Las Vegas residents are
buying up three- and four-acre
sites and building ranch houses,
thus converting Overton into a
bedroom community for the resort city. Soon, Perkins fears, the
housing development may cover
Lost City's buildimplements, beads,

over much of
ings, pottery,
clay

effigies,

skeletons,

and weaponry.

clothing

Now

Janet

clearly

the

—

could

the

man's

mouth

agape

as

everything

see

horror

of

look

unseeing
if

eyes,

to

in
his

scream.

By Mercedes Colon

PERT

Manhattan

secretary-

Janet Falk never will forget
the frightening dream she had
on New Year's Eve 1959. She was
10 years old and living with her
parents Helen and William Falk
in Jackson Heights, N.Y. Even
today when she recounts the
dream she feels the anguish she
experienced that night.
On the last day of 1959 several
inches of snow had fallen. Janet
spent the whole day eagerly anticipating an evening visit from
her favorite cousin, Joey Falk,
whom she hadn't seen for a long
time. Joey was 12 years older
than she but there always had
been a warm bond of affection
between them. His visits were
something she looked forward to.
Joey finally arrived with his
friend, Larry Moss, and during
the happy family dinner he told
them of his and Larry's plans to
go into business early in 1960.
Because it was New Year's Eve
Janet was allowed to stay up
later than usual; not until 10:30
P.M., after Joey had left, did she
retire for the night. Exhausted
by the excitement and the long
58

day she fell asleep
immediately began
She seemed to be
in the back seat of

quickly and
to

dream.

a passenger
a large car,
engulfed in darkness. Then slowly everything started to clear
and, as if she were a spectator at
a stage performance, she saw

two

men

in

front of her,

one

A
Child's

Dream of
Death
behind the steering wheel. Both
men were peering intently
ahead, trying to pierce the darkGradually she became

ness.

aware

of

lights

flickering

through the windows and the
swish of passing automobiles
although she felt no movement.
Then she could hear the two men

—

talking.
"It's so slippery I feel as if the

car is trying to get away from
me," said the man behind the
wheel. His voice had a familiar
ring but Janet couldn't place

The man spoke

it.

softly and she
could see only the back of his
in the dark.

head silhouetted

thicker,"

getting

"Fog's

and almost simultaneously the

his

seat behind the wheel was vacant. Then frightening sounds

companion remarked.
"Is that an intersection up
ahead? Can you make it out?"

filled

asked the

his

first

voice.

The man on the

"My

to

a

legs.

I

can't

legs. I'm stuck. Oh,
God! Help me," he cried loudly,

pole.

left front

The second man,

my

thrashing from side to side in a
vain effort to free himself.
Janet now found herself standing outside the car, still a spectator. Slowly she moved forward
until she stood over the inert
figure of the driver. He lay on
the snow-covered ground a little
distance from the car, his arms

skidded, smashing hard into the
back of a car ahead. As the driver struggled with the steering
the car veered wildly,
and with a
tires screeching,
rending noise crashed
great

The

air.

legs,

move my

wheel

against

the

head flung back, screamed

with pain.

right leaned
peer through the
windshield but his answer never
came. The car had started to
slow down but then suddenly

forward

door flew open
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outstretched and one leg twisted
incongruously behind his body.
Inexplicably in the pitch-dark
night the scene seemed illuminated as if by a spotlight. Janet
could see everything clearly
the look of horror in the man's
unseeing eyes, his mouth agape
as if in the middle of a cry.
Then Janet screamed
again
and again, as only a child can.
It was cousin Joey she was
staring at and she knew he was
dead!
When Janet's mother rushed
into the room she found the child
sitting up in bed, eyes tightly
shut,
still
screaming.
Janet
leaned against her mother, sobbing uncontrollably.

—

—

"Mommy,

Mommy,

Joey's

I think he's dead."
"No, no, darling. You were
having a nightmare," her mother soothed. "Joey was perfectly
all right when he left here a little
while ago. You were dreaming."
"No, I wasn't," Janet insisted.

hurt.

saw

was there in the car
There was another
too and he was
screaming about his legs and
Joey was on the ground and he
wasn't moving."
"I

with

man

it.

I

him.

there

With her mother watching over
her Janet finally went back to
sleep, to toss nervously until
morning. She had been up about
an hour that New Year's Day
when the telephone rang. Joey's
sister Peggy, in a state of hysteria, was calling. It was hard to
make out what she was saying
but finally Janet's mother put
the

pieces

together.

Joey had been killed about
midnight in an automobile accident on his way home to Yonkers. Peggy's description of the

accident matched Janet's
in every detail.

The

dream

fatal acci-

dent had occurred near an intersection. On the slippery road Joey's car had skidded into the car
in front, veered off the road and
crashed into a pole. Joey had
been thrown from the car and in
the fall his neck had been broken. Larry Moss, the man with
him, had been found in the car,
his legs pinned in the wreckage.

The accident had happened

in

real life exactly as Janet

had seen

it

actually a

in her

Falk
dream. Was it

dream? Or

in

some

mysterious way was Janet at the
scene of the accident as it was
happening?

!
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the cabin to wait impatiently for
slowly
midnight,
when we
walked back outside to the triangle. Sure enough, the three sticks
lay across each other on the

THE DEVIL IN INDIANA
By Michael

TN OCTOBER
A the drabness

B.

Williams

1971,

bored with

of city

life,

six

and I went to spend a
weekend in the country at
a cottage near Stonehead, Brown
County, Ind. We arrived in the
late afternoon and set about preparing a delicious supper of baked
beans and cornbread. After dinner we gathered around the fireplace, planning a peaceful night
friends
restful

ground

Our success
ther

incited us to furThree of us

experiments.

prepared

a

satanic

altar

with

candles and incense. Then I conjured Lucifer from the gates of
hell to send a messenger into our
cabin. Nothing happened.

began
from a book I had brought
on satanism and the subject soon
captured our youthful imaginaof conversation. I casually

To

re-

lease the energy necessary for

to read

tions.

Some of the party decided to
prepare an invitation for the
white spirit of New Guinea following the description in my
book. We formed a triangle with
several rocks and planted three
sticks into the ground inside. According to the book, if the sticks
fell over at midnight the entity
had arrived; if they did not we
were safe. We then returned to

Michael
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6.

Williams
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on them while they were

demonology we all sat in a circle
and began to hum. Beginning

light

with the lowest note we could
reach we harmoniously went up
the scale ending in an emotional
bloodcurdling
burst
and
a
scream. If anyone had happened
to be wandering through the forest that night they surely would

scribed

have

fled

in

terror!

After several such screams an

uneasy silence fell and we began
to regret our efforts. To ease our
conscience we began to chant a
Buddhist prayer several of the
group had learned. We all felt
better afterwards and a few
dared to leave the cabin in order
fetch some water.
Upon their return a huge
crashing sound resounded from
the cabin roof, shaking the entire
structure. Three of the braver
members decided to investigate
the roof and reluctantly climbed
onto the top while the rest of us
Suddenly
two
stayed
inside.
more crashes were heard from
the roof and my three friends
leaped off in a mad dash, luckily
injury.
searched
escaping
We
the woods but could find nothing
account for the uncanny
to
to

crashes.

A

few of our party went to the

below

it

as

valley.

a

Monty

large

de-

circular

beam which came from above
them. But I pointed out that our
only light
his hand.

was the

flashlight in

Now we were

so scared

we decided

—

to have patrols
and
a lot of good that did us! While
Bruce was acting as sentry something grabbed his stick and
shoved him over the edge of a
cliff. Luckily he fell on a ledge
and was not hurt. Anyone who
would attack a man as big as
Bruce would have to be blind, an
idiot or a demon. We all were
inclined towards the third possibility.

But nothing further happened.

The next morning we cleared out
as soon as we awoke, convinced
that satanism is nothing for amChesterateurs to dabble with.

—

yield,

Ind.

24-HOUR DEATH NOTICE
By Toni Gabrlele

ON THE night

of

September

7,

1968, I had a very upsetting
dream in which my grandfather
Howard M. Noble died. Grandfather and I were very close and
I spent the rest of the night trying to convince myself that it

was only a dream.
In the morning I came out into
kitchen where my mother
was preparing a birthday dinner

valley below with a flashlight to
search for any intruders who
might be trying to scare us.

the

When they returned
why we had shone

for

they asked
a beam of

in the

my

grandmother. She could

TRUE MYSTIC EXPERIENCES
from my expression that I
was upset and in response to her
inquiry I related my dream with
tears rolling down my cheeks.
Around noon my grandparents
tell

arrived at our home in Fowler,
Ohio, and we ate a hearty meal.
I went out to the kitchen to serve
the cake and Grandfather came
to keep me company. I cut us
both a piece and we sat alone in
the kitchen eating and talking.
He told me that when school
ended he would take me on a trip
to Mexico so I could try out my
Spanish. As we sat there I

63

When

home Grand-

they got

mother phoned us to
had arrived safely.

tell
I

us they

began

to

think how foolish I had been to
be upset by my dream. But
about 11:00 o'clock that same
night Grandmother called again.
This time it was a reality:

Grandfather had died.

— Fowler,

Ohio.

A DOLLAR SAVED
By Joseph

IN JANUARY

S. Hufham
1936 I was living

in a three-room rented house
on the west edge of Delco, N.C.,
with my wife Rhoda and two
small youngsters to support. It
was the middle of the great De-

pression and things were so bad
that a neighbor who had six children was working for 40 cents a
day. We were trying to survive
on a few articles I sold to newspapers but they brought in too
little

to

squeeze by on. I had
to put out a line of
Big Branch Swamp

gone so far as
steel traps in

stretched out behind the
house, hoping to catch some
game to eke out our provisions.
One particularly cold morning
most of my traps lay underwater
due to heavy rains but I determined to check those on higher
that

Toni Gabriels

thought of

how much

I

loved him

and prayed that my dream
would not come true.
Around 6:00 P.M. they decided
to return to their home in Warren, Ohio. I dreaded seeing them
go for I had an aching feeling
that I never would see my grandfather

again.

ground even though
three-mile walk.

this meant a
Rhoda had a

going in the backyard to boil
water for washing the clothes. As
I was about to leave she told me,
fire
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"Take

off that shirt

removed

and

I'll

wash

my

khaki shirt,
the best one I owned, and found
another. I tossed the khaki shirt
onto a pile of clothes on the back
it."

I

porch and headed off.
I decided to go to the post
office in Delco first. It was about
time for a monthly check from
the newspaper. It would amount
to only three to five dollars at
best but the kids would finish off
the last of our groceries at lunch.

shop that day, there
would be nothing left for supper.
I walked the mile to the post
office but there was no check
waiting. In desperation I thought,
"What on earth can I do? I don't
have but one dollar in the world."
At that point I nearly panicked. I realized with horror that
my last dollar was in the pocket
of the khaki shirt I'd left to be
laundered. By now it was in the
pot of boiling water or would be
before I could reach home. My
very last dollar was doomed!
My only thought was to pray
that the Lord would save my
If I didn't

dollar

somehow

or

find

a

re-

placement for it. With a heavy
heart I began to check the traps,
praying the whole time. I tried to
visualize

my

wife finding the dolwent in the
I knew she rarely
pockets. I had read

lar before the shirt

boiling pot but

checked

my

that everything happens for the
best and I tried to convince my-

that if my dollar was destroyed the Lord would provide
another. I began to hope I'd find
a raccoon in my trapline but my
self

only reward for checking the line
was stinging wind in my face.
The bleak trees thrashed together
as I walked on home.
As I walked into the backyard
I saw my wife standing at the pot

punching down clothes with a
stick. "Is my khaki shirt in that
I asked. And then I saw it:
the wind had blown it from off
the top of the pile of clothes to

pot?"

one end of the porch! My prayers were answered. I had gained
far more than my last dollar. I

now had the faith to face all
knowing that come
what may, "underneath are the
obstacles,

everlasting arms."

— Delco,

N.C.

RESCUE BY TELE PORT ATI ON
By Dewey Schley Carroll

AUGUST 1943
INing
in

while vacation-

California I suddenly bethat my nephew Ells-

came aware

worth Carroll and a buddy of his
were in grave danger. Ellsworth
was serving in an army unit involved in the invasion of Sicily.
In an instant I was teleported to
a spot close to a foxhole in

which

Ellsworth and his buddy Ralph
were huddling to dodge shrapnel.
At once I entered the foxhole,
grabbed the two young men and
hauled them out. Ellsworth was
about to remonstrate against my

TRUE MYSTIC EXPERIENCES
dragging them from safety when
the whine of a shell drew our attention back to the foxhole. The
shell made a direct hit on their
former shelter and both would
have died instantly had they re-

mained there. Then, as suddenly
as I had teleported to Italy, I
found myself back in California.
In November 1945 Ellsworth
returned from service and the
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To

this day I have been unable
convince Ellsworth that I never served with the army in Italy.
Tennessee Ridge, Tenn.
to

—

DOUBLE MIRACLE
By Ron Paige
Gary J. Peterson

as told to

ONJimAPRIL
Aron

12, 1972,

and

Ben Piea,
Homer,

I left

Alaska, on a 40-foot boat called
Patriot to do some fishing in the
Gulf of Alaska. None of us was
familiar with the vessel and its
owner, "Junior" Cross, was not
aboard. This was its first voyage
after it had been in a fire and
We had passed Katchemak Bay and entered the Gulf
when the hydraulic steering system failed.

repaired.

We turned off the engines to
repairs and while we were
doing so the water cooling system
somehow clogged. A hose burst
and water flooded the engine
room knocking out both engines
make

Dewey Schley

Carroll

following month I traveled to his
in Cabool, Mo. After we
exchanged greetings Ellsworth's first question to me was:
"Uncle, what battalion did you
serve in during the invasion of
Italy?" I replied that I had not
served in Italy at all. "But, Un-

home
had

you were there," he insisted.
"You pulled me and my buddy
from a foxhole while we were in
Sicily. If you hadn't we both
would have been killed. I turned
around to thank you but you already had gone."

cle,

and shorting the batteries so that
the electrical system failed. We

had no power

for rudder control
or for the radio to call for help.
could do nothing but drift.
By the next day, April 13, we

We

had drifted 40 miles from the
coast. We let our anchor line out
to full length in the hope of snagging bottom. Soon the anchor did
catch and checked our drift out
to

sea

— but

now

a

gale-force

wind buffeted the boat, straining
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the anchor line. After two solid
days of strong winds and heavy

seas the anchor line snapped.

We

were adrift once more.
About 4:30 A.M. on April 16
the man on watch wakened the
others to warn of impending disaster. The fury of the storm was
driving the Patriot straight for
Island whose sheer 500-foot
cliffs towered only a few hundred
yards ahead. We had no lifesaving equipment on board except
life jackets but if we were thrown
into the water its freezing temperature meant certain death.
There seemed absolutely no hope.
I fell on my knees and prayed as
I never had prayed before while
the wind drove the hapless ship

Nuka

and closer to destruction.
Suddenly when the Patriot was

closer

within 30 feet of the cliffs it
stopped dead, pivoted 180 degrees

and began to move away from

Nuka
land.

Island towards the mainfound a long oar float-

We

ing in the sea and used it to steer
the craft around several jutting
The following day we
rocks.
drifted onto

Kenai Peninsula on

the mainland, landing on Gore
Point, the only sandy beach within 50 miles in either direction.

At any other spot on the coastline we would have been dashed
against sheer cliffs or jagged
rocks. A second time we had been
spared!
We scrawled a huge "S.O.S." in
the sand and went back to the
boat to await discovery by a passing ship or plane. Three days
passed with no sign of rescue.
On the morning of the fourth day
I stood alone on the deck reflecting on our double miracle, yet
still anxious about being rescued.
At this moment the dark clouds
hiding the sun parted just enough

send a solitary sunbeam

the cliffs despite the wind and
the sea. There seemed no possible explanation for this unless

to

some unknown power had

through the ordeal without harm.
Moments later two fishing vessels
sighted us and notified the Coast
Guard, which sent a helicopter
to take us back to civilization.

re-

sponded to my prayers. We all
three agreed that we had been
saved by a "miracle."
The next day, the storm having
abated, we began to drift around

rectly at

me

—

Homer, Alaska,

0=9
BY ANY OTHER NAME
IN 1918 1 had a girl friend named Phyllis Wilson. I liked
BACK
her name so well that when my daughter was born in 1950 I
named her Phyllis. Whom did she marry in 1971? Gary Wilson! —
Dorothy Yemen.

di-

like a spotlight. I

knew then we would come

By Paul Steiner
she had the shortest honeymoon
Ten minutes after

In Lons Le Saunier, France,
Andre Pretet was sentenced to 20

days in

window

in the world.

Rolande Daude, 45, married her
he tried to shoot her but missed
and is now in prison. "I married
him after we had lived together
for 10 years because he was so

jail for driving into the

the League Against
Alcoholism while drunk.
of

•

Born when Oklahoma was

still

jealous of other men who talked
to me," cried the bride. "Once
he got me home to our apart-

known

as Indian Territory, John
Boose, Sr., reached the ripe old
age of 112 but recently was
struck and killed by a car while
crossing the street.

ment

on

Feuilles,

•

the

•
Harold Krents was blinded as
result of a childhood injury.
Despite his handicap Krents was

stretch out in front of the open
The other night the

a

cat dashed madly from the house
after sparks set his fur alight.
Trailing flames the cat rushed

graduated

football

completely.

•
Paris,
35,

France,

was

in tears

from

Harvard

Law

is a junior member of a
Washington, D.C., law firm, plays
and enjoys going to tennis matches. He follows tennis by
sound. His perception of the
game is incredible and he can
call the game play by play by
detecting slight aural variances.

School,

through an adjoining barn full of
straw. The cat recovered but
barn and straw were destroyed

In

Belles

he's

in

fire to sleep.

Daude,

Rue des

he said he now had the
me. I'm glad

legal right to shoot
a bad shot."

Campagne,
France, Jean Barrett's cat would

Each evening

Yolande
because
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Anyone can
directions

find
Black

tn

Books or grimoires
for constructing mag*
ic

containing

circles

various
names
the deity. This

pointed

star

for
six-

(hexa-

gram or Seal of
Solomon
represents
)

the

The

CAMERA- SHY
PEIVTACLE
By

Charles

IN AN OLD cemetery in southern

England, about 9:00 A.M. on
Monday, July 12, 1971, a pale and
perplexed verger hurried along a
gravel path flanked by crumbling
gravestones to report a disturbing discovery to his parish priest.
After hearing what the verger
had to say the priest decided the
police should be called without
delay.

Dcnham
It

ers

—

seems
chalked

liltely

the

amateur
mystic

sorcer-

talismans

but what violent unseen force

continued

to

guard

the

site?

the verger had taken earlier that
morning in making his routine
inspection tour through the dis-

used cemetery. His last inspechad been at five o'clock the
previous Friday evening, July 9,
and he had found everything in

In swift response to the priest's
telephone call a police officer arrived. He was led along the path

tion
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The disturbance could have
anytime during the
more than likely during the hours of darkness, for persons who turn to graveyards for
other than lawful purposes usually don't do so in the light of
order.

occurred

weekend

—

day.

The verger, the

made

priest

and the

way through

constable
the isolated burial ground to a
large hewn stone memorial. Commemorating the dead of two world
wars it towers over the vast
countryside
stretches of open
their

which border the high burial
ground on three sides.
Chalked on the stone at the base
of the memorial they found the
two magical symbols which had
so disturbed the verger.

Whoever

had drawn the symbols also had
gone to considerable trouble to
create an intricate layout in preparation for whatever ritual had
been carried out. The nearby
graves had not been touched but
two urns had been moved from
the graves where they belonged to
be used as vessels in the clandestine ceremony. Both now stood
against the base of the memorial
in what appeared to be purposeful positions one on either side
of the smaller of the two circles.
One urn contained the remains
of a fire lighted with paper but
the other gave no clue as to what
its contents may have been. Between the two circles lay an ash
branch which must have played

—

some part

in the rites.
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The young constable took out
pencil and notebook and made a
rough but detailed sketch to aid

him in making his report.
The smaller of the two circles,
both drawn in thick white chalk,
was about six feet in diameter.

in the area and they could
make nothing of it. The constable
found no signs of any attempt to
enter the nearby church or to
break into any of the graves
which would have led to a suspicion of black magic.

pened

—

Lettered outside its circumference
were the words aer, fire, earth
and water sited to the north,
south, east "and west respectively.

When the officer eventually left,
his sketch finished and with notes
on the small amount of informa-

Within this circle was one of
smaller diameter and in the space
between the two were written the
words gabriel and tetragrammerton. Within the inner circle, its
points touching the circumference, was a six-pointed star
formed by two overlapping triangles, their apexes pointing due

were able

east and west.

The larger circle was far more
elaborate. Inside the outer cir-

tion

the

and the verger
supply, he went
nearby town to con-

priest

straight to a

to

sult the curator of

the

museum

The curator had more than
average knowledge of witchcraft
and the black arts and had many
reference books on these subjects.
there.

After studying the sketch, reading the officer's notes and carrying out a little research, he gave
his opinion.

mon, agia and eloxniadonay. Each
word was separated from its

He believed the two chalked
circles and their written contents
their origins in white magic
or druidism. Therefore, he assured the officer, there was nothing particularly ominous about
them, no matter how disturbing
and undesirable they might appear to the custodians of the burial ground.

neighbor by a vertical line.
Neither the priest nor the verger could offer any suggestion as
to who might have been responsible for the drawings or for what
purpose the ceremony might have
been held. As far as they knew
nothing like this ever had hap-

However, in the police officer's
mind, other considerations might
be more ominous, more threatening to society than any magic
mumbo jumbo, black or white.
All too often magic circles and
regarded rightwitches' covens
ly or wrongly by police authori-

cumference were three more cireach equidistant from the
other. In the spaces between
them these words were printed in
block letters jehova, emanuel,
tetragramaton, jehia, anasbona,
cles

:

erigon, messia, arphetok, jesse-

had

—
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ties

as

—

otherwise

were fronts

drug

for

harmless
traffic and

sexual activity.
The graveyard, although fairly
was in easy traveling
distance from one of England's
illicit

isolated,

largest universities. Unfortunate

though it may be, the police view
with suspicion such seats of learning, for experience has shown

them that

it is

among

people that the drug

the young
traffic

bur-

geons.

The

officer

had

to

make

a

num-

ber of inquiries before he would
be satisfied that the chalk drawings, the borrowed urns and the
ash branch were as innocent as
the museum's curator would have
him believe. For a more accurate
and permanent record of the
scene he called on a police photographer.
•

*

*

EARLY THAT

same evening,
45-year-old
Constable
Jim
the photographer
asFraser,
signed to the job, arrived at the
old cemetery. The path was not
wide enough to allow him to drive
his van up to the memorial so he
had to manhandle his camera
and other equipment along the
gravel path to the spot where he
could take the photographs he
had been briefed to obtain.

To Jim Fraser this was just
another assignment. Admittedly,
photographing mystical signs in
a cemetery was different from

71

photographing jimmy marks,
crashed vehicles and prisoners*
faces
but even so to him it was
just a job of work.
He studied the scene and decided the best angle for the photographs would be with his cam-

—

era facing east. This way all
the writing within the smaller cirwould appear right side up.
the

cle

He extended and spread wide
of

them

in position,

his

and locked
making sure the

tripod

legs

ground beneath them was firm
and level. Next he opened his case
which contained camera, photographic plates and accessories.
that the tripod was
steady he fastened the camera to
platform and turned to take a

Satisfied

its

from the case. When he
turned back to the camera he
found it lying face down on the
ground, still firmly attached to
the tripod which also lay on the
ground, its legs extended and
locked in position.
A quick look was all he needed
to learn that he would not be able
to use that camera to photograph
plate

the scene. Its alloy body was
twisted and the casing was fractured as if it had received a terrific sidelong blow. Remarkably,
despite this extensive damage to

what had been a substantial camera, the lens wasn't even scratched.

Jim tried to figure out what
had made the camera fall with
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enough force to result in such

had been he pressed the

damage. He was positive that the
and
tripod itself was not faulty
there was only a slight breeze,

taking a chance that the results
would be passable. To his astonishment he couldn't trip the shut-

not of sufficient strength to unbalance the camera or topple the

ter.

—

heavy tripod.
Jim realized that if the pictures
were to be taken while he had
still a reasonable amount of natural light he didn't have time to
contemplate the damage to the
camera. In his van he had his
own 35mm semiautomatic camera
loaded with enough film to meet

immediate requirements. He
quickly packed the wreckage of
the ill-fated camera into its case
and carried it and the tripod
back to the van on the roadway.
Minutes later he retraced his
steps to the memorial carrying
his own camera at the ready.
his

Finding

from which

a

suitable

position

to take the shots

he

raised the viewfinder to his eye

and started to focus the lens.
When he had the chalked lines of
the magical symbols showing
sharp and clear in his viewfinder
he prepared to trigger the shutSuddenly for no apparent
ter.
reason the lines began to swim in
and out of focus.
Jim shook his head and blinked,
thinking that some disturbance in
his vision might be responsible.
These measures had no effect and
the swimming motion continued.
Leaving his camera focused as it

shutter,

He advanced the film and tried
again but the shutter would not
respond. Its mechanism wa"S jammed although it had been working perfectly when he had used it

—

a few days earlier.
On arriving at the

war me-

morial Jim Fraser had given no
consideration whatever to the
supernormal aspect of the symbols. Not that he didn't believe
that supernormal powers existed
and could be put to use by those

who had
and

the necessary knowledge
However, he be-

ability.

lieved these chalk-drawn circles

had been prepared by amateurish
dabblers as a prank. Now he had
second thoughts. Could there be
more to the symbols than he had
imagined? Had some ritual performed there raised a powerful
unseen force which remained at
the scene after the celebrants dis-

banded? Plagued by such terrifying possibilities he left the cemetery with all the speed he could

muster.

Back at the police station Fraser's colleagues noticed his anx-

He was pale and shaken, not at all his usual relaxed
self. By the following morning,
however, he had recovered sufious state.

ficiently to return to the

cemetery

THE CAMERA-SHY PENTACLE
with another camera in an attempt to obtain the photographs
as he had been assigned to do.
The scene had not been disturbed
and this time he had no difficulty
operating the camera. The
photographs turned out as well as
he could have hoped.
in

#

*

*

incident conEXPLAIN
TOclusively
impossible but the
this

is

facts certainly suggest that at the
time Jim Fraser was making his

and second attempts to photograph the circles some kind of
supernormal influence had sufficient force to thwart his intenfirst

tions

by

direct physical interfer-

ence.

Jim himself has no

explanation.

say only that he was not
consciously aware of any malevolent atmosphere in the cemetery when he arrived to take the
photographs. Nor was he aware
of any apprehension or fear within himself until the second camera failed to operate. Then, he
admits, he was frightened and

He can
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wanted only

McGarr

of Kingston,

Okla., have died, always on the
20th of May, according to United
Press International. The most

recent victim was young Donald
D. McGarr, who was graduated

away

as fast

No one has come up with

a logical explanation of the crash of the
first camera. I have seen and ex-

amined
the

its

remains. Except for
lens it's a write-

undamaged

looks as if it had received a
heavy blow on the top right-hand
front corner of the frame and it
is damaged beyond economical
repair. The manufacturers have
off. It

new

stated they could supply a

camera (using the salvaged

lens)

for about £700.

When Jim

took his

own 35mm

semiautomatic camera for repair
the shutter was found to be jammed between l/250th and l/500th
but no reason for
of a second
the jam could be found.

—

Is it possible to

of events
lion

down

put this series

to a one-in-a-mil-

combination of coincidences?

Or had those unknown celebrants
who secretly prepared and used
the chalked circles achieved their

—

whatever that might
purpose
have been?

FATEFUL DAY
A period of 35 years
OVER
six of the seven children of
Mrs. C. D.

to get

as he could.

IN

MAY

from high school only a year
previously and who died of injuries suffered in an automboile
accident on April 23, 1972. Mrs.
McGarr was too upset by his
death to discuss the fateful coincidence of six deaths on the

same

date.

ASTRAL
PROJECTION

A

Risky Practice?

After having several spontaneous out-of-the-body experiences
this

author learned to control

By D.

A NUMBER

Scolt

of individuals in

the history of psychic research have been gifted with the
ability to achieve out-of-the-body
experiences (OOBEs) at will.
Autobiographies such as Sylvan
Muldoon's The Projection of the
Astral Body (written with Hereward Carrington) and Oliver
Fox's Astral Projection record

his projections.

Rogo
Robert Crookall in his books,

The Study and Practice of Astral
Projection and More Astral Projections, writes that a high per-

some of these experiences. A
number of authors have detailed

centage of persons undergoing
spontaneous OOBEs report the
of leaving the body
the head. Thus Fox's
to be based on
good empirical observation.
Sylvan Muldoon suggests several ways of inducing astral pro-

methods by which they induce

jection.

suggest others may
do likewise but Fox and Muldoon
give the fullest instructions.
Fox tells the experimenter to
relax, to be still, to concentrate
on each part of his physical body
and to will the "double" to release itself from each successive
point of concentration. He then
suggests concentrating on the
top of the skull where the "double" exits by way of an imagi-

OOBEs and

sensation

through

method seems

One method

is

to get the

"double" to carry out an act that
physical organism cannot.
suggests the experimenter go
to sleep thirsty or hungry and
that the "double" may project in
order to meet this physical need.
He also suggests that the subject
lie on his back during the experithe

He

ment and

that he

must remain

emotionally calm.
Muldoon's
most

elaborate
similar to Fox's use of
willpower. He begins by breathing deeply. Next he projects all

method

nary trapdoor which he terms
the pineal door.
74

is

thought to the top of his head
and tries alternately to tense
then relax his scalp muscles; to
tense and relax his facial muscles, his neck muscles, his upper

arms,

down through

etc.,

his en-

Next the subject is to
concentrate on his heart until his
feels the pulsations
reached

methods

mastered comes the
tricky matter of con-

difficult to

master to

what
will"

by

OOBEs

Prescott

used
Hall.

THE AUTHOR

SCOn ROGO

D.

Angeles
education

of inducing

successfully

the

trolling the speed of
the heartbeat. (My
personal experience
that these exeris
cises
are not too

"passive

essentially is hyp-

Muldoon, however, apparently
missed the significant fact that
these methods were given to Hall
as
"communications" through
the mediumship of Mrs. Keeler

this condition

subject must
learn to shift his attention and
become aware of pulsations in
any part of his body.
ABOUT
After this skill is
is

also outlines

the

method which

tire body.

Once

terms

he

whole body

of that organ.

He

exercise.

notizing the will into wishing to
project at a specified time.
In his book Muldoon also cites

was born

in

Los

1950. He received his
University of Cincin-

in

at

and San Fernando Valley State
College and earned his B,A. in
music from
nati

the letter in

Besides

and

numerous

Articles

for

boot

FATE he

author of

NAD,

cases

paranormal

of

1971.

reviews
Is
the

e detailed study of

music.

He

it

a member of both the Society for
degree.)
Psychical Research and the AmeriDuring the actual can Society for Psychical Research.
projection
experiment the heartbeat must be concentrated
on,
steadied
and
slowed. Muldoon believed that
and were published in 1916 in the
this practice, if mastered, would
Journal of the American Society
lead to an OOBE without confor Psychical Research, thus anscious willing; that is, rather
tedating by several years any
than inducing a projection it alknown volumes on astral projeclows one to take place.
tion. Hall had two friends who
Another method Muldoon pro- claimed the ability of conscious
poses is to stare at one's image
proj ection and questioned Mrs.
in a mirror and try to convince
Keeler's controls on methods of
the conscious mind that the mirproducing the phenomenon.
ror image is the real self and
The Keeler communications
gradually fall asleep doing this
mention a number of methods.

a

75
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One

is

to concentrate

attention

on mental images of light, then
imagine oneself as a point floating in space. Various other images can be used to induce

OOBEs, including the image of
swirling out of the body, images
of cones, passing through a waterspout and passing through a
hole in one side of a tank. Concentrating on one's image in the

mirror

also

is

mentioned

Muldoon probably

first

and

consid-

ered this technique after reading
the Keeler data. This same data
also mentions breathing techniques, especially those which
involve holding the breath.
Robert Crookall was so impressed by the Keeler material
that he devoted his 1964 study,
The Techniques of Astral Projection, to comparing the communications
with spontaneous reports. These latter also record
sensations such as swirling out of
the body, projecting through a
cone or into a pinpoint of light
all images given through Mrs.
Keeler before anything was written about projection. Mrs. Keeler's communications also noted
the "silver cord" connecting the
"double" to the physical body
long before this observation was
published by Muldoon.
A unique aspect of the Keeler
material is a list of dietary regulations which the "communicators" claimed would be helpful

—

in inducing OOBEs. These prohibited meat and nuts and suggested the diet consist mainly of
fruit and vegetables, with carrots,

raw eggs and

especially

liquids being

beneficial.

Hall followed the suggestions

from the Keeler material for six
years and reported his experiences in the A.S.P.R. Journal in
Although he himself never
his own par-

1918.

was impressed by

tial success, his records show
such remarks as "freer from the
body than before and able to
move through it, especially horizontally" and "feeling of being
drawn out of the body." Thus by
following the Keeler communications Hall seemingly did have

marginal success.

T FIRST ran across Hall's
writings in 1965 and was intrigued by the dietary regulations. They were easy to follow
and not so vague as "projecting
one's mind" or "will control." I
had spent quite a lot of time
trying different methods of inducing astral projection with
very

little

pletely

success.

when

I

trying

failed
to

com-

follow

Muldoon's techniques although I
to achieve control of

was able

my

heartbeat.
Finally I decided to give up
conscious attempts at projection
but I did go on the diet
prescribed through Mrs. Keeler,

!
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although I must admit I cannot
bear raw eggs and I did eat
small amounts of meat. I had
been on this diet for two weeks
when one afternoon in August
1965 I experienced an unexpected
OOBE. I had arrived home feeling tired and I stretched out on
my bed and turned cn the radio.
I was dozing on and off when
unexpectedly I had the peculiar
sensation of being awake but
feeling as

if

my

body were

fall-

Without quite realizing what
was happening I turned onto my
ing.

other side and noticed that

body was

rigid. I felt as

pulsating and falling.
izing an

place
back.

I

OOBE

my
was

if it

Now

real-

might be taking

managed

to flip onto

my

I concentrated on the feeling of falling and the next instant
found myself staring at my own
body. I turned around and my
"double" swayed and fell to one
side. I found myself moving towards the door. For an instant I
blacked out and then found myself back in my body, awake but
with my pulse very slow. (I usually have a very fast heart-

suddenly found myself crouched
on my knees beside the bed. I
realized an OOBE had taken
place and my one wish was to
leave my bedroom. Immediately
I was erect and moving towards
the door. Everything looked hazy
as it had in
The entire
felt

my
left

other experience.
side of my face
my vision was

crushed and

my

obstructed. I moved toward
closed door, passed through it
and went into the living room.

Then abruptly
awake on the

significant fact here

was sleeping on

myself

found

I

bed.

my

I

the
that I

feel

was

left side

with

my

face cushioned on my arm
which was exerting some degree
of pressure on the left side of my
face and also obstructing my
sight

To

this

day

I

don't really

know

same

exactly how these OOBEs were
achieved since I had been experimenting with every method I
came upon. However, at the time
of
these
experiences
I
had
ceased conscious experimenting
so the OOBEs may have been
due to self-suggestion, the dietary regulations or all factors
combined. Feeling that I had

this

experience
recurred
although
time the OOBE was oddly

faction that a projection can be

and much more interesting. Again I had decided on
an afternoon nap and shortly

induced

beat.)

A

few weeks

later the

different

thereafter I felt those same pulsating sensations. This time I

demonstrated

to

my own

satis-

stopped experimenting
I did not realize that
experiments somehow had
I

altogether.

my

affected

me

from 1965

psychically and that

to 1968 I

was

to under-
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go several hundred partial proand a few full OOBEs.
But more important I was able to
unique system

jections

all

my

after

my

devise a

own

for inducing
»

#

OOBEs.
#

SEVERAL MONTHS

—

he is dreaming
this is often
termed a "lucid dream"
then
allegedly he can will himself to
awaken and find himself project-

—

ed. On several occasions I had
dreams but was not able to
awaken into a projected state. It

lucid

second
OOBE, described
above, I was lying in bed one
evening half-awake when I became faintly aware of a mild
rushing sound in the distance.
This background sound grew until I heard it as an overpowering
roaring in my ears. I tried to
move and found myself cataleptic. I exerted all my energy and
managed to move my hand,
which stopped the experience.
This is a technique suggested by
Sylvan Muldoon for breaking out
of the cataleptic state that may
precede or conclude an OOBE. A
week later this experience was
repeated during the night and
this time, during my cataleptic
state, I saw several white faces
beside me. This is the only truly
frightening experience I have
had in the several years I have
been investigating the psychic
field. As soon as I could I stopped
the experience and turned on a
light which I left on for the rest

is

interesting

that

my

sponta-

neous projections occurred not in
dream state but before sleep
in
during a borderline

the
set

state
ing.
this

—

between waking and sleep-

Many

persons pass through
borderline or hypnogogic

state before falling asleep
this state they

and

in

"dream" although

actually they are awake. This
hypnogogic state, akin to daydreaming, is full of mental pictures and many psi experiences
seem to occur during it. Muldoon
suggested this state of consciousness might be used to induce
projection but he did not elaborate on it.
During this time I became
aware that my hypnogogic state
was very rich in images but
these images were so fleeting
that most of my conscious efforts
to study them led to my awaking

with a start. After further prac-

using the dream state as a method of projecting. If, during the

tice I was able to extend the
imagery for a few seconds before
either waking or falling asleep
and I then discovered the association between these hypnogogic
images and my incipient projections. During one of my most

dream, one becomes aware that

vivid experiences

of the night.
I was aware of the technique
mentioned by Fox and others of

I

was

lying in

A RISKY PRACTICE?

7!)

bed holding in my mind the image of driving an automobile
very fast downhill. As I reached
the bottom of the slope I was
jolted into consciousness.

diately

I

became aware

Immethat al-

though I could see, my eyes still
were closed. I was cataleptic and
experiencing a falling sensation.
I recognized this as an incipient
projection and willed an OOBE
to take place. For a second I had
a sensation of extreme pressure
and then was aware of an instant
of great relief. For a few seconds

myself floating above my
body but soon descended and
to normal consciousness.

I felt

woke

A

similar experience occurred

a week later. I was taking a
Sunday afternoon rest and dur-

ing a hypnogogic state I imagined I was driving my car toward a freeway underpass. As I
approached the underpass I be-

came aware

of

an unpleasant

sensation of heat and tried to
awaken. To my surprise I found
myself paralyzed, unable to stop
the imagery. As I neared the

underpass

warmer
almost
reached
ery and
I found

I

became warmer and

the heat became
unbearable.
When I

until

the underpass the imagthe heat dissipated but

myself

cataleptic.

an OOBE.

I tried to induce
achieved a sensation of dual
of being in two
same time, but re-

Again
I

still

consciousness,

bodies at the

turned abruptly to normal consciousness before I could project.

would seem that my "drivdreams" are similar to the
dreams" which astral
cite as examples of
unconscious OOBEs. My realization that for me driving imagery
and OOBEs are associated then
led to a method whereby I could
repeatedly produce OOBEs.
It

ing

"falling

projecters

During the hypnogogic state
one evening I became aware of
the sensation of driving along a

narrow road.

I

intuitively

felt

that if I could sustain the image
long enough to drive my car oj?
the road and crash it this would
throw me into a projected state.

worked. I crashed my mental
automobile and found myself ful-

It

ly conscious but paralyzed and
experiencing a falling sensation.
I

relaxed and concentrated on

moment became aware of being out
of my body. Then I blacked out
and was back in my body.
Thus my method of controlling
these sensations and for a

OOBEs

my

is

a result of controlling

hypnogogic images. The acis rather simple

tual procedure

although
tricky.

the

First of

are
techniques
all it is neces-

sary to be aware of your own
hypnogogic state (which most
persons are not). Then you must
learn to view this state panoramwithout aborting it. Finally you must learn to control

ically

.
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and prolong the images and use
for your own purpose. In
essence this technique is no

them

different than the lucid dream
technique, except that consciousness never is lost nor interrupted
by the sleep stage.
The key is to discover which of

your hypnogogic images

is

re-

lated to the OOBE and then
learn to manipulate this image
to shift your consciousness into
the OOBE instead of the waking
state. If you can learn to produce
certain hypnogogic images the

procedure becomes easier. Then
to induce an OOBE you find the
point where the image comes to
a climax. In my own case my
OOBE occurred at the specific
point of crashing the car.
It seems that during the hypnogogic state the consciousness
is least dependent on the physiological mechanisms of the
body. Since many OOBEs are
reported as occurring on the
verge of sleep, by controlling
this state of consciousness one
can more readily direct the
OOBE than at any other time.
I would not conclude this arti-

cle without a word of warning. I
share with Robert Crookall the
belief that conscious experimentation with astral projection actually is dangerous, not because
of the possibility of "possession"
or because it may cause death
but because of very basic physi-

and psychological hazFor example, rhythmic

ological
ards.

breathing exercises that may favor projection also can upset the
blood pressure and put abnormal
stress on the heart. Staring into
a mirror can cause dissociation
psychotic
or even
disorders.
Conscious control of the heartbeat can backfire and throw the
heart off its normal rhythm so
that it beats sporadically, too
quickly and completely out of
control (as I can testify from
unhappy personal experience)
Other techniques can affect the
oxygen supply to the brain. I
think these physical dangers
should warn off most persons.
My hypnogogic method is not
for inducing so much as for controlling the OOBE. Learning to
control the OOBE is not the same
as trying to coerce it. The OOBE
occurs normally during sleep,
during illness and at near death.
My own success with the technique comes perhaps from my
predisposition to the experience
since I recall having OOBEs as a
young child. If you have a natural history of this fascinating experience, by all means cultivate
the ability. This can lead to

breakthroughs in our scientific
study of the phenomenon. If not,
suggest would-be experimenanalyze their motivations

I

ters

for undertaking so risky a practice.

.

Old Jake
Won't Leave the Moors
.

.

.

and two young men embarked on a

New

.

.

Year's Eve

caper have reason to be grateful.

By William H. Hartley

December day
ON A COLD
Barney Hibmy

meal of roast beef and Yorkshire
pudding we lingered before the

bard and I were sitting in a cafe
Manchester, England, my na-

fire

tive city, talking about*plans for

By

in

1912

friend

drinking coffee, reluctant to
go out again into the bitter cold.
this time it was dark and the
and it was
storm had worsened
seven miles across the moors to

in

Year's Eve. We were young
and adventurous and liked doing

New

unusual things so after some discussion we decided to skip the
conventional parties and hike

suggested to Barney that we
remain at the inn for the night
but he protested. "We started out
to cross the moors. Let's do it."
"Okay," I replied, "let's go."
We left the warmth of the inn
and crossed the road leading to
the moors. After plodding along
I

the moors to Hayfield,
something we often did in the

across

summer.

Little did

we know what

a winter hike held in store for us.

The morning

of

December

31

found us on the train heading 20
miles east of Manchester to Glossop, our starting point. We arrived at noon and still had to
hike seven miles to reach the
Snake Inn on the edge of the
moors.

for about half

path.

many times in better weather
and we knew the general direction to follow but in this blizzard

we

easily could lose our bearings.

The moors stretched

for miles in

every direction and there were
few landmarks to go by.

when we

arrived
at the inn and asked for dinner.
The landlord led us to the dining
room where a blazing fire on the
hearth soon warmed our numb
hands and feet. After a delicious
quite late

an hour we realized

snow was obliterating the
We had been over the trail

the

The heavy snow which had fallen made our progress slow. It

was

—

Hayfield.

Whenever we went onto the
moors at night we carried a
folded newspaper so that if we
lost

81

our

way we

could light a

fire
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to attract attention

—

if

a wander-

ing shepherd were nearby. Accordingly we began to burn a
paper, sheet by sheet. After what
seemed ages but probably was
only a moment or two we heard

an eerie

coming from near

call

cottage where I believed "Old Jake," a shepherd,
had lived. I often had seen him
near there with this flock.

the stone

"Is everything all right, lads?"

"Yes,"

we

like

called back, "but
directions

we

Hay-

to

field."

"Look for the

trees, lads; look

for the trees."

"What trees do you mean, sir?"
"The oaks, lads, the oaks, the
o-a-k-s," came the hollow voice.
Now we remembered the line of
oaks along the path to the stone
bridge at the entrance to Hayfield. We shouted our thanks and
started on our way. A moment
later Barney asked, "I say, Bill,

was

that Old Jake?"

have been,"

"He

more than

ago."
"Well,
I

wonder

it

died

I

re-

a year

sure sounded like him.

if

Finally

we reached

the

first

oak

tree and stumbled on, searching

As the snow fell
and the wind became more
we had trouble seeing

for the second.
faster

each other, let alone locating the
oaks. But when we wandered off
course

the

again,

"Here

eerie

voice

came

lads, the oaks,

the

oaks!"
Shivering more than ever at
the uncanny sound of the voice
which seemed to be leading us
we finally reached the second
tree. We paused for a moment,
relieved to know we were going

We moved

in the right direction.

on very slowly. If we let go of
each other or made a false step
moor and the storm could
swallow us both.
bells
Suddenly we heard bells
from the church in Hayfield ring-

the

"It couldn't
plied.

stay together. We wound our
scarves across our faces, leaving
only our eyes bare to the stinging, biting wind.

severe

called the voice.

would

shepherd's cottage and tried to
make our way to the first one.

As the wind whipped the snow
around us we had to link arms to

he has come back to

haunt the moors?"
We turned to look for some sign
of life but even in its snowdimmed outline the dark cottage
looked cold and desolate, apparently empty. We remembered
the oaks were in line with the

—

ing in the
to that

New

Year.

We

welcome sound

listened

for a

few

minutes then started toward the

knowing that the bells
would ring on through the night
as is customary in England. We
village,

we safely could follow their
pealing into Hayfield.
We had gone only a few steps
felt

OLD JAKE WON'T LEAVE THE MOORS
when
"The

the voice called us back:
oaks, lads, the oaks." We
stopped in our tracks.
"Is he trying to tell us something, Bill?"

Barney asked.

"Remember the creek that
runs through here? I'll bet the
ice is thin and Old Jake is warning us to stick close to the trees
we reach the stone bridge

until

on the main road."
Reluctantly we turned back to
the row of trees and continued to
make our way from oak to oak.

Whenever we wandered from the
path the eerie voice would call

"You mean Old Jake?" asked
innkeeper. "I've heard he
haunts those moors but never had
any proof of it."
"He didn't say who he was but
I guess it was Old Jake. He was
the only one who dwelt on those
moors."
The innkeeper prepared hot
toddies for us and we lingered bethe

his

fore

About three o'clock in the morn-

we

crossed the stone bridge

and arrived at the Blue Boar Inn

We

fireplace

until

it

was

for the train. When we
arrived at the small station
the stationmaster was equally

time

amazed

out.

ing

83

voice of a shepherd guided us in
the right direction."

that

we had made

it

the moors on such a
stormy night. He laughed when
across

we

told

him

of the strange voice.

aroused the land-

"So Old Jake won't leave the

lord and asked for shelter until
the early morning train back to

moors, eh? Well, you're mighty
lucky young men. I doubt if you
could have made it alone."
Our return to Manchester was
uneventful but Barney and I had

in Hayfield.

When we

Manchester.
for

apologized

waking him, explaining that
across the moors

we had hiked

from the Snake Inn, he
"In

replied,

"Well, the storm
admitted,
rough,
I
'

'

was a
'

'but

had enough excitement

AN

trist,

last

awhile. We agreed that more
conventional pastimes on New
Year's Eve might not be so bad

the

after

all.

VATICAN TO TEACH PARAPSYCHOLOGY
AUSTRIAN

to

bit

storm? You must be

all this

insane."

priest-psychia-

the Rev. Andreas Resch,

will conduct courses at Rome's
Pontifical Lateran University in

what Father Resch terms "paranormology." The class will give
serious consideration to such
topics as poltergeists, possession,

.

water divining, levitastigmata and ghosts. Later
in the course students will conseances,
tion,

duct "practical experiments" in
ESP, reports Psychiatric News,
the

journal published by the
Psychiatric Associa-

American
tion.

7
tjf
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PART ONE:

flying

—

or could

fly

—

"No form

of

diri-

or heavier-than-air machine

gible

was

1800

at this time."

And

yet

.

.

.

By Jerome Clark and Loren Coleman
occupants, who numbered 10 or
so and looked like ordinary human beings, were laughing and
shouting in an unfamiliar language and the men on the

MARCH

26, 1880, was a quiet
Friday night in tiny Galisteo
Junction, N. Mex. (now the town

Lamy). The train from nearby
Santa Fe had come and gone
of

and the railroad agent,

ground also heard music coming
from the craft. The craft itself
was "fish-shaped" —like a cigar
and it was driven
with a tail
by a huge "fan" or propeller.

his day's

work finished, routinely locked
up the depot and set out with a
couple
walk.

of

friends

for

a

—

short

it passed overhead one of
occupants tossed some objects from the car. The depot
agent and his friends recovered
one item almost immediately, a
beautiful flower with a slip of fine
silk-like paper containing char-

As

Suddenly they heard voices
which seemed to be coming from
the sky. The men looked up to
see an object, "monstrous in
size," rapidly approaching from
the west, flying so low that ele-

the

gantly-drawn characters could
be discerned on the outside of the
the
Inside,
peculiar
vehicle.

acters

which reminded the men
had seen on Jap-

of designs they
84
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anese chests which held tea.
Soon thereafter the aerial machine ascended and sailed away
toward the east at high speed.
The next morning searchers
one of the items
found a cup
the witnesses had seen thrown

—

over, however, this physical evidence of the passage of the early
unidentified object had vanished.

the evening a mysterious
gentleman identified only as a

In

"collector

curiosities"

of

ap-

peared in town, examined the
finds, suggested they were Asiatic in origin and offered such a
large sum of money for them
that the agent had no choice but
"collector"
The
accept.
to

scooped up his purchases and
never was seen again.
Of course the story of aviation
does not begin on December 17,
1903, the date of Orville

12-second

hop

aerial

Wright's
Kitty

at

Hawk. Long before that scientists and inventors had struggled
to unlock the secrets of powered
flight and to build what an 1897
American

issue of Scientific

call-

ed the "true flying machine; that
one which is hundreds of
times heavier than the air upon
which it rests, (and flies) by reason of its dynamic impact, and
is,

Dellschau scrapbooks contained great
variety of peculiar airship drawings.

out of the craft but had been
unable to locate in the darkness.
"It is of very peculiar workmanship," the Santa Fe Daily
New Mexican reported, "entirely
different to anything used in this
country."
The depot agent took the cup
and the flower and put them on
display.
Before the day was

not by the aid of any balloon or

gasbag whatsoever."
But nothing in the early
tory of flight tells us
airborne cigar was

New
as

it

his-

what a huge
doing over

Mexico in 1880, especially
"appeared to be entirely

under the control of the ocguided by a
cupants and
large fan-like apparatus," and
also could ascend with startling
speed. Its "monstrous size" and
.

.

.

MYSTERY AIRSHIPS OF THE
its

propeller clearly indicate

87

1800's

it

but such a
flying machine didn't then exist
according to British authority
Charles H. Gibbs-Smith: "Speak-

was heavier than

air,

ing as an aeronautical historian
specializes in the periods
before 1910, I can say with certainty that the only airborne vepassengers,
carrying
hicles,
which could possibly have been
seen anywhere in North America
were free-flying spherical
.
balloons, and it is highly unlikely
for these to be mistaken for any-

who

.

.

thing else. No form of dirigible
(i.e., a gasbag propelled by an
airscrew) or heavier-than-air flyor ining machine was flying

indeed could

fly

—
— at this time in

America."

NEVERTHELESS,

mysterious

were seen in
"airships"
parts of the world in the

many

last half of the 19th

Delltchau alleged bizarre aircraft
actually

the early years of the 20th. And
plans for the construction of such
craft were not unknown.

ever,

was

York

coast

knew

about it and a few months later
"gold" was on the tongue of
every easterner who ever dreamed of easy fortune.
Getting to those goldfields, how-

solution

unsettled.

A

unique

— air travel — came from

40 of the

Pacific

IBoO's.

land parts of the young nation

Sacramento Valley. Within weeks
entire

in

a problem, for the in-

were largely

In 1848 gold fever seized AmerOn January 24 a workman
discovered the precious metal in
Sutter's millrace in California's
ica.

the

were test-flown

Century and

"R. Porter & Company," a firm
which listed its address as Room

Sun Building in

City.

of 1848 the

In

the

company

an advertising

latter

New
part

distributed

flyer in the eas-

tern United States which promised more than it ever delivered.
Touting "the best route to the
California gold!" the flyer read

FATE
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in part that the

company was

gering in

its

active progress in the
construction of an 'Aerial Trans-

DURING THE
rious

port' for the express purpose of

carrying passengers between

York and

New

.

—

Except for this pipe, entrepreneur Porter's vessel is almost
a dead ringer for the type of
"UFO" widely reported in the
late 1800's and early 1900's which
came to be called "the airship,"
although obviously there had to
be more than one of them and
they did not all look alike. But in
the advertisement of an obscure

company

lie

the

first

hints of a

bizarre mystery which

is

stag-

1850's

"airships"

the

crossed

skies

of

myste-

regularly

Germany

probably in
the year 1848, an enigmatic
young German named C. A. A.
Dellschau immigrated to the
United States. Dellschau's own
testimony places him in Sonora,

and just before

California.

"It is expected to put this machine in operation about the first
of April, 1849, and the transport
is expected to make a trip to the
gold region and back in seven
."
days.
On the flyer the "aerial locomotive" is illustrated
a huge
cigar-shaped device, identified
as a "gasbag," with a tail. Under it, attached with "sturdy material arrows can't puncture," is
a similarly-shaped car with windows in its midsection. "Snug
gondola with benches for 50 or
more passengers," the caption
reads. From the top of the gondola stretches a long pipe which
is identified as "a steam engine
for controlled propulsion through
sunny skies at 60 miles the
hour."
.

implications.*
* * *

"making

that,

a California mining town, in the

Where he might have
been in the decades after that is
We do know, however, that about the turn of the
century he married a widow and
took up residence in Houston,

1850's.

unknown.

where he lived in virtual
He had no friends; by

Tex.,

seclusion.

all accounts his quarrelsome disposition kept everyone at a distance. Dismissed as an eccentric

by the few who knew him Dellschau devoted hours to the compilation of a series of scrapbooks
clippings, drawings
filled with
and cryptic notations. He died in

1924 at the age of 92.
Were it not for a chance discovery many years later Dells-

chau's

would have gone unBut one day in May 1969
named P. G. Navarto stroll past an

life

noticed.

a UFOlogist
ro

happened

•We do not pretend to "solve" this mystery. What we offer instead are possibilities

often

suggested by a wide range of
evidence complicated

conflicting

by the distance in time separating us
from the events described (which makes
firsthand investigation impossible in all
but rare instances).

MYSTERY AIRSHIPS OF THE
aviation exhibit at the University
of St.

Thomas

in

Houston.

Two

scrapbooks (Dellschau's)
caught his eye and he stopped to

large

take a closer look.*
He found that the scrapbooks
contained old news stories and
articles about attempts of variinventors
to
construct
ous
heavier-than-air flying machines.
But these were not nearly so interesting as Dellschau's drawings of strange-looking,

some

cumber-

vessels which he claimed

actually
time.

had been flown

at one

Navarro, his curiosity aroused,
sought more of the scrapbooks
and over a period of time acquired 10 more
from such
places as a junk shop in Houston

—

and from
had

a

who

Dellschau's

woman
been

art collector

interested

in

drawings.

strange

Navarro even talked with Dellschau's stepdaughter, then an
old

woman. Finally he

make

set out to

sense of Dellschau's notes

which had been penned
and
glish,

German

code.

sa

speak directly. So he compromised and wrote in a fashion
aimed to discourage all but the
most determined investigator
and even so his writings in the
main only add to the mystery.
He was writing for an audience
if not one in his own day,
one in some future period. He
addressed
potential
readers

—

—

"You
Weaver
thus:

will

.

.

.

Wonder

you will unriddle
these writings. They are my
stock of open knowledge. They
will end like all the others . .
with good intentions but too
weak-willed to assign and put to
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

work."

From

the notes Navarro learn-

ed that in the 1850's Dellschau
and a group of associates, about
60 in all, gathered in Sonora,
Calif., where they formed an
"Aero Club" and constructed

and flew heavier-than-air vehicles. They worked in an open
near Columbia, a small
(Today an

field

town near Sonora.

En-

airstrip covers the field, the only

When

area in the predominantly hilly
region where planes can take off
and land safely.)
The club worked in secrecy
and its members were not per-

in

he had finished he had reconstructed an incredible story.

One thing was obvious: Dellschau was of two minds about
what he was doing. On one hand
he wanted his "secrets" known;
on the other he seemed afraid to
•In telephone conversations

1800';

and by cor-

respondence, Navarro himself has pro.
vided us with this Information.

mitted to talk about their activities or to use the aircraft for

own purposes. One member
who threatened to take his matheir

chine to the public in the hope of
a fortune died in an

making

FATE
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—

explosion
the victim,
Dellschau hints, of murder. Another, a "high educated meGustav
identified
as
chanic"
Freyer, was called to account by
the club for withholding new information. Apparently this was
no ordinary social group.
The "Aero Club" was a branch
of a larger secret society whose
gives
Dellschau
as
initials
"NYMZA." He says little about
this society except to observe
that in 1858 it was headed by a
George Newell in Sonora. Otherwise he alludes to orders from
aerial

superiors who were
overseeing the club's activities.
were not governmental
authorities, for Dellschau writes

unnamed
These

who somehow
learned of their work once approached club members and
tried to persuade them to sell

that

an

official

their inventions for use as wea-

pons

of

war.

The

unnamed

superiors instructed the club to
refuse

the offer.

a number of aircraft at its disposal, including
among others August Schoetler's

The club had

Robert Nixon's Aero
Rondo and George Newell's Aero
Newell. However, from Dell.Aero Dora,

schau's drawings it is hard to believe that anything resembling
these machines ever could have
flown.

heavy
seems

Navarro remarks, "The
body of the machines
be radically out of pro-

to

portion to the gasbag or balloon
which is supposed to lift the contraption.

amount

Considering the large
(usually

hydrogen

Dellschau's

airship

gas
or helium) that is required to lift
one of today's dirigibles or even
a small blimp, it is inconceivable
that the small quantity of gas

used

of

in

would be sufficient to lift it."
But this wasn't ordinary gas.
According to Dellschau it was a
substance called "NB" which
had the capacity to "negate
weight." Incredible as it may
seem he is talking about antigravity.

Dellschau's notes have a curitone.
One
pessimistic
ously
strange paragraph reads, "We
are all together in our graves.
We get together in my house. We
eat and drink and are joyful. We
do mental work, but everybody
is forlorn, as they feel they are
fighting a losing battle. But little
is there that fate shall
bring forth the right man."
Dellschau wrote of the human
the
planet
even
race
and
Earth
as if he stood apart
from it. One peculiar paragraph
of his oddly archaic German
"Your Christian love
reads:
reaches for the Wanderplace,
and wanders away from Earth.
Planets there are enough where
Christian love shall be as we
say so nicely in the Book Selag."
A drawing elsewhere shows the

likelihood

—
—
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figure of a devil opening a crack
in the fabric of the sky above one

The overall impression conveyed by his writings
of the "Aeros."

is that Dellschau was a man who
knew secrets that would render
him forever an outsider, isolated
from the community of mankind.
Who was he? A spinner of tall

But

tales?

to

what end?

If

he

is

only that why did he spend years
decompiling the scrapbooks
voting most of his waking hours
to
the task
on the slight

—

—

chance that one day far in the
future,

long

after

his

death,

someone might be taken in?

NOVEMBER
ONDetroit
Free Press
1,

the
reported

1896,

that in the near future

a

New

York inventor would construct
and

fly

an "aerial torpedo boat."
17 the Sacra-

And on November

mento Bee reprinted a telegram
newspaper had received
from a New York man who said
he and some friends would board
an airship of his invention and
fly it to California. The trip, he
said, would take no more than
two days. That very night all hell
broke loose and the Great Airship Scare of 1896-97 was off and
the

running.
The next day the Bee led off a
long article with this paragraph:
"Last evening between the hours
of six and seven o'clock, in the
year of our Lord eighteen hun-

91

1800's

dred

and

a most
was seen in

ninety-six,

startling exhibition

the sky in this city of Sacramento. People standing on the
sidewalks at certain points in the
city between the hours stated,
saw coming through the sky over

what appeared to
them to be merely an electric
lamp propelled by some mys-

the housetops,
arc

came out of the
east and sailed unevenly toward
southwest, dropping now
nearer to the earth, and now
suddenly rising into the air again
as if the force that was whirling
it through space was sensible of
the dangers of collision with obterious force. It

the

."
upon the earth.
Hundreds of persons saw it.
Those who got the closest look
said the object was huge and
cigar-shaped and had four large
wings attached to an aluminum
body. Some insisted they heard
and raucous laughter
voices
emanating from the ship. A man
identified as R. L. Lowry and a
companion allegedly saw four
men pushing the craft along the
ground by its wheels. Lowry's
friends asked them where they
were going.
"To San Francisco," they replied. "We hope to be there by

jects

.

.

midnight."
One J. H. Vogel, who was in
the vicinity, confirmed the story
and added that the vessel was
"egg-shaped."
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The next afternoon an airship
passed over Oak Park, Calif.,
leaving a trail of smoke and soon
Oakland and
San Francisco,
other cities and towns in the

conduct his experiments without
danger of interruption.

north-central part of California
their own stories in all the

where Collins himself
had viewed the invention
an
enormous construction 150 feet
long. "It is built on the aeroplane
system and has two canvas
wings 18 feet wide and rudder
shaped like a bird's tail," the
attorney said. "I saw the thing

had

newspapers.
Several persons now stepped
forward to tell of earlier sightings. One was a fruit rancher near
Bowman, Placer County, who
said he and members of his family had watched an airship fly by
at 100 miles an hour in late
October. Even more remarkable
was the statement of a man who
claimed that in August he and
fellow hunters had tracked a
wounded deer across Tamalpais
Mountain until they came to a

where six men were
working on an airship.
The most baffling part of the
whole flap, which lasted well into
clearing

k

December
"E,

H.

1896,

was the

Benjamin,"

a

Collins told reporters that his

wealthy client (whom he never
did his work near
identified)

Oroville

—

ascend about 90 feet under perfect

control."

On November

17, Collins

went

on, the airship had flown the 60
miles between Oroville and Sacramento in 45 minutes. This was
not the first flight the inventor

had made. For two weeks he had
been flying

in

attempts to perfect

the craft's navigational apparatus.

This led to the story in the

role of

Sacramento Bee for November

dentist

23,

whose name the newspapers always enclosed in quotation
marks, as if they had reason to
doubt his identity. It was either
Benjamin or his uncle who that
November approached George
Francisco
D. Collins,
a San
lawyer, and asked him to represent his interests in the patenting
of an airship. He told the incredulous Collins that he had
come from Maine to California

seven years before in order to

datelined

Oroville:

"The

rumor

that the airship which is
alleged to have passed over Sacramento was constructed near
this town seems to have a grain
of truth in it. The parties who

could give information if they
are extremely reticent.

would

They give evasive answers or
assert

nothing
or

they
about

know

absolutely

it.

"Not a single person that saw
knew of an airship being con-

structed near here can be found

MYSTERY AIRSHIPS OF THE
is a rumor that
some man has been experiment-

and yet there

ing with different kinds of gas
and testing those which are
lighter than air. The experiments were made some miles
east of the town and no one is
able to give any names of the
parties, who are evidently strangers and seeking to avoid publicity."
j.'he San Francisco Call established that "Benjamin," a native

of

Carmel, Me., had been seen in

the Orville area visiting a wealthy
uncle and confiding to friends
that he had invented something

which would "revolutionize the
world."
Several days into the controversy, the inventor dispensed
with the services of lawyer Collins because he was talking too
much. W. H. H. Hart, a former
state attorney general and a
highly respected man, took over
Collins' job. In subsequent newspaper interviews Hart revealed
that two airships existed, one in
the east and the other in California.

"I

have been concerned

in the eastern invention for

time personally," he

said.

some
"The

1800's

1,000
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pounds

of

dynamite.

I

am

quite convinced that two or three
men could destroy the city of
Havana in 48 hours."

Hart

represented

thus

both

airship inventors, one in Califor-

New Jersey. The
if the
former had Hart say, ".
Cubans would give him $10 million he would wipe out the Spanish stronghold." This was not the
airships and Cuba*
last time
would be mentioned in the same
nia and one in

.

breath, as

we

.

shall see.

Early in December 1896 a
stranger appeared at a business
establishment in Fresno, Calif.,
and inquired for a George Jennings. Covered with dust, the
man looked as if he had traveled
a long distance. When Jennings
stepped out of a back room he
greeted the visitor like an old

The two men engaged in
whispered conversation and the
persons standing nearby were
nonplussed to overhear the word
"airship" spoken more than once.
Later Jennings talked freely to
a reporter for the Fresno SemiWeekly Expositor, balking only
friend.

at

giving his friend's name.
is true the airship is in

"It

to consolidate both inter-

Fresno County," he said. "Just

The western craft would be
used as a weapon of war. "From
what I have seen of it," Hart

•In this period the then-new "yellow journalism" was keeping American public
opinion aroused over Cuba's desire for
independence. After the Cuban insurrection of 1895. public sentiment was running high against Spain and the mysterious destruction of the U.S.S. Maine in

idea

is

ests."

said, "I

that

it

have not the least doubt
men and

will carry four

Havana harbor on February 15, 1898,
triggered the Spanish-American War.
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where

I

do not know myself.

It is

also true that the man who was
in here a short time ago is one of
the inventors. He told me the trip
to this

country was involuntary

upon the part

of the

airship. In other

chine

came

couldn't stop

men

in the

words the maand they
was told) that

itself
it.

(I

they were flying, as
around Contra Costa County hills
and rose to a height of about
1,000 feet. Suddenly the airship
struck a current of air and refused to answer to its steering
gear. It was borne rapidly southusual,

ward
change

efforts
to
all
against
its course until suddenly

the current of air seemed to lessen and the machine once more

fore his encounter with the aeronaut, the San Francisco Call had
published a letter from five
Watertown men who said they
had seen an enormous airship

nearly collide with a cornice on
the city's post office building the

evening
craft

November

of

had
light

liant"

could see

20.

The

an "intensely briland the witnesses

human forms

aboard.

The evening of December
Selma citizens were treated

5
to

the unnerving spectacle of a lowobject sailing rapidly toward the
flying brilliantly-illuminated

southeast.

"The character
ses is

of the witnes-

such as to leave no doubt
saw just what they de-

that they

became manageable. The men

scribed," the

aboard at once descended and

torialized.

flew about looking for a hiding
at length
place, which they

After the first week of December the airships seemed to have
'inventors"
the
disappeared,

found."
Jennings said he was sure that

Selma

Irrigator edi-

'

Watertown
and Selma must have observed
the craft as it limped through the

were heard from no more and
everything returned to normal
but not for long. The incredible part was yet to come.

county in search of a "hiding
place." Sure enough, the day be-

series.)

individuals in nearby

—

(This

is

Part

I of

a three-part

FROM POPCORN TO GINSENG

A POOR POPCORN

vendor of Chonan, South Korea, claimed that
a mountain god came to him in a dream in October 1969 and
directed him to a strange mountain slope several miles away. There
he discovered 10 herbaceous plants which turned out to be genuine
which is treasured as
wild ginseng. Experts have valued his find
at
$2,146.00.
an elixir of life

—

—

Grandmother Gave Me

A PRECIOUS
INHERITANCE
As frightening
the knowledge they brought

By

as

me

1951 when I was 16 years old
INmy
family moved from Hood
River, Ore., to Hermiston, Ore.,
where my father W. O. Ireland
had a construction job on McNary Dam. In 1953 I was graduated from high school and a

year later married my husband
Marvin. When Marvin went overI

moved back

to

be with

my

awaken

me

me by
leg

sleep. Please

to

me."
would

I

for
I

wake up and

awaken,

grumpily, and

we would

talk for

a while. Then she would go back
to her bed or maybe even slip
into bed beside me.

For some reason we never
understand Grandmother
had a superstitious fear of the
date of her birthday, August 13,
and always would celebrate on
could

ly

ill.

The doctors warned us that
Grandmother had a very weak
heart and expressed surprise she
had lived so long with her condition. But the condition finally
overtook her in late July 1955,
when she was 83. Dr. Johnson
immediately placed her in Good

softly call to

name

Phyllissie,

were,

August 13 happy for her but we
rarely took her mind off her
fears. Some years her anxiety
over the date made her physical-

running her hands

and

using her pet

"Phyllissie,

manifestations

some

parents and grandmother.
My grandmother Lucy Ireland
had lived with my family since I
was three years old. A sweeter
person you never could hope to
know. She was very close to us
all but especially to me. Grandmother slept in a twin bed next
to mine. Often she couldn't sleep
at night and then she would

down my

ghostly

the 12th instead. We tried to plan
special activity to make

Korean War

seas to fight in the

the

has been more valuable than gold.

Phyllis Hulstend

me,

Shepherd Hospital in Hermiston
and kept her in an oxygen tent
and under sedation. Her lungs

can't

talk

sometimes

kept
95

filling

with

fluid

despite

FATE
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frequent taps and Dr. Johnson
advised us that her condition was
serious.

Most heartbreaking was her
confused thinking. She didn't recognize me at all and would refer
to me as the hired girl. I became
so upset I could not bring myself to visit her. She kept thinking my father was her husband

Benjamin Ireland, whom he resembled, and she looked forward
to his daily visits.
On August 11 Mother

visiting hours before everything
was cleared from the table. I

would

I

and see

to

it

bedroom

up
was

finish cleaning

that everything

put in order before

went

I

to

my

to read.

Surprisingly

mind was

clear

Grandmother's
this

time. She

recognized them at once and
asked for me. She seemed quite
disappointed that I had stayed
home and Dad promised her that
I would come to see her the
next evening. The nurse hurried
them from the room, not wanting to tire Grandmother unduly.
Dr. Johnson was surprised by
Grandmother's turn for the better

but cautioned them that there
was little hope of her living much
longer.

home

When Dad phoned me

to tell

me

of

at

Grandmoth-

progress I was disappointed
that I had not gone with them.
er's

told

me

that her condition

seemed so good that he was sure
she would be fine the next evening, and I could visit her then.
I returned to my bedroom and
resumed my reading. I had come
to the most exciting part of the
book when our cocker spaniel
Toby began whining and barking. I became really concerned
when he dove under my bed and
lay there trembling and whining.

roused myself to see what was
going on.
I heard a thump-shuffle sound
but this was only normal in the
I

and Dad

were delayed around dinner time
and had to leave for the hospital

agreed

He

house. Grandmother had horrible bunions on her feet and consequently walked in a shuffling
manner. Whenever my parents

were gone from the house Grandmother became nervous and
would pace back and forth looking for them out of the windows
or open the door hoping to see
them returning. I heard the front
door open and close but this did
not strike

me

as unusual.

been so engrossed

in

my

I

had
book

I was nearly oblivious to the
sounds that had Toby so upset.

that

Not until I heard the shuffling
walk resume did it dawn on me
that Grandmother was in the
hospital and could not be making the sounds.
My hair stood on end as I heard
the sound of footsteps. They entered the kitchen right next to
my bedroom. I heard the refrig-

A PRECIOUS INHERITANCE
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ter.

Just at that moment the shrill
ringing of the telephone shattered
the silence. Grandmother seemed

eating and silverware clattering
against a plate. Every noise was

to float away, still beckoning with
her hand. I bolted from my bedroom, Toby at my heels. Good
Shepherd Hospital was calling to
say that Grandmother had just

erator door being opened and a
platter being placed on the coun-

Then the door was closed
and the silverware drawer was
opened and closed. I listened uneasily to the sounds of someone

my

exaggerated by

terror.

How

could Grandmother possibly be
here?

Then I heard the sounds of
someone turning on the water at
the kitchen sink, getting down a
glass from the cabinet, filling it
with water and turning off the
water. Then there was a sudden
silence, broken only by Toby's

I thanked them for calling
and hung up the phone, now close

died.

to hysteria. Frantically I dialed

whimpering. I kept telling myself
that what I was hearing was im-

number of the friends Mother
and Dad had gone to visit. When
I got Dad on the phone I blurted
my story and, alarmed by
emotional turmoil, he promised to hurry home and told me
to wait on the lawn for them.
They had to drive clear across
town to get home, normally a

but the silence only
served to heighten my terror.

half that time.

possible

To my horror the thump-shuffle
started up again and was heading right for my bedroom door!

My heart pounded wildly as the
drew closer and closer.
Even though Grandmother never
would hurt me this experience
was horribly different. Then I
footsteps

actually
bed,

saw her

at the foot of

the

out

my

Dad made

10-minute drive.

I

fell

it

in

into their

arms, crying hysterically, when
they climbed out of the car.
Neither Mother nor Dad could
believe my story of Grandmother's return. I have a vivid imagination;

was

I

awake.

I had simply
and dreamed it. But
I
had been

perhaps

fallen asleep

positive

We

went

into the

house

my
outlined by the light
from my reading lamp. She
seemed solid yet at the same

to investigate. They noticed right
away how frightened Toby acted.
The poor dog refused to go into

time

my

I

could see through her.

bedroom. Dad tried

Grandmother smiled and extended her hand as if she wanted

Toby

me

his terror.

ible

to

come with

urge

to

put

came over me.

An

irresist-

hand

in hers

her.

my

into

my

room

to push
and he

snarled wildly and nipped

Then we went

On

Dad

in

into the kitchen.
the drainboard was the plat-
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meat

left over from dinner
Grandmother's favorite.
had put it into the
refrigerator before she had left

ter of

— pork,
Mother

herself

for the hospital. Beside the plat-

was a dish and silverware
that obviously had been used. In
the sink sat a glass half full of
water. Now they believed my
ter

story.
15, 1955, Grandmothwas buried in Idlewild CemeHood River, Ore. We all

On August
er

tery in

remarked how close it was to
August 13, the birth date she
dreaded so much.
But her burial did not settle
things. Grandmother would awaken me at night running her hands
down my legs as she had done
so often when unable to sleep.
Half-asleep, I would talk with her
I remembered that she was
Then I would run from
room in terror. Finally I had

until

dead.

my
to

move from my

parents' house

and get an apartment.

We never learned why Grandmother returned so insistently.
Perhaps she wanted something.
Before her death she assured us
that she had made all the arrangements for her own funeral.
But there was only a small
amount in her savings account
and the undertaker knew of no
payment. Did she perhaps have
money hidden somewhere she
wanted to lead me to? We
searched in all the spots where
she used to hide money but never
found any.

As frightening as Grandmothwere at the time, they

er's visits

brought

me

one precious

certainty that there
death. This

was

to

gift:

is life

be

my

died in a tragic accident. Grandmother gave me the courage to
know that there is no

accept and
death.

BAFFLING BIRD DEATHS
By W.

Ritchie Benedict

AND warblers
reportedly began "falling like
over the town of Prince
Rupert, B.C., Canada, in September 1971. In a three-day period some 500 birds died mysteriously according to conserva-

THRUSHES
flies"

tion

Some

officer

Andy

Ackerman.

birds crashed headlong
into buildings while others simply dropped dead.
Biologist Rory Finegan specu-

a

after

great-

source of strength some 15
years later when my beloved
seven-year-old daughter Michele
est

lated that pesticide poisoning
could be responsible in view of
the birds' behavior. But Mayor
Peter Lester pointed out that
while the city works department
had used some allegedly harmless fungicides no pesticides had
been sprayed for the previous
four
months.
Spokesman for
other public agencies and the
Canadian National Railroad also
disclaimed use of pesticides.

BRITISH VICAR

Exercizes
THE FORCES

of

EVIL

By Dennis Eisenberg
With church approval

a

51-year-old Anglican clergyman has spent

20 years fighting hauntings and alleged

possessions.

Seated in the parlor of his Hampstead
parsonaqe the Reverend
Neil-Smith
reads about his fictional counterpart.

AN

ENGLISH

vicar has been

fighting the devil and other
evil spirits for the past 20 years,
ever since as a young man entering the ministry he discovered
his ability to exorcize. With the
full blessing of the Church of
England and the Archbishop of
Canterbury, the Rev. Christopher Neil-Smith, aged 51, has exorcized evil forces which have
possessed
men,
women and
children all over the world.

Thousands of callers have been
freed from evil spirits, curses
and witchcraft vows. Ghosts
have been chased from haunted
houses
and violent criminals
whose actions had sent them to
prison have come under the clergyman's healing hands.
In recent months the Reverend
Neil-Smith has encountered an
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ever-increasing number of persons who have toyed with occult
forces and later regretted it.
This problem is taken seriously
by the Church of England.
Alarmed by the growth of witchcraft in Britain, the Bishop of

Exeter, the Rt. Rev. Robert Mortimer, led a team of churchmen
in a detailed investigation of the
black arts throughout the country. After 10 years of carefully
reliable
sifting evidence from
witnesses the Bishop produced a
demanding that the
booklet

Church

of

England set up a speprogram for exor-

exorcism is exhausting work, he
has had to help up to a dozen
callers in a single day.
In his Victorian

London suburb

I have a tingling feeling
or shoulder or head.
not a pleasant feeling and I
I must be on my guard.

wrong,
in

quite evident that few

people in the church have any
knowledge on the subject," the
Bishop says. "There is an increasing interest in black magic
and the occult as people turn
away from the church. This reveals the presence and the
of

evil

power

for the restoration

of the practice of exorcism to its
proper place is becoming steadily more evident and more urgent," the Bishop concludes.
There is no central registry of
exorcists in the Church of England; each bishop maintains his
own list of priests who may exorcize. The Reverend Neil-Smith is
one of only five Anglican clerics
in London who are authorized to

practice exorcism.

my arm

It is

know

"I don't like to use the

Even though

word

'devil' lest people think I'm some
crank straight from the
middle ages. But in my heart I

sort of

know

that

of the

I

devil.

am

facing the

Only

God enables me

forces.

"The need

in the

whether there is something
medically
or
psychologically
wrong or whether that person
has an evil spirit operating
through his personality. If there
super naturally
is
something

cial training

is

home

Hampstead the

tell

cists.

"It

of

vicar described how he goes to
work when a client comes to
him. "The minute a person
comes into the room," explains
the matter-of-fact vicar, "I can

my

work

faith

in

to fight off the

Satanic spirits or forces possessing so many of my callers.
"In 1971 I was asked to see a
young boy of 11. The child unex-

pectedly
strangely.

had begun to behave
He became violent

and moody and

his schoolwork
He began setting
home. His father became
alarmed when he heard the boy
moving large items of furniture
around the house in the middle

deteriorated.
fires at

of the night.

Some

of the furni-

VICAR EXORCIZES THE FORCES OF EVIL

Ml

GUIDELINES FOR EXORCISM
THE BISHOP OF EXETER suggests the following procedures when

dealing
with a case of possible possession by an evil spirit: "It always should be
determined first that the patient's illness is neither physical nor mental before exorcism is used. The exorcist must be a clergyman. Ideally every

diocesan bishop should appoint qualified priests as exorcists, sometimes in
collaboration with Roman Catholics. Exorcism should be regarded not merely
as the purely negative action of expelling evil forces but rather as a demonstration of the power of the Resurrection to overcome evil and replace it
with good.
"If exorcism takes place in a house, animals and children should be
removed and given a prayer of protection before the exorcism service. The
exorcist should stand before the patient and say: 'I command you. every
evil spirit, in the name of God the Father Almighty, in the name of Jesus
Christ his only Son and In the name of the Holy Spirit, that, harming no
one, you depart from this creature of God and return to the place appointed
you; there to remain forever.'
"In the case of a building to be exorcized the priest should stand in the
main room and say: 'God, the Son of God, who by death destroyed death
and overcome him who had the power of death, beat down Satan quickly.'
The priest then makes the sign of the cross.
"Then the priest continues: 'Deliver this place from all evil spirits, all
vain imaginations, projections and phantasms; and all deceits of the evil one;
and bid them harm no one but depart to the place appointed them; there

to remain forever.'

"

ture was too heavy for a single
adult to move, let alone a slightly built youngster.
"Shortly afterwards the boy
set a fire in his school. In

1971

he was taken

to

March

juvenile

court in Braintree, Essex, and
released to his parents. The family priest was disturbed by the
uncharacteristic behavior
and asked me to see the boy.
"The minute I saw the boy I
knew he was possessed by some
satanic force. I put my hands
over his head and said the prayer which is in the Bible for exorcizing evil. As I said the prayer I

lad's

come surging

the vibrations

felt

through

my

my arms

body.

From

and pass from
that time

ward the boy was never

on-

in trou-

ble again.
'

was

'I

curious

to

discover

what had gone wrong in his life
and was told that the bad behavior

started

when

his

grandfath-

er died. The boy and the old man
had been very close and I understand the grandfather had been
a 'peculiar' man. I can only as-

sume

man
for

"I

that the spirit of the old

in the boy's
his

body accounted

misbehavior.

had another case not long
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—a

taken

solic-

Neil-Smith finds his time

often

up by men and women who have

newspapers for he handles
very big criminal cases. I have
promised not to reveal his identity so I shall call him John Gor-

gotten involved in witchcraft or

ago

itor, a

well-known London

man whose name

is

in the

don. He had as a client Max
Wilson, a dangerous and violent
criminal. On his first meeting
with Wilson in July 1970 Gordon
said he had felt most peculiar
and when he got home he actually fainted. For the next two
weeks he couldn't concentrate
and he found himself short-tem-

suffer

from black magic

"The only time

in

my

spells.

life I

was

he
says,
January 1971 when I was

frightened,"

really

"was

is

in

dealing with a young woman,
Daisy Morris, who admitted that
she was the chief of a black
witchcraft coven outside of Lon-

Her husband Edward had

don.

discovered this and warned her
that unless she gave up her 'nonsense' as he

termed

it

he would

pered with his family and staff.
His work began to get behind
and on two occasions he suffered

divorce her.
"I put my hands over her head

Gordon

ing the prayer when I suddenly
a powerful force hurtle
through my body. My heart beat
wildly and I had palpitations in
my chest. I realized that this
woman had not wanted to surrender her black witchcraft pow-

fainting spells. Naturally

went
find

to doctors but they could
nothing wrong.

"He knew something serious
must be happening when he felt
that

he himself wanted to act

violently.

Realizing

that

his

problem was not physical he
went to his local Church of England where he was referred to
me. I suspected that somehow
the criminal had projected an
evil force into the solicitor and I
performed an exorcism. Gordon
was not at all religious but he
admits that something strange
happened during the ritual. I
agree, for I sensed that an evil
spirit was driven from Gordon's
body during the prayer. Now
John Gordon is back to normal."
More and more the Reverend
*

as

is

my

custom and

I

was

start-

felt

ers

was

and she was resisting me. I
told that one of the acts she

performed as a black witch was
to wed satan and clearly the demonic powers in her were fighting hard to prevent her return to
the path of truth. She fainted at
my feet but got up a few seconds
later and wandered across the
church as if in trance. Suddenly
she fainted again. This time it
took quite a long time to get her
to come around. When she returned to consciousness she fell
on her knees in prayer. To the

VICAR EXORCIZES THE FORCES OF EVIL
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best of my knowledge she has
not engaged in black magic

an evil force in him. After an
exorcism he returned to his old

since.

self.

"On another occasion a man
came all the way from South
America
all

his

joined

When

me. He had lived
Brazil and had
satan worship cult.

to see

life

a

in

he arrived at the vicarage

he was completely possessed. I
exorcized him and when I finished, I felt the usual powerful jerk
through my body as the spirit
departed. With a loud shriek he
fell to the floor and cried out, 'I
believe in God.' He broke down
and wept and said that at last
he was free from the terrible
hold the devil had on him."
#

#

•

SOMETIMES

The

police

wanted

to prose-

cute the Indian but I suggested
that they not do so, for how can
like that?
"In several cases violently in-

you prove a case

sane people have been brought
to me. A Dr. Williams from
Gravesend Hospital in Kent sent
me one such man. Herbert

James had committed a violent
crime and was certified insane.
The medical men were puzzled
when James failed to respond to
the treatment and the drugs they
tried. Nothing seemed to calm
their violent patient. Dr. Williams suspected something unusual might be wrong with James

had him

brought

my

the police will refer clients to the Reverend
Neil-Smith. "I recall one case in
November 1970," the vicar relates. "A young student, Douglas
Graham, claimed that an Indian
had put a curse on him. Douglas
complained that he no longer
could study and that 'kinky' sexual urges disturbed him. He felt

"Even though James was in a
he was so violent
that the two male nurses who
attended him refused to leave
him alone with me. I was worried by the man's wild, demonic

he was going to pieces. The London police were baffled when
Douglas failed to respond to medical treatment. Far from being
hysterical or stupid, the young
man was very bright and level-

down. Herbert James recovered
so quickly that now he is treated
as an outpatient at his local hospital, his violent behavior a thing

headed.

of the violence today is

"The

me
the

police sent Douglas to
and the moment he entered
room I immediately sensed

and

to

church.
straitj acket,

appearance but proceeded with
the exorcism. After I said the
prayer, James seemed to calm

of the past. I suspect that

much

commit-

ted by men who are possessed by
uncontrollable evil forces."
Another phase of the Reverend

FATE
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Neil-Smith's work deals with
ghosts which inhabit houses. The
Bishop of Exeter distinguishes
kinds of hauntings:
different

"There

is

demonic

—usually

ence

interfer-

at desecrated sites

such as ruined sanctuaries. Then
there are the souls of the departed, which are ghosts proper and
most often spirits of those who
have died recently. Also there

are

poltergeists

and

levitation,

remain a mystery but
could be some form of mischievous spirits. Lastly, places of
sin, such as the sites of ancient

which

haunted."
In October 1971 the Reverend
Neil-Smith was called in on a
haunting on the Isle of Wight,
"The Dickson family had converted an old house into a hotel,"
fertility rites, are often

he explains, "and hoped to do
well with the

summer

tourists.

visitors came they
more than one
None would give a reason

But although

refused to stay
night.

day a terrified couple
Mr. Dickson that his house

until one
told

was haunted.
"The local vicar went

to the

house and said prayers but the
disturbance continued.

You must

understand that it is not saying
the prayer which is important,
for then it would be just a lot of
magical words which get rid of
the evil. You have to have this
gift which I have been given.
When his efforts were of no avail

the vicar sent for me.
"I walked around the house
and then went down into the cellar. There I saw the ghostly outline of a

monk.

I

sometimes can

see ghosts when those around me
cannot. The monk told me that

he had lived there but had misbehaved and used to seduce girls
in the basement of the monastery. This was long ago and I
knew he was seeking deliverance
and that was why he had bothered the guests in the house.
"I said a prayer and the monk
Afterwards
we
disappeared.
made inquiries and found that
the house indeed had been part
of a monastery. The Dicksons
never were bothered again.
"In May 1969 I investigated
another haunting. Three independent and reliable witnesses
had written statements sworn
before lawyers that each had
seen the ghost of an old woman
in a certain house on Earl's
Court Road in Kensington. I went
along and walked through the
house and found that in fact of
the eight rooms there, at least

were haunted by this ghost. I
acutely in the last room,
which formerly had been a bedroom.
"We had a talk although in
five

felt this

this instance I could not see the

ghost. When I say we talked, you
must understand that this was
not aloud but rather a communi-

VICAR EXORCIZES THE FORCES OF EVIL
cation between us. She was indeed an old lady who had died
under mysterious circumstances,
although I could not grasp exactly how she had died. I explained
to her that she could not stay
there forever. I said a prayer for
her and she thanked me and disappeared. Afterwards I found
that the three sworn statements
all referred to the five rooms I
had sensed were haunted, which
confirmed my impressions. There

has been no further trouble in
the house.

"But I must say there is no
need to be frightened of ghosts.
They are only lost souls trying to
find a way to wherever they are
going. Usually they are the souls
or spirits of men or women who
met violent deaths and

have

know

don't

that they are dead.

have had to exorcize
I
whole families which are troubled by spirits, usually in houses
where there has been a violent or
sudden death.
Often

"I don't think people appreciate

how hard and exhausting

this

But
gift

I

must

my

is

work of exorcizing spirits.
have been blessed with this
exorcizing and I feel I
continue. I am armed with

of

belief in

God and

I

know

that

I
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personally will not be

as long as I

harmed

have faith."
*

*

*

COMMENTING ON

the growth
the

of interest in occultism

Bishop of Exeter says, "I have
been most disturbed by the number of requests we have been
receiving for exorcisms. There
are a lot of troublesome nonhuman forces around and the problem is growing because of the
increasing numbers of persons
who dabble in witchcraft, magic

and the occult.
"The whole thing has grown
enormously since the last war
and I believe this is so because
the present generation is seeking
something which is not rational.
The young people don't seem to
believe in God, so in a world
where everything has been carefully rationalized they are turning more and more to the magic
groups, white or black, and to
the cults and practices of the
Eastern world. In doing this they
open the door to all kinds of
spirit influences. Most of these
can be countered only by prayer.
"If I have any advice for people who encounter spirits or
ghosts it is this: Pray— the Lord
will deal with them."
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WESTERN SHAMBALLA
From

the mystical Church and College of the Brotherhood,
high in the Rocky Mountains, these lectures by Doreal. founder
of the Brotherhood of the White Temple, are now made available; each in booklet form.

$1.00 each; 6 for $5.00
Asfro-Chemicil Analysis
The Authentic St. Germain
Symbolism of the Life of Jesus
Symbolism of the Great Seal
The Akashic Records and How To Read
Mysteries of Mt. Shasta
Atlantis
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Christ and the Last Days

Concentration and Relaxation
Dragons of Wisdom
Milarepa, "The Tibetan Saint"
The Great Master of the Himalayas
Personal Experiences Among Masters
Astral Projection

Mystery Teachings, 2nd Coming of Christ
Many That Are Now Living
Man's Higher Self
Divine Healing

FOUR GOSPELS
Instructions of a

Return of the Gods to America
Secret Teachings - Himalayan Gurus

Messiah Aggadofh
Man and the Mystic Universe

How

to Live in

Shamballa
The Wheel of

Harmony

Life

Material inharmony, How to Overcome
Secret of True Prayer
The Secret Teachings of Jesut
Reincarnation, Life After Death
The World War and Reincarnation
Maitreya, "Lord of the World"
Bardo, Soul After Death

The New Religion
The Pineal Eye
Treasures of Light
Dweller on the Threshold

(Interpretation),

By Doreal

Master to His Chela, By Doreal

$5.00
2.00

Four Planes of Healing, By Doreal

5.00

Symbolism of the Great Pyramid, By Doreal

2.00

You are

invited to write for free literature comprising "Master

Of Destiny," our magazine "Light on' the Path," and a copy
of our weekly Truth Sheet. No obligation.

BROTHERHOOD OF THE WHITE TEMPLE,
Dept.

F,

Sedalia, Colorado 80135

INC.

FATE will pay $5 for aaeh ifory publiihed In this dapartmant. Stories
must daal with an actual eipertence proving spirit survIvaL They
should be lass than 300 words and typed double-spaced on on* side of
tha paper. They may be mailed to FATE Survival Editor, 500 Hyacinth
PI., Highland Park, III. 60035. Manuscripts must show author's name
and address and Include a stamped self-addressed return envelope.
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HE

HIS

ROSE

By Donald Lombardo

DURING THE

last three years of

my father Thomas Lomwas bedridden and suffered

his life

bardo

headaches due to arteriosclerosis and high blood pressure.
With every sharp pain Dad would
clutch his head with his hands and
call out to our mother Rose, who
had died 18 years before. Whenever
the pain subsided he would fall
asleep and you could hear him speak
to his Rose as if she were at his
bedside. "Rose, call me, call me," he
constant

repeated constantly. The relatives
standing by tried in vain to ease his
headaches but Dad found it difficult
to swallow the medication.
Early one Sunday morning in the
fall of 1970 Dad fell Into a coma and
the family called for the priest and
the doctor.

The

priest

came

first

arrived at seven that evening and we
sat in the kitchen solemnly discussing the final arrangements.
In the midst of our conversation a

"Rose!"
cried,
suddenly
Everyone froze for a moment but we
thought it was only imagination as
we had heard Dad call out the name
voice

so often during his final months.
Finally James, who had been too far
from the city to attend Dad, asked,

"Did

you hear anything?"

"Yes," I admitted, "I heard Dad's
voice call 'Rose.' " All the others
agreed that they had heard it too.

My

sister

Betty added, "You know,

the voice did not sound pained."

and

no sooner had he administered the
last rites than Dad breathed his last.
The doctor arrived soon after to
pronounce him dead.
The mortician came at 8:00 A.M.
to remove the body and begin preparations for viewing. The family
members assembled but we did not

want

to

my

finalize

the

funeral

plans

James arrived from
James finally

brother
outside of Philadelphia.
until

Donald Lombardo
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no
realized then that it was not just
imagination. I knew for certain, Dad
Philadelphia,
his Rose.
Pa.

—

had found

A DEBT DISCLOSED
By Samuel S. Wang
HIS wife died in 1936
father's best friend Fu-lai Liu
his 16-year-old daughter Bao Baa
native town of Ta'na
to the city of Chen'te just south of
Peking, China. There Mr. Liu and his
daughter went to work in a cotton
factory, he as a foreman and she

my

AFTER

and

moved from our

as a worker.

Six

months

later

Mr.

Liu

was

war

that was then
ravaging China and in the absence of
close relatives my father took charge
of the funeral arrangements. He
brought Bao Baa back to Ta'na to
live with us. Two months later
parents arranged for the girl to marry a man of considerable wealth.
Chinese custom calls for married
daughters to return to their families
for a visit on August 15, the Chinese
killed in the civil

my

Thanksgiving Day. As Bao Baa had

no family, she came

to visit us, bringing with her bread, fruit and vegeAfter the traditional festive
dinner Bao Baa, my parents and I,
then 10 years old, went to the
backyard to talk under the weeping
tables.

willow

tree.

In the midst of the conversation

Bao Baa's voice suddenly began to
change and her eyes to shine. She
put her hand to her temple and said,
"I don't

me.

know

what's the matter with
Her voice dropped

feel dizzy."
to a deeper pitch, almost masculine,
and she began to jabber meaningless
syllables.
Abruptly she spoke in a voice resembling her father's. "Come now,
I

Kai. Don't you recognize me? I am
Fu-lai Liu." Her facial expressions
and mannerisms so echoed those of
her late father that my father (Kai
Wang) was shocked.

The voice continued, "Last week

I

hid behind the door when Bao Baa's
mother-in-law beat her with a bamboo stick. She cried all night.
"Please, old friend, return with my
daughter and tell that devil that Bao
Baa is only a child and should not be
beaten. She's a smart girl and in
time will manage her household well.
"Also I owe $200 to Liang Kao, who
lives in Liang village 18 miles from
here. After you have settled my esplease

tate,

pay him. The

take

that

amount and

rest goes to

my

daugh-

ter."

Bao Baa was pale and sweating
profusely. Father became concerned
that her body could not stand the
trance much longer, when the voice
concluded, "Thank you, dear Kai. I
know you will see things through."

The

trembled and clenched her

girl

and

then
In a few moments she regained
consciousness and rubbed her eyes.
"Please forgive me; I must have
fists

collapsed.

fallen asleep.

okay,

"It's

"Now

ther.

for you

if

feel better now."
dear," replied my faI have some questions
I

you

feel

up

to

answering

them."

The

girl nodded.
began Father, "did your
mother-in-law beat you with a stick

"First,"

last

week?"

"Yes," admitted the girl, "but how
did you know?"
"That's not important. Now, second, do you know a man named

Liang Kao?"
She scratched her head thoughtful"No."
My father returned with Bao Baa
and spoke to
the mother-in-law. Afterwards he
went to the village of Liang to see
Mr. Kao. When he located him, he
asked Mr. Kao if Mr. Liu had owned
ly,

to her husband's family

him

$200.

"Yes, he did," replied Mr. Kao,
"but his death cancels the debt."
Skokie, III.
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SECOND PRINTING..,
'OUR FIRST THOUSAND

GROUPS"
By Pat and Bud Hayes
by step lesson plans for conducting your
group, Including: ESP experiments, healing
techniques, sensitivity exercises, meditation techniques, group discussions etc.
Step

own

text for both group leader and member . .
the difference between a successful group and
disorganization.

A modern

SEND
CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
to:

"The Hottest Book on Group Work Available Today"

Graham, Hayes & Associates
720 Professional Bldg.,
720 N.W. 27th Ave., Miami, Florida 33125
FLA. RESIDENTS ADD 4% STATE TAX

MIND CONTROL
ENJOY COMPLETE CONTROL OVER MENTAL AND
PHYSICAL STATES
INDUCE MEDITATIVE STATES
.

New

patented

.

.

BIO-FEEDBACK

strument enables you

. .

in-

to get in touch

with yourself quicklv and with

little

effort.

By measuring skin

resistance

and your

sympathetic nervous system, emotional

and physical changes are transformed
into a tone you can hear. When you
change this tone, mental activity can be
controlled, allowing you to practice
deep relaxation and meditation. You
will be aware of every level of activity as
you reach it, permitting you to reach
desired levels easily. Research shows this
technique for mental control can be

usedby anyone.

BIOFEEDBACK INSTRUMENT CO.
338

phy si c aJ ac

li

E.

15th

St.,

N. Y., N. Y. 10003

PLEASE SEND ME THE BIOFEEDBACK INSTRUMENT. I enclose $39.95
plus $.50 for postage and handling.

Instruction manual also explains clearly
how to control tension, headaches and
generally improve health.
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H. Scott

what

there

was

about the house but for some reaI hated staying overnight with
sister-in-law Mary and her husJohn in Sacramento, Calif.
They had bought the house from his
mother's estate after she died in
1952. John's mother had built it in
the 1930's and she and her second
husband had been its only tenants. So
there was no history of violence or
mystery that might have caused my

son

my

band

uneasiness.

Mary and John had been in the
house about seven years when their
married daughter Eileen discovered
she could do automatic writing. Soon
after they had held some writing
sessions in the house strange things
began to happen.
One

Microfilm reels, too
libraries, bookstores and ambitious
MnK.n'ine.
-tors Of past issues of
.(Urn reels of up to 12 Issues of
iow available at $11.75 per reel.

Reel

Vitelle

I DON'T know

night

in

March

1958

Mary

threw her dress over the back of a
Next
chair when she undressed.
morning when she picked it up to
hang in the closet she found it covered with huge brown spots which
looked like dried blood. Not long
after this she found an old bathrobe
in the closet literally covered with
dried blood. A clean white dish towel
came off the clothesline looking as if
it had
been used to wipe up blood.
Then, as abruptly as they had started, the strange happenings stopped.
One day while I was talking to
John he confessed to me that he
often

"saw"

a

Mexican man

sitting

with his back against the wall of an
adobe shack, his hat pulled over his
eyes. A pair of mean eyes peered

from below the brim. "Not the kind
of person you'd care to know," John
joked. This vision would come to him
when he sat daydreaming in the
front room.
In midwinter of 1963 my husband
and I again were in Sacramento and
expected to spend the night at the
house. Again I was assailed by that
uneasy feeling. We retired late. We

—

MY PROOF OF SURVIVAL
had talked

after midnight

till

113

and

I

asleep immediately.
About three o'clock in the morning
awoke to see the bedroom door

fell

I

open and a young Mexican man walk
into the room. I was terrified as the
house had been burglarized a couple
even more frightening
was the wicked long knife he carried

The Book That Shows
Von How to Meditate
Like an Expert

of times. Yet

hand.

his

in

In horror
kill

to

I

He looked me

straight in the eyes

and I knew even before he answered
what he had in mind. "Yes." he
"you!"
Never have I prayed more earnestly for protection. At once he vanished and I lay looking at the empty
room. My husband slept peacefully
beside me, undisturbed. Although I
don't know how, I knew that the man
I had seen had caught either his girl
friend or his wife cheating on him
and had murdered her.
replied,

My

feeling

Roy Eugene Davil
Yes, a book of instruction

gasped, "Are you going

someone?"

about

the

house

left

after that night. Perhaps my prayers
had released the soul of the man
from his bonds to the earth. John
unearthed one very interesting fact
from a sister. When his mother
bought the property there was an
adobe shack on it. She had it knocked
down and built her house over the
site where the shack had stood.

ally

—f

that actuthe art

explain-,

and practice of meditation In direct and
plain language. Her*
is
a
comprehensive
commentary on the
authoritative
YogoSutras

of

Patanjal)

by Roy Eugene Davit.

The author Is a disciple of the famed
Paramahansa Yogananda, and an in-de-

mand

meditation teacher all over the
country. Now in the 7th printing. This Is
Real it y is being used by thousands of
people on the spiritual path.

Over 200 pages of solid instruction tell
you how to prepare for meditation and
the disciplines required. Also:

how

to sit

— how to turn within — techniques and
methods you can use to calm the body and
mind — how to concentrate and what to
concentrate upon — the Aum mantra —
overcoming obstacles to concentration —
seeing inner lights and hearing Internal
sounds —- levels of realization and a commentary on soul powers. A distinctive
feature Is the addition of a special section
dealing with meditation methods.

—

Petaluma,

Calif.

MY

Beautifully printed on quality book pawith a two-color softcover binding.

per,

GRANDFATHER GUNTHER'S RETURN

Free literature describing other available
books will be sent with no obligation.

By John R. Gunthsr

GRANDFATHER.

mann Gunther.
Saxony. Germany, in

Paul Herwas born in
1877.

Some

10

years later his family immigrated to
the United States and in due time he
became a naturalized citizen. When
our family moved to our present
address in Winooski, Vt., in 1951
Grandfather, now a widower, came

with us. He was an integral
life. I thoroughly
enjoyed his stories of his life and the
span of years he had seen and I
to live

part of our family

Center for Spiritual

Awareness

Box 7, Dept. F-M
Lakemont, Ga. 30552
Enclosed find $3.95 for one copy of This
Is

Reality.

Nun*
Address

.

—

---
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—
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ALPHASYNC

became

H^W^^

ELECTRONICS. Box

711,

Poteet.

TX

with

his

love

of

was away at the University of
I
Vermont the day Grandfather died in
December 1968. However, my sister
Shirley
was home from nursing
school for the weekend. She was
suddenly awakened from a sound
sleep by something moving in her

meditahypnosis and EBP
mtTCjfe^Ef^
experiments. The frequency of the beat Is
^|
controlautomatically
H^^^^P^
led by the body's syrr.pathetic nervems svstem
when the fingers touch
the contact plates on eac h side of the metronome. Your skin resistance and body
electrical capacitance change in relation
to the activity of the sympathetic nervous
svstem. causing the ALPHASYNC beat to
slow down as vou relax. Operates for
months on two size AA pencells. Fully
guaranteed Only $6.93 postpaid. LAWSON
for relaxation,
tton.

infected

baseball.

cHl^fiM
MHkT'WKS
krdfiB
K/dUMw A

FEEDBACK Metronome

She described it as "a
presence, a disembodied feeling." At
the moment this presence vanished,
the telephone rang. Fanny Allen
Hospital in Winooski called to tell my
bedroom.

78065

KOREAN

GINSENG ROOTS
rious

users

claim

Roots
to powdered, cap:

im potency compared

1

led, extracted and instant forms. Korean
_
! Ginseng Roots. $4/ounce. $«/pound. High• est Quality Heayen-Grade Kaesong Korean!
rng Roots, $50 for 10 6 ounces.
,

RAYMOND

KOZIOI.

P.O. Box 207, Tuolumne, CA 95379
Deposit 10% for C. O. D.

Mysterious
Writing Blackboard

John

R.

Sunther

parents. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gunther,
that my grandfather had died 10

Complete written ANSWERS TO YOUR
QUESTIONS appear out of total darkness ... in 10 seconds. Amaze your
friends— watch the strange, sealed force
that floats mysterious messages In full
view. Answers are completely unpredictable.

The

action of this fascinating

and suspenseful "Writing Blackboard"
is positively eerie! Only $4.95 plus 30c
for postage
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handling,

STAN RAY,
New

Park Ave..

Dept.
York,

X

NY

10017

minutes earlier. After this both my
sisters and I had vivid dreams in
which we held long conversations
with Grandfather. In my dreams he
appeared much younger than I had
ever known him and we talked easily
on many subjects. This still did not
prepare me for what was to happen.
On December 22, 1969 one year
Grandfather's
the
day
after
to
death
I was home on leave from
the army. Sometime around three in
the morning I started awake, very
thirsty. For some odd reason instead
of going to the kitchen for some
water I decided to go to the upstairs
bathroom. My bedroom was on the
first floor and in order to get to the

—

—

The SARASAVI INSTITUTE of

ASTROLOGY,

CEYLON

JA-ELA,

Millions of people in the ''For

East,

Buddhists,

Muslims and Hindus, turn to the Holy City of

Kotaragamo and the devole (temple) of SRI
for divine guidance. Those who can
afford to, make on annuol pilgrimage to the

SKANDA

shrine

and undergo great hardship to receive

the blessing of SRI

SKANDA,

as they believe

that he will help them ottoin prosperity and
well-being. According to the Swamis (Holy
of Kataragama ond Hindu belief, the
powers of SRI SKANOA can be infused into
Talismans and Oils and transferred to the
ultimate owners of these items. The Talismans

Men)

and

Oils are now available to those who wish
to test the efficacy of SRI SKANDA and will
be sent directly to them from Ceylon.

NOW
Available, inexpensively, for the first time, to
residents of the U.S.A. and Canada
uncannily accurate horoscopes drawn by Ceylon's
master astrologers!
,

For

.

.

Exclusive U.S. and Canadian Representative
FREE
Catalog write to: Occult Astrological Services of Ceylon, Inc.

—A_

P

°

5887, Grand
York, NY

Box

New

Central
10017

"There are several Philosophical

Sta.

Institu-

tions in the world today who are helping
people to find a "State of Grace" and
whereas these Organizations are sincere in
their aims, their teachings can often only be
understood by relatively few people, as they
require a considerable amount of study,
meditation, and self-denial. Our aim is also
Philosophical, but by using the media of the
Tantric (Occult) Sciences and Astrology, we
can bring benefits to people in all walks of
life

in

a

more

practical

Gamini

S.

and

direct way."

Kawiratne

Saxasavi Institute of Astrology
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stairway I had to go through the
living room. As I walked through this
room I distinctly saw a foot out of
eye.
the corner of
Startled, I turned to look closer
and there seated in his favorite chair
grandfather, so clear it was
was
unnerving. He had his legs crossed in
his customary manner and his hands
clasped his knee. As he leaned for-

CHWG

I

my

my

CAfi>0S

as if to speak I said, "Grandpa,
really you?" He smiled, nodded
and very slowly evaporated. Now I
that Grandfather Gunther is

ward
is it

The

original

I

Ching has

been

long famed as an oracle, as a means
of exploring the unconscious and
obtaining self-knowledge. Here is a
new visual introduction to the ancient Chinese technique.

A

deck

of 64

hexagram cards

de-

scribes the classical I Ching patterns of change and transformation.

Eight key cards with diagrams and
instructions

simplified

deck easy

make

the

to use.

I Ching Cards are great entertainbut persons with more serious interests use them to probe the
hidden powers of the mind and to
obtain guidance in making impor-

—

ment

tant decisions.

Order your

I

Chine Cards now!

&

doing just

fine.

— Winooski,

handling)

final illness

Please send me
_
sets of I CHING
CARDS al only *5.9S each (plus 35c postage & handling)

—

—

„

Address
City
State

_.

,

Zip

hus-

protection at

Though

I

all times.

wear a hearing

aid

and

sometimes tend to be absentminded
I always felt he was being overprotective. But he enjoyed his self-imposed task and I went along with it.
Not long after John's death in Oc-

But I soon found it
to cover expenses
and found part-time work. My hours
varied and some days I had to report
at 8:00 A. M. This worried me no end
as I am a late sleeper. I remove my
glasses with the built-in hearing aid
when I retire and I feared I never
would hear the alarm clock.
I soon learned I had no reason to
worry. Should I still be sleeping at
five or 10 minutes past six, three
taps on my arm or four cool fingers
on the back of my neck awaken me
instantly. And how well I know the
John still
feel of those fingers.
watches over me.
St. Paul, Minn.

was inadequate
Box 249

Highland Park, IL 60035

Nam*

my

Kermit Ekholm always insisted on driving me to and
from my job. His work was finished
by three in the afternoon and mine
began at four. I didn't drive and he
refused to allow me to travel by bus.
He seemed to feel that I needed his

social security.

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O.

Vt.

SPIRIT ALARM CLOCK
By Margaret Elcholm

TJEFORE HIS
JJ band John

tober 1968 my job was abolished and
since I had reached 65 I applied for

Only $5.95
(Plus 35c postage

know

—

Do you have
these gifts?
Are you

from

different

the rest?

The world's games have always been meaningless for you. Although you've
played along you never really fit in and enjoyed them like the others. Inwithout even realizing it. you've always been searching
longing
something more. Something the average person never thinks of. Ordinary
answers are not enough to satisfy
your questions are deeper, more

—

tuitively,

for

.

.

.

profound.

Many

times you've wondered

suffered because of

why

this

difference

existed — at

times even

it.

All evolved, advanced souls have felt the same at one time or another.
Monastery of the Seven Rays, an ancient secret brotherhood of the Andes,
numbers many among its members and friends. Your "differences" may in
one which has inspired you to seek out the real
answers
to read this. If you are sincerely interested in something more
meaningful, in helping yourself and humanity, the Monastery invites you to
send your name and address for their free brochure.
reality be a wonderful gift,

—

MONASTERY

of the SEVEN RAYS
P.O. Box 30, Coin, (Malaga) Spain

Please send your brochure without cost or obligation.

Name

,

AddreM
City

.

,-

„,.

,

,

._

2.

.

.

:

State
,
(Please print clearly)
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Do You Believe
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the things
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torn lor of unlimited joy
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youri right now.
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todayl
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MAGIC
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not convinced
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immediate delivery.
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CHARLES
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BOX 69148

Method for blessing the money you spend
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An intuitive method for gamblers to use
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HI terrific)
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Miracles?
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new book. "THE MAGIC
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Special method of meditating to obtain
what you desire most.
A prayer formula
Formula
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for
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Lesson for having loved one write, contact
phone you.
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YOU CAN BE...
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J.
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90069
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You

wo nil My new book,

"YOU CAN

BE THE

I

PERSON YOU DARE
TO BE." reveal, teit-
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d °'

1

'"Do*

YOU CAN
PERSON YOU DARE TO BE"

1

now TO USE
THE MOST POWERFUL
MAGICAL WORD!
a magical word
thai men say brought them from poverty lo
riches, near death lo life, saved marriages,
trained them employment, brought peace

Legend has

BE THE

e

it

that there

la

into their homes and lives, and worked
miracles for them. "HOW TO USE THE
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NEWS

and REVIEWS

David Techter

IN MY

AUSPICIOUS

OMEN

column in the December 1972
issue I mentioned the impressive
periodical Omen. Recently its publishers (Omen Press, Box 12457, Tucson, Ariz. 85711) have brought out a
series of paperback volumes. The 1972
selections submitted for review all are
printed on good paper and their

covers boast attractive artwork. Most
of the titles deal with metaphysics or
comparative religion. Typical is .4
Primer of Higher Space: The Fourth
Dimension (79 pages, $1.95) by the
early 20th-century architect and occultist Claude Bragdon, best known
for his introductory volume on yoga.
No doubt his views on the occult
significance of dimensions influenced
his architectural concepts.

Two volumes
cism. In Cosmic
$1.95)

the Enlightened One, Another volume
G n Eastern thought is Sadhana: The
Realization of Life (164 pages, $2.25)
by Rabindranath Tagore. The Nobel
Prize-winning Indian poet here deals
with such topics as soul consciousness,
the problem of evil and the realization of the infinite,
The most striking selection is an
oversize paperback entitled Pot Art
($3.95) with a cerise and pea-green
cover. Its unnumbered pages reprint
a wild assortment of articles on marijuana, both pro and (violently) con.
All in all, the selections strike me as

worthwhile efforts and should appeal
to many readers interested in Eastern
religions and metaphysics.

deal with Sufi mystiLanguage (131 pages,

MORE

REPRINTS

.

.

.

Hazrat Inayat Khan, a leading

Sufi scholar, presents a concise phiIosophy of the universe. A. Reza
(198
Arasteh's Rumi the Persian
pages, $2.25) is the biography of a
13th-century Persian scholar and
poet who abandoned his academic
fame to lead the life of a mystic. Paul
Carus in The Gospel of Buddha (275
pages, $2.45) has compiled various
Buddhist writings into a readable
version of the life and teachings of

store I ran across what appeared
to be a new title by the late Simeon
On closer examination,
however, the $2.00 volume entitled

Edmunds.

esp turned out to be a new edition
of his 1965 Miracles of the Mind, a
general introduction to the psychic
field not widely distributed in this
country. As such introductory volumes go Edmunds* is well-written
and accurate although many will find
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him too critical. His final chapter, for
instance,
rips
into
Moberly's and
Jourdain's An Adventure and supports
the Trevor Hall story of an illicit
relationship
between Sir William
Crookes and medium Florrie Cook.
Even so, esp is many cuts above Holder,

Frank Edwards, Macklin and

a

host of other paperback marvels. The
publisher of this paperback (Wilshire
Book Co., 12015 Sherman Rd.. North
Hollywood, Calif. 91605) also has
numerous titles dealing with astrology, handwriting analysis, hypnotism,
psychedelics, numerology and assorted
other subjects. A blurb in the back
of this paperback invites readers to
write for their free catalogue of "selfimprovement" books.

A much more ambitious (if unwieldy' project is "Reprints for ESP
Research" inaugurated by Follett
(Box 362. Moorhead, Minn.

Studios

56560). This is the brainchild of Pattie
Follett and Margaret Lehr, who in
their careers in the antique business

have acquired numerous old periodicals from around the turn of the
century and noted that many of these
contain long out-of-print articles on
psychic topics. Feeling rather remote
from the psychic field in the hinterlands of Minnesota the girls decided

the material I haven't seen
Some of the cases published
turn of the century are scarcely

rest of
before.
at the

more than anecdotal and hence unsatisfying. However, the best case in
the collection is the viridical hallu-

cination reported by Harriette Baker
under the title, "A Puzzle for Metaphysicians"
(six
pages, 60 cents).
Other reprints are theoretical arguments or compilations of press reactions to Patience Worth and Sir

Oliver Lodge's

Raymond. The most

worthwhile reprint in my opinion is
the material on poltergeists collected
by Miss Follett for a high school
course on ESP HO pages, $1.00).
.

.

.

AND WHAT YOU DO WITH THEM

I^AR BE it from me to try to discourage good intentions but the
remains that there is no really
satisfactory way to deal with such
material as Follett and Lehr are reprinting.
Every scientific field is
blessed and cursed with the problem
of reprints from journals, Often they
are invaluable, especially if your institution hasn't the funds to subscribe
years in
to all the journals. In
museum work I saw that many reprints received
almost daily use.
Others simply filled boxes or gathered
fact

my

There is no simple way to store,
catalogue, arrange or index the con-

they could make a contribution to
psychic research by reprinting some

dust.

of this material. From their circular
I expected to see photo-offset copies
of the original type but no
someone
has laboriously typed the articles onto offset masters and run off 400
copies of each reprint. Nineteen reprints make up Follett Studios' first
offering and additional titles are to
come. The items vary from one to 10
pages and are priced at 10 cents a
page.
Space does not permit comment on
all the selections but Follett Studios
will send you a circular that describes
their goodies in brief. The article by
Mark Twain has been reprinted in
varous places, including Fate, but the

founded things.
But what is the alternative? Edited
collections? A journal devoted to reprints? Both seem out of the (financial) picture in the case of the Follett-Lehr material. Yet many gems
lurk in dusty tomes in libraries.
One can envision that someday a
computerized network will search out
references on any given topic and
provide a print-out listing them and

—

where they can be found. Push another button and a photocopy of any
given reference flashes across the
country and into one's hands. (In
fact, the technology for such a system
already exists.)

SRI

DARWIN GROSS

THE LIVING ECK MASTER

presents:

ECKANKAR
The Ancient Science Of Soul Travel

BOOKS ON ECKANKAR

BOOKS
ABOUT

BY PAUL TWITCHELL
THE FLUTE OF

(1)

GOD

$4.95

(2)

THE SPIRITUAL

THE WORLDS

(3)

NOTEBOOK
STRANGER BY

BEYOND

(5)

THE RIVER
COINS OF GOLD
THE FAR

(6)

THE

(4)

5,95

.

COUNTRY
Also Tapes,
(7)

Records and

(8)

Discourses.
(9)

(10)

WAY

4.95

DHARMA

A NOVEL
HERBS: THE
MAGIC HEALERS
DRUMS OF ECK
A NOVEL

Box 5325, Lai Vegas,

2.95
.

1.25

2.95

5.00
ECK Vidya
THE TIGER'S FANG

ECKANKAR, ASOST
P.O.

5.95
4,95

OF

2.00

Nevada

residents
add 3% to cost.

NV 89102

ECKANKAR. ASOST
NV 89102

P.O. Box 5325, Las Vegas,

Check or money order enclosed. Piease add 35c for handling and
$
mailing. Send books (by number) as follows:
Please send information on ECKANKAR, the Ancient Science of Soul Travel.
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The Personal Life
A

York,

»M if of the si fen t
years before the public ministry. Recorded messages from the world of
spirit through the channels of direct
voice
medwmship. The
or trance
Mother Mary describes the sojourn
panoramic

Egypt. A sister and a brother recall
the family life in Nazareth
Phifo Judaeus presents Jesus to the
students and scholars of Alexandria.
Monasteries in the mountains of
Persia, the home of the wise men.
India and the Far East. A monastery
in

in

Tibet.

A 42 page

booklet, price $1.25

Edwin Peebles
Box 356
III. 61701

Bloomington,

GENIUS OF YOGA

M

da
Swami Jyotir Maya Nanoda
AUTHENTIC YOGA BOOKS
Hard Cover

Illustrated in

APPLIED

YOGA

RAJA YOGA
DEATH &

.

Reincarnation
Concentration

MEDITATION
YOGA GUIDE
YOGA IN LIFE
HATHA YOGA

Color

.

.

$9.95
$7.95

.

.

$9.95

&
.

.

CASSETTES:

,

.

.

$9,95,
$2.99
$2.99
$2.99
lhr.

each $10.00

Success, Will Power, Health, Medita
Don, Yoga Exercises, Happiness, Gita,

Upanishadi,

Mantra,

PIONEERS
Tabori,

of Jesus

Kirtani

Problems of life, Raja, Jnana, Bhakti,
Kundalini. & All Aspects of Yoaa.
.

Include 50c for each book
Free Brochure records, magazine

International School of

Yoga

6111 S.W.74th Ave.Miami,F1.33143

OTHER REVIEWS
OF THE UNSEEN

Taplinger
N.Y.,

1972,

Publishing

243

pages,

by
Co.,

Paul

New

$6.50.

Pioneers of the Unseen, one of
Taplinger Publishing Co.'s "Frontiers of the Unknown" series, is a
worthwhile attempt to portray famous psychic researchers of the
past. Other than scattered volumes
on Crookes, Harry Price, Hewat McKenzie and a few others, little biographical material exists on parapsychology's pioneers. It is almost
impossible to find biographical information on many colorful figures
involved in early psychic research,
concentrates
on a few:
Tabori
Hereward Carrington. Oliver Lodge.
Charles Richet, Baron Albert von
Schrenck-Notzing, Cesare Lombroso
and Raphael Schermann (who was a
psychic, not a researcher)
I was disappointed to find no new
insights into the lives and work of
these men. Unfortunately most of the
character studies are based on their
published works. For example, little
of the material on Lodge and Lombroso will be new to anyone who has
read their writings. The chapter on
Richet, however, concentrates not
only on the physiologist's pioneering
work in France but on his medical,
philosophical and political writings.
Tabori had met Schrenck-Notzing
and gives some interesting highlights
about him. As much of the Baron's
writing has not been translated into
English, Tabori 's account offers valuable information for those who cannot read German.
The language difficulty also prevails in the case of Schermann, an
outstanding clairvoyant who gave
readings from his subjects' handwritfor a scarce volume,
ing. Except
Psycho-Graphology by Bagger, little
material written by or about Schermann is in English. Here too Tabori's volume will be useful to stu-

:

Special Venture

Bookshop Import!

BASIC LIBRARY OF THE OCCULT SCIENCES!
A Great Bargain at these
Unbelievably Low Priees
.

.

.

The Venture Bookshop hai joined a famou*
British publisher to bring you exclusively
in the United States a unique 8- volume
library of basic how-to-do-it books on the
Occult Sciences.

PUT SECRET KNOWLEDGE TO PRACTICAL USE
Learn

read your own horoscope like a prohow to hypnotize safely, interpret

to

fessional,

dreams, read Tarot cards, gain other occult
skills in this unique easy-to-use set of books.
You'U treasure them all your life.

LOW, LOW PRICES
Each set is available either in hard covers
at only $12.95 for all eight books or $7.95 for
the paper-bound set. That's only $1,62 for
each case-bound or 99 cents for each paperbound book. In addition, each set is shipped
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by Frank Lind
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from the Stars
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Key to Psychic Powers
by Simeon Edmunds
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by Geoffrey A. Dudley
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to Develop
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Their Occult Power

and Hidden Significance
by W.B. Crow, D.Sc.

60035
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DeLuxe hard-covered
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Library
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Butler

Tune With Your Destiny
by Bernard Bromaqe

III.
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How
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gives a unique insight and viewpoint into its
occult specialty. This Venture Library is

own

Cole

The Occult Properties
of Herbs
by
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Attractive paper-bound 8-volume
Occult Library
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dents of parapsychology.
Especially meaty
potentially

— now
THE BLUE ISLAND

A famed

available!

classic

an enthralling account of the adventures of a new arrival beyond the
veil. Received through the hand of Estelle
Stead from her father W. T. Slead. the
book relates the experiences encountered
during and after the change called death.

Here

is

and
the most welcome is the chapter on
Carrington who led a guarded life
and remains an enigmatic figure in
the annals of psychic research. But
Tabori does not provide an accurate
picture of Carrington.
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with
Henry Gilroy alone
Tacorroborating evidence
that Carrington had an

of

states

with Margery Crandon and
never could break her emotional hold
over him, This, Tabori claims, explains why Carrington maintained
that Margery was capable of producing genuine phenomena, which the
believe.
obviously
cannot
author
While Carrington was known as a
ladies' man and rumor holds that
Margery conferred her favors on
certain investigators, I cannot believe that such an affair, if it occurred, could have affected Carringaffair

,

ton's ice-cold critical disposition to-

ward

psychic

phenomena.

Tabori

might better have kept to the role of
historian rather than trying to play
psychoanalyst.

These cavils aside, Pioneers of the
Unseen certainly is recommended
for nostalgic students of the history
D. Scott Rogo.
of psychic research.
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THE NATURAL DEPTH

IN

MAN

by Wil-

son Van Dusen, Harper and Row,
York, N. Y., 1972, 197 pages, $5.95.

The

jacket

calls

this

book

New
"a

searcher's guide for exploring the
secret spaces of our inner worlds."
Much of it seems to be a commentary on the Swedish mystic Swedenborg
"the only mystic," states Van
Dusen, '"whose knowledge of the
lower depths of the psyche I can
really respect." Most chapters be-

—

with a lengthy epigraph from
Swedenborg's works and the text

gin

constantly refers to this seer.
In his exploration of man's mind
a California clinical psychologist, mixes theory with experiences drawn from his practice. After
early chapters on sensory perception
he explores dreams, madness, hallucinations and mystical experiences.
He has a great deal to say about

Van Dusen,
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—

"horri(enlightenment)
ble" at low levels, marvelously satat the highest. This is no
manual on instant mysticism but the
reader who stays with it to the end
into
the
will gain many insights
vastness and complexity of the hu"satori"
isfying

man mind.
For me the most informative part
of the book was the appendix giving
brief review of the life and an
a

evaluation of Swedenborg together
Nan Cooke
with a list of his works.
Carpenter.
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SOUL TRAVELING?
times people who are consciously
working toward the ideal of Soul Awareness become deterred in their awakening
by blocks in the subconscious mind. It Is
lassically referred to as the lower self.
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Although

slender paperback
will provide interesting insights for
the casual reader it is aimed directly
at the reader who has discovered
that he is psychic, often against his
will This dilemma is not as rare as
you might think and a book dealing
with it constructively is welcome
reading indeed.
While the Rev. J. Stafford Wright
chooses not to regard himself as an
"expert on the occult," he is neither
a new nor a superficial author on the
psychic scene. While I was a student
in a theological seminary more than
a decade ago I studied an earlier
work, on the nature of man, by this
English
educator.
Wright regards
psychism as only a small part of
human nature, a part of a continuum
which spirals from physical to mental to spiritual with no known rule
governing the flow. Wright devotes
whole chapters to discussing the relationship between the psychic and
the occult, the nature of spirits and
the responsibility of the psychic. In
fact this book provides a glimpse of
the visible and invisible worlds that
is both awesome and frightening.
The personal psychic experiences
Wright recounts are from living corthis

Allow
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to 6 weeks for delivery.
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respondents; thus he is addressing
himself to psychics confronted by all
the contemporary scene offers. For
Wright the Bible provides as lively
and up-to-date information as do his
correspondents and he deals frankly
with those scriptures on which Christian psychics rely and which all too
often are ignored or distorted by
modern churchmen. He then offers
practical advice to those individuals
who seek to function effectively both
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and psychics.

Wright prescribes the "medicine"
to cure the conflict between what the
reader may have been taught about
the nature of man and what his own
experience has shown him to be true
that conflict which rages within
the heart of every Christian who is
also psychic. Wright's prescription
will work but it is not easy to take
impossible perhaps for most occul-

tend
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American
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New

FROM
Charles

FORGOTTEN
Berliti,

Doubleday

York, N.Y., 1972, 225 pages,

$8.95.

This well-illustrated book deserves
a place on the bookshelf of everyone
interested in archaeology, the psychic or just fascinating reading. It
makes the past civilizations of America seem as vital as the latest newspaper headlines. Everything Berlitz
from the archaewrites about
confirmation
of
Cayce's
ological
statements about Atlantis to the fasis
cinating civilization of the Incas
photos
of
Numerous
authentic.
archaeological finds prove how advanced culturally and technologically
many ancient civilizations were.
According to ancient Eastern philosophy history is a never-ending
cycle. The past can foretell the fu-

—

—
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ture; the present can learn from the
The debris of forgotten eras
warns us that for all our technical
knowledge we may have no future.

A BOOK OF

past.

It

is

message we should take

a
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present
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of psychic phenomena
detail to indicate that
are worthy of re-
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Jewish writ-
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new

910 pages, 95 illustrations.
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rabbinical mention and commentary.
Most of the phenomena discussed in
that literature were called magic and
sorcery at the time and on the whole
these
general,
In
appropriately.
practices were condemned. Prophecy
was respectable but as Bazak notes,
"biblical prophecy does not consist
so much in foretelling the future as
in rebuking the people for their

FACTUAL
INFORMATIVE
SCIENTIFIC

sins."

Rabbinical (halachic) literature of

middle ages sometimes took a
negative attitude toward magic
and divination but the genera; position was still rejection and condemnation. The great sage Maimonides,

the

less

reasoning on logical grounds, denied
even the possibility of magical phenomena. He also called astrology untrue although certain Talmudic passages apparently

show a

belief in

is

a

j

udge

Is an education In itaelf. Tremendous
scope, it embraces new knowledge, new
worlds of which "modern" science as yet hardis aware. Those seeking answers, science
cannot supply, will find them in OAHSPE.

ly
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A SINGLE-BOOK PRICE
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for postage

and handling.

it.

Magistrates
Court in Jerusalem. His study began
as an effort to gain better understanding of the elements of "magic
and witchcraft" in the cases that
came before him. He soon realized
the possibilities went deeper than he

Bazak

OAHSPE
In
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ORDER TODAY!
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Highland park.
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at

first

had supposed and so under-

took this in-depth survey.

He

consid-

ers the general rejection of sorcery
and the like by Jewish records as
justified because of the unhealthy

such
uncertain
on
dependency
crutches which develops to the negnormal judgment and initia-

lect of

tive. But he does maintain that research into extrasensory phenomena
is permissible in order that correct
comprehension shall be achieved. In
this connection he quotes from the
Talmud, "To understand and to
Harold
teach, it is not prohibited."
Steinour.

—
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Weil,
1972.

214 pages, $5.95.

Dr. Weil's central theory is correct, many of the basic premises of
behavioristic
psychology
medicine,
and psychiatry will be upset. He
believes that man has an innate desire to reach and sustain other states
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of consciousness in order to be more
fully aware of self and the infinity
that surrounds him.
The search for other states of consciousness may be used for negative

reasons such

as

escape from

lems
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prob-

boredom, of

or alleviation
course, and Dr. Weil makes clear the
difference between use and abuse of
drugs. Since history began men have
used both natural substances and
consciousness.
chemicals
to
alter
The drug problem is essentially no
different today than in the past except that many persons now prefer
marijuana, LSD, heroin and various
amphetamines or barbiturates to alcohol, which Weil considers one of
the worst drugs of all.
Although Dr. Weil skillfully explodes many existing myths about

drugs his book

of

is

really

about con-

sciousness. He recommends meditation as the best way to become
aware of a higher consciousness.
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Along with any pioneer whose theories upset the status quo. Dr. Weil
will be challenged, scoffed at, vilified

—

ignored. But his list
or even worse
of credentials is imposing. Besides
his medical training Dr. Weil has
been an advisor to the National Institute of Mental Health. He did his
internship in the Haight-Ashbury district of San Francisco and worked
many years with drug users both on
the street and in the laboratory. His
double-blind placebo tests proved beyond reasonable doubt that people
often will get high if they believe
they have ingested drugs when in
fact they have not. Most people mistakenly assume that altered states of
consciousness come chemically from
without when in actuality they come
from within. A drug may trigger a
high by altering the central nervous
system but the high itself unfolds
from within. The widely different
results in the experience of each user
are due in part to his expectations
and influenced by his surroundings at
the time of drug use.
I am especially excited about Dr.
Weil's book because during my 28
years in show business I witnessed
many of the phenomena Weil writes
about. For years I have been puzzled
by the misinformation and hysteria
surrounding drugs, the confusing of
condition with cause, the legal mess
and our blindness to our very alcoholic
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277 pages. $7.95.
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Glossolalia. or speaking in tongues,
generally is associated with the Pentecostal churches although in recent
years the phenomenon has been
taken up by many other churches,
both Protestant and Roman Catholic.
Two recent, very different books examine the nature of glossolalia and
of those persons who practice it. Dr.
Kildahl, director of pastoral psychology at New York Theological
Seminary, approaches the topic from
a psychological basis. His book is
divided into 10 chapters covering
such things as the ego psychology of
the tongue-speaker and whether or
not glossolalia is a gift of the Holy
Spirit.
Professor Samarin. an anthropologist and linguist at the University of Toronto, is mainly concerned with the linguistic study of
speaking in tongues and its comparison with other forms of language. Oddly enough. Samarin is more
sympathetic to those who speak in
tongues than is his theologian counterpart.
In his research Dr. Kildahl found
glossolalists
that
are "more submissive, suggestible and dependent
in the presence of authority than
nontongue-speakers." He also suggests that glossolalia resembles hypnotic trance, a state usually fortified
by the group's leader. Speaking in
tongues often may arise from anxiety over a life crisis, psychological
regression and a "magical" mechanistic approach to God. This leads
Kildahl to ask whether glossolalia is
a gift of the Holy Spirit. Since speaking in tongues is a subjective ex-

perience which can be neither proven
nor disproven by objective stan-
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language.

is

fessor Samarin, is "no." He states,
"Glossolalia is not mystery ... it is
strings of syllables, made up of

sounds taken from among all those
that the speaker knows, put together
more or less haphazardly but which
nevertheless emerge as word-like and

problem of linguistics is that its own
jargon tends to be bewildering to the
average person.
Professor Samarin compares gloswith baby talk and pig Latin.
His approach is sympathetic and he
has some sharp comments for those
who take a purely psychological approach (like Dr. Kildahl). Samarin
denies there is any paranormal component to glossolalia, unless it is a
true xenoglossia, or speaking an actual language unknown to the speaker. (Dr. Ian Stevenson has studied
cases of xenoglossia and is quoted at
one point by Professor Samarin.)
The biblical reference to glossolalia
in Acts presents an instance where
solalia

40490
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realistic,
of
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units
language-like rhythm and melody."
This is a linguistic definition and one
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glossola lists spoke actual languages understood by their audience.
However, this instance was not necessarily paranormal as many of the
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apostles spoke several languages.
The religious value of speaking in
tongues will depend on one's bias.
Those who practice glossolalia believe it is worthwhile whereas those
who do not generally scorn it But it
remains an intriguing phenomenon
and both these volumes have much
to offer those persons interested in
Paul Dimmitt.
this topic.
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SAUCER BUFFS REBUKED
When saucer buffs find themselves
wondering why they are not taken
seriously, they might consider the
case of the Aerial Phenomena Research Organization representative
quoted in Vivian Buchan's "UFO
Damages Iowa Soybeans" (February 1973 Fate).
Surrealistic speculations about
damaged spaceships and/or their
missions ("to take samples of earth
soil")
would be amusing if they
were not so damaging to the cause
of sober investigation. That UFOs
have remained unexplained for so
long may be due in large part to the
antics of flying saucer fans whose
talk

extraterrestrial

of

visitors

—
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as if they had been proven so
has
to outsiders
as little more than a cult of "true
believers," a kind of space age
spiritualism.
Walt Andrus of the Midwest Net-

made UFOlogy appear

work of UFOs is to be commended
for his courage in labeling this kind
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nated." In my opinion, Mr. Atkinson's theory is well-founded and all
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"other
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Mr. Andrus goes on to say that
"these science-fiction accounts of
occurrences make for good reading
but can hurt any real scientific
study of UFOs, It's like crying wolf
when the real thing happens no
one will believe it." May I say that
the real thing is happening right
now and the diehards are loath to
accept the facts?
UFOs are not purely physical phenomena; they have a spiritual connotation. Science is not going to
solve the mystery by ignoring the
facts. Let's quit tinkering with "scientific proof" and get on with accepting the space brothers' offered
assistance before it's too late.
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horoscope,
a
quickly-made
reading that will reveal each
day's special Influences.

Henrietta's STARTELL
Horoscope Kit

Only $12.95
Money-back Guarantee!
(Please add S1.00 for handling and
mailing; SI'. 0(1 on foreign purchases.)

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O.

Box 249, Highland Park,
141
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PERSONAL HOROSCOPES
Notat Horoscope
SI 0.00
year ...$10,00
I
Progressed Horoscope
Natal and Progressed
$18.00
Charts Combined
$1 5,00
Comparison Charts
.$20.00
Personal Problem Consultation
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.

Finest astrological work obtainable. All
work typewritten. Accurately calculated
charU Included. Give blrthdate. time,
birthplace. Please give time
accurately as possible,

of

birth

as

JOHN AVALON

research into the mind. Our psychologists have problems in getting
around religion while making studies
of the mind.
If the Russians have accepted the
truth that ESP is as much a part
of human nature as the other five
senses and if they are learning to
put it to practical use, then they
are truly on the path to greater
human enlightenment.
O. W. Davidson, San Jacinto, Calif.

—

MONSTER RELATIVES
Noting the sketch of the Missouri

525 North Laurel Ave.

monster in the December 1972 Fate
I was astounded by its close resemblance to an ancient drawing from
Tassili in the Sahara which appears
Erich
Daniken's
book,
in
von

Los Angeles, Calif 90048

OCCULT!

of the Gods. Also, facing
page 97 in von Daniken's book, a
photo of another creature shows a
close resemblance to the Missouri
monster.

Chariots

orUnl Cutalon— mu nttd II! Copyright '61—
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Box 224, BROOKLYN 17, N. T.
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possible that creatures from
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this earth?
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13:8. Salvation. Holy Ghost
baptism, healing, deliverance.
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Send no money.
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IS
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land, Fla.

In the article on the Missouri
monster Mr. Harrison's young
daughter reported that the monster
seemed to be carrying something
that looked like a dead dog flecked
with blood. Although I cannot dispute her report I question whether
her state of panic might have influenced her observation. I know of
no thoroughly and scientifically investigated incident where it has
been unquestionably determined that
these unidentified monsters have
acted violently toward any living
species.

teristics:
(1)

WESTERN PRAYER WARRIORS

M

Box 2627, Dept. F
Reno, New. 89505

monster and UFO rehave three common charac-

Authentic
ports

Although the observers under-

standably

seems

to

are

frightened,

there

have been no attempt

cause fear.

to

s

REPORT FROM THE READERS
There never has been an audocumented report of an atdespite provocation.
tempted attack
(3) Monsters and UFOs have exhibited a genuine curiosity, patience
and at times unmistakable friendliness toward observers.
If the Missouri monster was alien
to this planet and appeared after
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(2)

thentic

UFO

—

reported, this accords with many reports. What can
account for this? Could the monster
be a pet or mascot aboard a UFO
and accidentally left behind? May
this be intentional
possibly as an
experiment? Whatever the case, the
monsters always disappear as sud-

PRAYER

certain Bible Psalm lifted, me from devastating illness and financial loss after rituals,
petitioning prayers, healers, counselors
failed me. Health, prosperity—everything
—restored TENFOLD! Study 8 days
f*

—

not thrilled, refund.

and mysteriously as they
came, without leaving a trace. Are
they picked up again?

denly

It
is
unfortunate that scientific
observers aren't called in immediately at the time of these appear-

ances. There certainly is something
and not by an overto be learned
zealous farmer with a shotgun or a
small-town sheriff with an hysterical
posse.
W. Armstrong, Chase, Mich

CA
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think Mr. Bayless
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(Fate February
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WHAT

of
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is

inaccurate

of Parapsychology"
1973). I have been
parapsychology for
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OF GOD?
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to reach their goats

I
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Let

me
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NOTED ESP SPECIALIST
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dlctlons on radIo and TV
helped many people with personal problems
Three questions answered. S1000. Seven
questions J 20 00
,

'**-A
.

MILTON KRAMER

1

9100 N. Cumberland Ave.
Niles, IL 60648

more than
I

40 years and never have
seen such interest as at the presI find today that people
speak up about their psychic
in
a completely un-

ent time.
will

experiences
inhibited

fashion.

I wish to refute
Mr. Bayless'
opening statement: "It now must
be apparent to everyone interested
in parapsychology that the entire
field is suffering such a tremendous
decline that it is nearly impossible

find any form of psi phenomena
worth studying."
Mr. Bayless should visit Florida,
have found here a great medium,

to

I

Rev, Ramon Noegel, who astounds his congregation with matethe

Offered by

,

IRENE

,

F.

.

HUGHES

ESP meditatlun and testing cards, together with tiny book of meditations,
created b.v famed IRENE F. HUGHES.
$1.00. Impressions to your questions,
classes in Awareness, lectures, haunted house research, astrological charts.
For details write:

IRENE
30

F.

HUGHES

w. Washington

St.

Chicago, IL 60603
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ANSWERS

3

QUESTIONS

$5.30

CONTESA AMAYA

P.O. BOX 6001
Puerto Rico 0091

Santurce,

grams

MARY ANN GLENN
—

Hawaii's famed consultant. Sincere
and senhelp with problems Send problems,

sational
full

—

stampcd-sHf-nddi essed-em

lilrlhdatn,

e-

Inpe and J5 EXmtribuUofl !o Itcv. Mary Ami
Glenn. 1026 - 18th Ave.. Honolulu. Hawaii 968IG

one

can

on

parapsychology

at

the

University of Bridgeport, Conn., and
College in Sarasota, Fla., and
I
know of two orthodox churches
where spiritual healing is practiced.
The pastor of one openly describes

New

his astral projections.
Is
this a
decline?
Sutphin. Sarasota, Fla.
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WE NEED INVENTIONS

that

understand. He will
produce apports for each of 60 or
more people in the circle.
Aside from this remarkable medium who outdoes anything I have
witnessed previously, I can tell Mr.
Bayless that I have attended proreceiver

(no persona!
checks, pls.l, blrthdate &
self-addressed
tamped.
envelope. Read vour own
Oriental Zodiac. SI opd

REV.

realistic

knows he has contacted his loved
ones by the messages none but the

ROMANY GYPSY
Send

so

realizations

WORLD-FAMOUS

— Florence

E.

—

Sell your Invention for cash need money
for Patent?— Are technical problems hold-

ing you back? Universal Inventions has
helped Inventors all over the world— why
not you? Inventions provide the made
spring-board to sudden riches. REMEMBER, we either sell your invention or pay
you a cash bonus. Write for details.
Universal Inventions, Dept. 17, Marion,

OH

43303

Ancient

Wisdom
Revealed
and esoteric teachings of
the world are included in this one giant
volume. Introduces you to a way of
living wholly beyond materialistic theology, philosophy or science. 8x1!
All the occult

inches thick. Many
trations. Originally $50.
7 authentic talismans printed
In gold on genuine parchment
sent with your order.
inches,

and

2

illus-

THE GREAT BOOK OF MAGICAL ART,
HINDU MAGIC AND INDIAN OCCULTISM

$15.00
Plus

35c

for

postage and

handling

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O.

Box 249, Highland Pork,

III.

60035

ANY

INTEREST IN UFOs?
to be a growing feeling that the public is no longer interested in UFOs. I believe this is
not true. To back up my statement
I would mention the Aerial Phenomena Research Organization and the
National Investigations Committee
on Aerial Phenomena which together have about 24.000 "uninterested" members like myself.
Possibly since the termination of
Project Bluebook and the publica-

There seems

tion of the Condon Report some persons have lost interest but sightings
are still being made and these generate new interest.
It's your job to give us the news
about UFOs.
Peter Petrone, Wil-

—

lingborn, N.J.

MANKIND'S AFFLICTION
Curtis Fuller's discussion of the
anti-Establishment scientists in the
August 1972 Fate brings to mind a
few more notables whose findings
were and are in direct contradiction
to the pompous pronouncements of
"recognized authority."
Take for instance Col. James
Churchward whose series of books on
the Lost Continent of Mu, although

REPORT FROM THE READERS
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evidence,
irrefutable
founded on
have never been accepted by the

Establishment. When his findings are
generally accepted, as they eventually must be, all existing texts on geogarchaeology,
angeology,
raphy,
thropology and ancient history will
have to be scrapped and entirely
rewritten. No wonder the scientific
bigwigs shudder at the name of

Churchward!
Others I might mention are Edgar
Cayce. L. Ron Hubbard (Dianetics)
and Howard Scott (Technocracy).
The latter probably requires the
most urgent attention. Recent computer studies at M.I.T. and the considered opinions of some of our foremost environmental experts simply
confirm what Scott and his associates have been telling the American people for the past 40 years:
unless our present idiotic politicoeconomic system is discarded and
replaced by proper functional conlie
chaos
and
catastrophe
trol,
ahead.
There is disagreement on the
length of time it will take for the
money-chasers to destroy our environment completely and to make
the earth uninhabitable, but some
knowledgeable experts give us only
until the end of this decade.
As you have said, "the Establish-

d vldually typed.
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3903 Seminole Blvd., Seminole, Fl>. 33143
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"Canada's
Leading
1

1

PLAYFUL BIG CATS
"On the Trail of Pumas. Panthers
and ULAs"

(June-July 1972 Fate)
was very interesting but it seems
authors Clark and Coleman might
have stressed one obvious point.
These ULAs which had killed numerous animals larger than man
seemed to inflict only scratches and

Or

LIEHR

CHURCH OF THE NEWBIRTH

—

Tettsville. Ohio.

bruises on humans.
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Alhombro,

Two Pamphlets A

affliction that

the

-fr

Conception and Birth Hon
scope. Private forthcoming happening
dated and explained, for 1973 and 1B74
Includes questions answered, plus charts
$10 Marriage comparison for two persons
S25. Reliable, quality service. Report
1949.

common to
is an affliction
mankind." Fortunately, it is an
can be overcome and if
human race wants to go on living
George N. He flick, Garbe.

ment
all
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ASTROLOGIST
Since

in

the

case

Psychometrist"

Can ihe
help you?
"'YES!" say the many clients she has served
for years, and who continue to acclaim her
unusual clarity of perception. Just send a
photo for Aura Analysis Or send Bible
passage or poem for Psychometry Analysis

You may he amazed

at

what she can

tell

you. Enclose (10.00 contribution with request to,

mai ,va DEE

"Enchanted Acres"
West Guilford. Ontario. Canada
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the

of
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HIT MAM

THE

the

girl,

attack

consisted

of

having her face licked. Vicious animals indeed! The authors admit these
creatures would have no trouble kill-

AURA?

ing a

human

Then why don't

being.

they?

me

the animals in their
It seems to
being playful.
a large animal being playful is likely to inflict at least some
minor wound on his "victim."

own clumsy way were
But such

Somehow these animals seem to
have learned to respect humans. But
Dauid
where and from whom?

—

Keilbarth,

Oklahoma

City, Ofcla.

POT CALLS THE KETTLE BLACK
With reference to Carla Davis's
("The Lockout" July 1972
letter
Fate) I would advise her not to
have qualms about fickle friends who

CAN YOU SEE THE AURA?

Sci-

ence confirms that it exists, Clairvoyants have seen it. Now you may
see it too— most people can,

THE SECRET

is

the specially

in

designed Aura Goggles, scientifically

manufactured

England with pina-

in

cyanole bromide

filters.

FREE BOOKLET

accompanying

the goggles explains the aura, describes what it looks like, tells you
how to interpret what you see. explains how to use these remarkable
visual aids— The Aura Goggles.

SUCCESSFUL
all

with 90 per cent of
Order today and you
soon have this unusual experi-

students.

may
ence.
I
I
I
1

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. Box 249
Highland Park,

III.

I

60035

Please
send me Authentic At
Goggles. I understand book is FREE t
order Aura Goggles at this time for
price of $12.99, plus 50c for postage f

turned away

I

handling.

I

enclose
r~|

money order

tor |

I

I

Address
I

City
I

_
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SUM

is

odd relics from a so-called
Holy Land. In their orthodox relithey fast, chant, roll on the

pictures,

gions

floor, talk in strange tongues, make
burnt offerings, light candles and
hold vigils. When one of them dies he
must have holy words spoken over

him

— and

in

some

religions a priest

or minister is paid to see that the
dear departed gets to Heaven and is
not left floating around in a netherworld.
All religions are based on mythology, not on proven facts. Are they
Aiuin B. Clark, Harrisnot occult?
burg, Ore.

—

H

check
I

started deal-

unproved. They
reinforce their beliefs with crosses,

whose existence

MORE THAN COINCIDENCE

I

I

when she

ing in occult items, She should recall
that the so-called friends worship a
god; they pray to spirits

mythical

Sometimes the events that follow
stranger
are
experiences
psychic
than the episodes themselves!
In the October 1970 issue of Fate
article,
"The Reincarnation of
was published, describ-

my

—
Zip...-

Francisco,"

(Continued on page 158)
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by Kirpal Singh.
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Immediate

results!

for free information.

INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED

THINKING

P.O. Box 606
Dept F-573
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

SEE THE HUMAN AURA? Book

by
popular St. Louis psychic will teach you
development methods for Aura Vision as
she teaches students In Adult Education
classes. University City, Missouri, High
School. Contains successful methods, illuminations, color training device. Order
"The Human Aura." by Bevy, $2.00 guaranteed from: Specializcd-Aura, Box 13075.

MO

Louis,

St.

63119

THE
METAPHYSICAL SECRET
OF MONEY
old metaphysical

The

Use the book of tomorrow
available today: "The Key to Names &
(on the turf)" by Solastro. No
Astrology or coding of horses names
free.
E. F. Latimer, P.O. Box
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada.

—

Details
396.

MAGIC MIRROR:

P.O. Box 606

MO

Box

13075.

St.

Louis.

63119

PROVOCATIVE BOOKS.

J5.000

seldom found In
State Interests.
sent fresl Old,

libraries.

Catalogs,

All
Lists,

Courses
subjects.
Details

out-of-print books located.— Health Research, 98 Lafayette St..

Mokelumne

Hill, Calif.

95245

JESUS CHRIST CONDEMNED MARRIAGE! His complete Truth, not generally preached heretofore, now revealed In
Book, $1.00; mailed
postage prepaid.— Seth Abel, P.O. Box
87. Rhinelander, Wis. 54501
these latter times.

THE NEW SEXUAL EXPERIENCE Discover the NEW mystical significance o(
sex. A complete instruction in Self-transcendence. Send for free information. —
INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED THINKING.
Box 606. Pacific
Dept.
P.O.
F-573,
Palisades, CA 90272
CHAPEL OF THE
HEALING PRESENCE
Metaphysics Library, Religious, Occult,
Self-Hefp Books. Free catalog. Open Sundaya only.—6102 Worth. Dallas. TX 75214.

Phone

824-7252

Send

ly.

$2.00.

Dallas.

1236 S.

Calif.

OC-

CULT. New Spring issue. $1.00.— Rod
Frye. Box 7374. Hampton. VA 23366

WANTED— FATE

Magazine from 1948 to
1957— Bill Brown, 211 Oak Dr., Lakeland,

FL

33803.

WANTED

!

Occult Newsletters: COVENTRY Vol. 1
No. 1, (1944J, $50.00. ROUND ROBIN. Vol.
II, No. 10, (1946), S25.00. One copy each.
Good condition.— Loren Gross, 3777 Mowry, Apt. 43, Fremont, CA 94536

ARE YOU FASCINATED bv
ESP, UFOs and other occult
Then SPACEVIEW Magazine

Astrology,
subiects?
Is

meant

for you! Special offer. Six issues for $2.95
or 12 issues for $4.95.
Spaceview-F,
103 Goodhue Building, Beaumont.

—

TX

77701

COSMOS-EXPRESS!

Free sample 25c
Box 3-A, Jonquiere, Quebec. Canada
!

PSYCHIC NEWS from

—

England. Weekly

Spiritualist newspaper-world's largest circulation. Year $11.70. Send dollar bill for
five different get-acquainted copies
Psychic News, F-ll, 23 Great Queen Street,

—

WITHIN, Live Abundant-

— BAKER,

TX

Seaside.

X— UNDERGROUND JOURNAL OF

London,

AWAKEN GOD

Dept. F-573
90272
93955

663-F.

MAGAZINES

Brotherhood of Magic. Request
book information and discount certificate
Astral

— Specialized-265,

CA

Pacific Palisades,

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOK FINDER.
wants.— Box

contacting

Practice

of •"manifest-

INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED
THINKING

RACEGOERS!
Numbers

way

ing" money is over I 25 new techniques
require NO visualizing, NO affirming.
Eliminate poverty-consciousness. Develop
the "millionaire mentality." PROSPERITY IS YOUR BIRTHRIGHT. Send for
free information.

WC2B

5BB, England

ASTROLOGY

Marlborough.

75208

FREE!

OCCULT BOOK LIST— FREE! Write:
The Circle Bookshop, 215 South State St.,
Ann Arbor. Mich. 48108

Oriental Zodiac. Amazing Chinese
horoscope. Guide to love and wealth.
Johnson, Box 25211-CAE, Los Angeles, CA
90025

"DIVINE POSTURE INFLUENCE UPON

STUDENTS OF ASTROLOGY—We

ENDOCRINE GLANDS"

by Cajzoran

All.

Esoteric secrets of the 13 glands for
physical, mental, spiritual awakening. 58
illustrations.

Send

Healing

and

regeneration

$5.95 plus 50c for handling.

"YOUR DESTINY"

Route 1, Box 384
Oklawaha, Fla. 32679

carry
one of the largest selections of Astrological books and supplies at the lowest price
in town. Send 50c for our catalog and
charge a Sun/Moon
free
of
receive
analysis.—The House of Sagittarius. 421B
Chicago. IL 60634.
N. Central Ave.,
Members American Federation of Astrologers.

—
YOUR COMPLETE HOROSCOPE—per-

FREE SECRET BOOK

typewritten!
Send
$2.00.— Wilson. Box
ward, CA 94540

Proven Enterprises". Fabulous, successful ways beat inflation!
Work home! —

sonal,
place.

birth

time,

3265A.

Hay.

Haylings-BB-8. Carlsbad.

SIDEREAL TIME GOT YOU STUMPED?

HEALTHFUL

ZODIAC BIRTHSIGN PERFUME CIL

Reducing.
roundings

Enhance your own personal vibrations.
Finest

one

quality,

authenic,

pure

concen-

Compliments

dram

S3. 00.

369-F.

guaranteed. Lovely
with birthslone. Send

bottle

name, sign.— ASTROGEMS,
Gardena. CA 90247

PERSONAL ASTROLOGY

— Anderson.

both persons. $10.00.
P.O. Box 32FA, Randallstown.

data,

MD 21133
CORRESPONDENCE

ASTROLOGY

COURSE. 35c brings details. —Mr. Deo
La Rue. MAFA, P. O. Box 20412, Portland
Oregon 97220

BOSS!

Details
Louis.

25c— Cahmeo.

MO
I

63130

$25.00
hundred.
Kit,
earnings.
Beginner's
refundable).— Lewcard. A392FE,

CA

92621

.

.

—

HOW TO make Money Writing Short
Paragraphs. Information Free on "Home

—

Studies in Writing".
Barrett. Dept. C305 X2. 6216 N. Clark. Chicago. IL 60660

MAIL ORDER SECRETS REVEALED.
Now Only $3.00. — Bryant Sales,
1, Box 373A, Dept. C3C. Gaylord, MI

Order
Rt.

49735

ADDRESSERS AND MAILERS NEED-

— W.

ED. Details 10c.
Peterson. Chicago,

FREE— Easy

GRAY HAIR?

111.

Ways

to

Lindbloom, 3636
60645

make money

sell,

ing
exciting
new products— Full-spare
time. Send name, age for five months
free subscription.
Salesmen's Opportunity
Magazine,
1460
Hancock Center.
Dept. 13 EB, Chicago. IL 60611

—

21

PLUS

darkens gray hair

days. Guaranteed!! Only $3.99,

— TM

and psychic centers! Pure Korean GinSeng powder $5/oz. Extra large roots
Tranquill-Tea blend $1.00. New
6-package Tea Sampler with infusion
spoon and special blends $5.95. Excellent,
personal service.—THE HERB LADY.
Dept. F. Box 26515, Los Angeles. CA 90036
$8/oz.

GROW

HAIR?

Lovelock,

214 RADIO, 112 TV STATIONS will Sell
products on commission. No sales. No
pay. Complete list stations, facts. $2.00
198 Publications accept ads on
commission. Pay only if you get orders.
Complete facts, editors addresses. $2.35
MOMAF, 309 W. Morris. Indianapolis.
IN 46225
.

1

HEALTH-BEAUTY

Enterprises. 120 West William St.. Dept.
1F4, San Jose, CA 95110

Immediate
Brea,

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS

HERBS USED TO STRENGTHEN Body

Start with spare
time business.
7627 Delmar, St.

!

full

STUFF ENVELOPES.
$1.00.

—

COMPLETE GRAPHOLOGY COURSE
— T C R Books.
Box 787fa. Lindenhurst. NY 11757
Only $2.00 (Guaranteed).

in 10

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BE YOUR OWN

time and develope into

92008

VACATIONING— Fasting.

Rejuvenation. Peaceful surExercise Classes. Pool, boats,
sulariums. Cooperative employment available.
SHANGRI-LA. Bonita Springs.
Florida 33923FT

Box

Compatibility,
birth

Love Horoscope Charts. Send exact

CA

Unique.

HEALTH RESORTS

Complete, clear explanation step by step
instructions. $2.00— Broderick. 1-C Prince
of Wales. Belleville, Ontario, Canada

trate.

"2042

NV

did!

I

$7.50.— Box

221.

89419

LOSING HAIR?

Balding? Dandruff? Free
copyrighted booklet.— Dr. Shiffer LaboraDept. 541, Box 398. Punta Gorda,

tories,

FL

33950

ARTHRITIS? Learn how I and my dog
had painful crippling Arthritis and we
now have been free of all symptoms and
pain for over three years. No dieting, no
exercises,
no
drugs.
complete
For
information on how easily we did this,
send $5.00 to: Nan Waters. F5, P.O. Box
8265. Albuquerque. NM 87108

LOSE WEIGHT

in

a

bathtub.

Eastview Book Service, Box
•Vanier,

7053,

Canada KIL 5AO

$8.00.—

Ottawa

ACUPUNCTURE ATLAS— A wall chart of
needle and pressure points, three body
views. Western Edition 23" X 35". four
color. Special $4.00. Books available.
Herbal Holding, Box 5854FT, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91413

HOME REMEDY.
hair,

Stops dandruff, falling
oily scalp

dry scalp or excessive

Costs less than 10c yearly. QUICK, SAFE
and SURE. Send $1.00 to: M. F. Wooten,
1909 San Francisco St.. San Antonio. TX
78201

!

!

DOUBLE YOUR STRENGTH.
life

Hygenic

Practising

—

Save vour

Fasting.

$3-00.

Box

Cusack Enterprises,
Guaranteed.
1980. Chicago. IL 60690

FREE! FREE! FREE! Korean Ginseng
sample. Legendary body, mind rejuvenator!
Hurry!—Gatti Nutrition, 42 Essex.

NY

Buffalo,

14213

VALUABLE INFORMATION

on Endoglands and their food discovered.
Anatomy-vitamin chart. Priceless other
helps. $1.00— Abundant Health, Dayton,
VA F22821

crine

THE SECRET POWER OF

the Crystal
Pendulum! How to use it! Learn how to
question your own subconscious mind so
that you may answer many of your
personal problems. A complete course in
fascinating procedure only $3.50.
this
guaranteed, PENDULUM,
Satisfaction
Box 190-F, Quincv.
02169

LEARN TO CRYSTAL GAZE!
lesson

six

STANRAY,
BURSITIS? Try compresses. Information,
stamped self- ad dressed envel—and
El Huloka, 833. Yermo. CA 92308
{4.00

ope.

and

Associales.

Slim! $2.00.
283. Scranton,

Stav

Box

Lose

— Parola

PA

"Kev To

Approved

for

Cartooning,

Box

CO

18501

Complete

course only $1.00 postpaid.—
Dept. G, 103 Park Ave.. New

NY 10017
LEARN CARTOONING AT HOME.
York.

Booklet:

TRY OUR ESKIMO FORMULA To
Weight

—

MA

MEDITATION— BASIC
INSTRUCTION
AND DRILL BOOK. $4.00 — UPSTAT.
Box 31F. Cedarhurst. NY 11516

Cartoon

a

Free

Career".

Bill.
G.
E,
Write:
7069P. Colorado Springs,

80907

RIETEENG FONIKLEE
trans-

impelz koerekt
ue kood
speleeng.
Gied wun
Joesif Bednash. 1515 Pusifik Av,
luvit.
Venus. 90291 Kalif.

mit psychic energy and mental pictures.
basic
Send
$4.00
for
instruction
in
Dr. J. Burns.
techniques, or write to
P.O. Box 11201-T, Honolulu, HA 96814

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP— Hypnotize
Astonishing details, strange catalog freeSleep Learning Association, Box 24-FT.

INSTRUCTION

TELEPATHY COURSE.

—

Learn

to

:

WHILE

LEARN
concepts

—W e

in

ight

YOU

New

SLEEP.

Memory — Will Power
Reduction— Relaxation— Self

learning

Confidence. Write: Select Recording Studios.

Box

55011-F, Seattle,

WA

—

Olympia, Wash. 98501

HAWAIIAN GUITAR COURSE.

SimpliPub..

O'Burr's

proven.
Write:
Hotchkiss, CO 81419

fied,

98155

MISCELLANEOUS

HYPNOTIST MAKES HOUSE CALLS
Via personalized cassette and cartridge.
Edwords. 1010 16th. San
Free facts!
Diego. CA 92101

—

—

—

BEYOND

dolur

HYPNOTISM two books
over 500 pages on bringing minds under
control. $5.00.
Upstat. Box 31 F. Cedar-

—

NY 11516
ROAD MAP TO FREEDOM — Leave

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY take over
established Spiritualist Church, classes
counseling. Excellent location, low rent
Furnishings sale only
living quarters.
$2500.00 cash if you qualify.— P.O. Box
Long Beach.

20919.

CA

90801

hurst,

book,

yoar

will, chart, pamphlet. 290 page
$6.50.
instructions and
data.
11516
31F. Cedarhurst.

body at

—

NY

UPSTAT. Box

ESPOGRAM TWO

your own
Stamped addressed
envelope, contribution appreciated. —
Walter Coslet, Box Six. Helena. MT 59601

messages

(Achieve

direct, fas!)

CONCENTRATION — VISUALIZATION
— MEDITATION effective techniques.
$5.00. SELF DEVELOPMENT. Box 1215,
Thousands Oaks, CA 91360

SOLVE

PROBLEMS

EASILY,

Learn

Life's Laws, Guaranteed results.— WISE,
75208
1236 So. Marlborough, Dallas,

TX
LEARN MASSAGE THERAPY. Complete
home study
SAGE, Box

FREE

course.
190F. Quincy,

details.— MAS-

MA 02169

OLD TIME SOUTHERN POUND
1800's

rare recipe. $1.00— Neal.
VA 24737

Cake.

Box

95.

Montcalm. West

"ARE THE DEAD REALLY DEAD."
Stamp appreciated

— Methods.

Alto Ave., Mountain View.

DRACULA

LIVES!

CA

416F Palo
94040

Beautiful

coat of

arms, family tree and legend to "prove"
your friends that YOU are a direct
descendent of the infamous Vampire!

to

$2.50

— OLS/DR.

Box

313.

Islip.

NY

11751

"GARLIC: Why You Should Use it." Free
information.— ELMO'S. 4616 11th Ave.,
Los Angeles.

CA

90043

FREE CATALOG, NEW COMPANY. New
Metaphysical Products. New Catalog.
Write: TONY PRODUCTS. Box 783F.
Costa Mesa,

CA

92627

ROMPOPO. Delicious and nourishing
beverage made of rum. eggs and other
ingredients. Long lested first class German recipe for home or industrial production. $5.00 (U.S.)
Mrs. H. Olivero,
38 Ave. 5-20. Zona 7, Guatemala City.

—

Guatemala. Central America

TURQUOISE

ADORNED

WISHING

DOLL. Exact

replica ancients

good luck

$2.00.—-HOC, Box
Albuquerque. NM 87112

Dept.

11173.

doll.

UFO DRIVE DISCOVERED

A,

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO

KNOW
ic.

about the Occult. Psychic. EsoterAge, Truth. Metaphysical, Spiri-

New

Yoga and

tual,

ling

force.

CA

— Ion-Drive,

$2.00.

Box

COSM O LINK
P.O. Box 15668
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815

831,

90704

ALPHAPHONE™

—

headset
brainwave
trainer. Free literature. Aquarius Electronics, Box 627-P. Mendocino, CA 95460

—

FREE

from:
Scientific

!

experiments reveal amazing new propelAvalon.

Healing.... Send for

information: Speakers Bureau. Psychics
Publishing Companies. Brochure
and Art Services. Directories. New Age
Conferences.
Mail-Order
Co-operative
Discount Buying Club, Products and
Services. Data on operating a Successful
Psychic-Metaphysical-Spiritual Bookstore
and/or Center. Professional Assistance

Guild.

COCKROACH RECIPE.

Rids your home

of cockroaches and ants, overnight. Costs
less than 20 cents yearly; quick, safe and
sure. $1.00 for recipe. M. F. Wooten. 1909

San Francisco

San Antonio.

St..

TX

78201

BIOFEEDBACK:

Professional
instruments. Monitor brainwaves, muscle activ.
ity, GSR.
& J, 8102-T. Bainbridge.

WA

—J

98110

"HOW TO BUILD

CARD READINGS MAILED.

Individually
prepared. Ancient method. Confidential.
Shuffle regular 52 playing cards. Send list
first
20 cards, self-addressed stamped
envelope and $3.00.— Lady Louise, No. 7,

Box

4-1312,

Anchorage, Alaska

99509.

(Use

11c United States Airmail Postage)

HYPNOTISM REVEALED.
trated

details.— Powers,

Road, North Hollywood,

Free

12015

illus-

Sherman

Calif. 91605

IDEAL 5-ACRE RANCH, Lake Conchas.
New Mexico. $3,475. No Down. No Interest,

—

94501
$2.00.

P.O.

OCCULT "DEGREES". Beautiful simulated Diplomas (not for academic purposes) to impress your friends: Master
of Tarot Science; Doctor of Divination;
many more. Stamped
list.

Guaranteed!!

— OIS/F.

Box

envelope
313,

brings

Islip,

BIE. Box 2742D, Jacksonville,

HERBALISM!
Free
1339

Lesson.

!

FL

The Home Gold

— Herbalism

32203

Mine!
FT,

Institute

Remuda. Glendora. CA

—

91740

Writing Short

Paragraphs! I tell you what to write,
where and how to sell, and supply lists
of editors buying from beginners. Small
checks can add up to worthwhile extra
income. Write to sell, right away. Send
for free facts on my "Home Studies in

—

Writing."
Barrett.
Chicago. IL 60660

Dept.

C-305-X1,

Anyone can
win Sweepstakes Contests! Free details.
Box 644-FDD. Des Moines.

— Services,
IA 50303

YOU

can

too

Cash

in

on

Nationwide

Sweepstakes Contests. Read how "Sweepstakes Can Be Reapstakes." $1.00.— Benro
Enterprises, Box 6656F. Philadelphia, PA
19149

NY
ORGANIZATIONS

11751

PYRAMID GUIDE, mysterious energy of
form revealed in Great Pyramid replicas,
cone, and coil phenomena.
Sharpens,
preserves, re-charges, projects unknown
energy. This extraordinary bi-monthly
newsletter features unpublished discoveries by dowsing master. Verne CamerWorldwide reports diagrams. Make
your own replicas, Cameron, cones, raygun, cyclatron. Free Copy. Write to: El
Cariso Publications. P.O. Box 176. Elsinore. CA 92330 (Yearly pre-paid $2.75)
on.

Fortune in Real
Send $1.95— KIB-

NEVER WON ANYTHING?

FLYING SAUCERS— ICVS 35 photos
Catalog 35c. — UFO International.
Box 552. Detroit, MI 48232

full

Estate"

HOW TO MAKE MONEY

$29.00 Monthly. Vacation Paradise. Money
Maker.
Ranchos. Box 2003PJ, Alameda,

CA

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES

—

READ

TAROT? Be a certified TAROT
MASTER*5 The Associated Readers of
Tarot, International. 718 St. Joseph. Lafayette. LA 70501
)

PEACE

—

ORGANIZATIONS

Mankind Uniled.

Religion.

— Secular.

The Goddians

Political. "The Taxpayer's Party". Brochures 10c each. Book, "Be Your Own
Doctor". $2.00.— PEACE MAN, Box 4600.

Portland,

ME 04112

STARVED FOR AFFECTION?

PERSONAL

LUCKY DAYS,
Send

stone.

numbers, months, colors,
plus name, address,

$2.00

birthdate.— Daisy Nickell— LN, 303

S.

Falls,

INSPIRED LIFE READING,

send photo,

birthdate, $5.00. Reincarnation readings,
$10.00 contribution.— Ellen Evans,
Sud-

derth Road, Buford.

GA

Try ancient Mexican talisman used by brujas
the Piedra Iman! Instructions In English
included. $2.50 postpaid.
Mamacita,
1811 East 6th St., Tucson, AZ 85719

—

5th

OR 97601
SOUL SEARCHERS— Free consultation to
serious seekers of fulfillment. — DUMA
P.O. Box 9, Staten Island, NY 10305
Klamath

St.,

30518

PSYCHOLOGICAL GUIDANCE

— Question, contribution. —
YE— VICTORIA. 3476 Balfour, Detroit.

Mail Problem

MI

48224

CONTACT

SHARLA. Three questions
Astro analysis. Send birthdate.
P.O. Box 507. Chula Vista. CA 92010
$3.00.

CARD READING— passed down
ttons.

CONTACT

your SUBCONSCIOUS Mind!
Amazing Device brings Direct Answers.
Only $3.00 postpaid. — PSYCHOLOGIC A,
Box 9114F. San Diego. CA 92109

TAROT

READINGS.

$7.00.— P. A. Roberts,
CA 92668

Give

Box

birthdate.

1767.

Orange,

Make

with $3.00

Send

53321.

bert

AR

72127

Especially yours; Psychometry reading
from your signature, $5.00. Thirty years
experience. Rev. Hazell, Box 2372. Dept.
F, San Francisco, CA 94126

—

WITH FRIENDS LIKE THAT. Who Needs
How To Choose Your
Enemies? Learn,

People. Book, $6.50.
Cedarhurst. NY 11516

— Upstat,

Box

31 F,

solve.

$1.00

(Traveler's Check or International
order)
for
Air Postage
and
Moon Centre. P.O. Box
2. India

Money

handling.— New

590.

Poona

HAVE YOUR DREAM INTERPRETED
by experts! Include detailed description
date dream occurred with $3.00.
Vergie Trice Bob Moser. 7522 LaCanada.
Tucson. AZ 85704. We conducted Dream
Seminar at Phoenix Psychic Seminar in
plus

—

March.

by correspondence.— Al(

Guru

Drive, Duarte.

MAGICAL GROUP

CA

Dorjiel
91010

Now

$i.oo.— lennart,

Amery.

54001

ASTRO-TAROT
"friendly

Extensive reading by the
Neighborhood
Leprechaun"

$10.00. .— D. Kenririck Johnson,
4591. Carmel.
93921

CA

THE SUBCONSCIOUS

IS

P.O. Box

YOU.

monev order
Cincinnati,

OH

to:

ALBASTAR, Box

PERSONAL GUIDANCE. Three questions,
—
Mesa, Route 2, Sevierville,
TN
$2.00
Tia
37862

THROUGH Psychometry.
Send photo, contribution of $2.00 to: C.
Namias, Box 686. Flushing, NY 11355
ANSWERS

CONFUSED ABOUT THE OUIJA

— Nick

P.O.

TOO MANY PROBLEMS? Send for free
book that shows how to whip them fast!
Explains natural God-given powers you
can use. as others do. Write: Rose Dawn,

—

Box

2411,

45201

Three questions, $2.00

—

78299

Know

your inner most thoughts. Pendulation
Method, fully described, $3.00 check or

94126

P.O,

in

MA

GOD'S GREAT PLAN REVEALED.
Know it. Join our Study Group. Complete

HORARY CHART will answer your five
briefly stated questions. Send $5.00, exact
time and date of writing. Robert Hazell,
Box 2372, Dept. F. San Francisco. CA

TX

1328

.

Forming

vicinity of Boston, Mass. If interested,
send self addressed stamped envelope to:
Rev. John D. Alice. 71B Parkman St.,
Bi-ookline.
02146

Information

Write details briefly. Enclose

Istrouma Station, Baton

Vandenberg

Maynard

Wl

YOUR BAFFLING PROBLEMS.
Finance, Love. Marriage. Family trouble
or Education. Spiritual illumination helps

you

through
helped thousands.
envelope, birthdate

self-addressed

TANTRIC YOGA

Try NatComplete Details. $1.00.— Carl

Plumecville,

answered

Rouge, La. 70805

WANT MONEY? SUCCESS?
ural Laws.
cato,

98204

Have

Vision.

Box

P.O.

WA

QUESTIONS

Inner

genera-

wish and send birthday
Kathryn Wonser, 804 112th

a

to:

SW, Everett.

FIVE

2710,

Dept. N-3. San Antonio,

Board?
Kozmeniuk.

Box 2617 Station "A". Edmonton.
Canada T5J 2G3

Alberta,

BETTY CROCKER COUPONS

Needed

for

for brain damaged boy. Send to:
Freddie. 516 W. Hawthorne, Eureka, CA

machine
95501

IN

DEPTH SENSORY READINGS.

Three

questions $3.00. Addressed stamped envelope to: Grace L Ferguson, 1614 4th
Street. Snohomish, Washington 98290

DEPTH reading thru all inspired
channels. Clients pleased. Three questions
IN

$2.00— Rev. E. G. Martin, Box 14542, Las
Vegas, NV 89114

FREE FAITH
quests.
42,

Handkerchief. Prayer rePrayer Group, Box

— Universal

Mira Loma,

CA

91752

all

Secret technique brings
you want. $3.00— Argosy, P.O. Box 422.

NJ

08848

NATIONALLY KNOWN READER— ADVISOR! Five
Free

I

gift

Box

!

— Rev.

974.

New

Ellsworth ArYork. NY 10001

WILL READ

questions
question,

in

answers to your
the
per
the
Leaves.
$2,00

— ALAIN The
WA 98833

Gray.

Box

150.

Mazama.

Needs

un-

fulfilled? God can help you if you have
faith. Send for free details today.— Shrine
of Sothis.
Dept. BP, Box 14096. San

Francisco.

CA

94114

— SADIA.

ASK

Five

questions

P.O. Box 33995. Vancouver

Canada

— UNDERSTAND — OVERCOME

through her sensitive empathy. Send a
penny cleaned, then held only by you.
Plus Three questions, $5.00 Joyce Dayton. P.O. Box 914F, Oak Park, IL 60303

—

HANDWRITING REVEALS REAL YOU'
Sample analyzed,

$2.00.

ME

High. Waterville,

Box 365-FH.

Fine.

New

CARD READINGS.

York,

NY

10025

Send stamped enve-

lope for information.— Jay Diamond, 1608
S. El Molino, Alhambra, Calif. 91801

UNUSUAL READING
$5,00
2044-F, Inglewood.

P A M. Box

TAROT— WHAT
Explore

the

Bradley.

Box

CA

90305

await youv
$5.00.
Carter
Prospect Heights, IL

Revelations

—

unknown,
268.

It

—

SMITH, 35F

04901

GOLDEN

looks like everyone wants the

KEY (VII-FP1. Why? That's easily answered. Moses, Joshua, Jesus used it with
amazing results! You too can acquire its
Ave..

$4.00.

Lawrence

Cathedral Station.

— James

$1.00.

secret.

READINGS.

9-D. British Columbia,

DIFFI-

health, wealth

For your valuable Good
and Personal Spiritual
$1.00 and your birth-

send

Horoscope,

60070

PRAYERS UNANSWERED?

TAROT

insi^hi.

—

and happiness.

Luck Pamphlet

questions. $5.00 contribution.

blessed

— Excellent

THEOTHERAPY TO DISPEL

date.— St.

PERSONAL COUNSELLING. Three questions, $1.00. — M. Knight Bell. Route #2.
Sevierville. TN 37862

nold. G.P.O.

READING

CULTIES! Helps bring you

NEED MONEY?
Milford,

CARD

Clients amazed. $2.00 for each question.
Dreams analyzed for $3.00 each. S5.00 for
short reading. $10.00 for longer reading.
$25.00 for fantastic life reading. $50.00 lor
reading involving specific people and
dates. $100.00 for yearly forecast. Give
color of hair and eyes and date of birth.
stamped
enEnclose
self addressed
velope. F. Bryant, Main P.O. Box 1712,
Topeka. KS 66601

Los Angeles.

SEVEN

CA

QUESTIONS

Mitchell.
90019

1516 Gth

plus

horoscope.

hirthdnte.— Peterman.
2585
Road, Schenectady. NY 12309

Aqueduct

$3.00.

Stamped

envelope,

MEET YOUR IDEAL MATE — Scientific
Matching, nationwide, all
ages.
FREE questionnaire. Write:

Computerized

"TEAM",

1270

Broadway,

New

York,

NY

10001

THREE QUESTIONS
reader $1.00

— Barbara,

answered.

Box

2002,

Gifted
Sepul-

CA 91343
FOUR QUESTIONS
veda.

REVOLUTIONIZE

your health, appearance, prosperity. Help others. Miracle
Therapy assures success. Free details.
Write: Astro-Yoga Foundation, P.O. Box
22218. Fort Lauderdale. FL 33315

POOR NO MORE

how your

!

Bible, a

Voice of God tells vou
One Dollar Bill and a

Slice of Bread can help make you RICH
and Successful! For this valuable and

wonderful miracle Letter of Instructions,
mail $3.00
The World's Greatest Value!
For FREE spiritual horoscope, state

—

—

when you reply.
St. Lawrence
VOG Box 365- FI, Cathedral Station.

birthclate

Fine,

New

York.

NY

10025

—

answered.
$3.00.Samantha Fisher, Box 446. Rensselaer.

NY

12144

AMAZED

Four Questions.
CLIENTS
Birth date. $3.00. stamped envelope— Disciple of David, 9528 Detroit Ave
Cleveland, OH 44102
!

,

PAST LIFE READINGS and

present

life

analyses available through intuitive inDetailed
spiration
of
gifted
mystic.
descriptions and Spiritual Evaluations
Reincarnation
given. Free information.

—

Research Lab-B, P.O. Box
Verdes Estates, CA 90274

43,

Palos

CHURCH OF TZADDI

(Meditation, Reincarnation, etc.).
questions, $5.00. Life Reading,

Three
$45.00.

FOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

Insight

through prayer. Amazingly accurate. $1.00
and stamped self-addressed envelope.—
Francis, P.O. Box 3312, Federal Way,

Wash. 98002

TAROT
expert.

— Wilma

Five

Thomas.

questions,
6th Ave..

616

Marco. FL 33937

THREE QUESTIONS
Romance,
ce Bloom.

$2.00.

P.

0.

on Career, Family,
FranSend birthdate.

Box

—

464.

NE

Trenton.

NUMEROLOGY

SPECIAL! Four quesanswered by experts, $1.00. Send
birth data.— Kaufman's.
W. Fargo. ND 58078

full

name and

Box

574,

ST. GERMAIN'S Freedom Group invites
you. 11:00 A.M. Sundays. Taped Ascended
Master Dictations. 1308 South New Hampshire, Los Angeles. Phone 291-2753. For
free information, write: Sir Valiant, Box
830, Alhambra, Calif. 91802

ESP LABORATORY. The new

research

service group can help you. For FREE
Information write: Al. G. Manning. ESP

Laboratory, 7559 Santa
Los Angeles, Calif. 90046

Monica

Blvd.,

claim

Clients

$2.00.

Divine Channels

LESSONS
— "Clairvoyance"— Spiritual Med— "How To Get— Spirit Ansitation"

wers"
Spirit

Power"

"Spiritual

"Life In The

World." Each $1.00.— Rev. Jeanette

FOUR

188.

Northridge. Calif. 91324

QUESTIONS

stamped
Albany,

answered.
envelope.— Adde,
88

NY

$100,
Willett.

12210

JOIN
GREAT WHITE BROTHERHOOD. — Sir Valiant. Box 830. Dept. 10,
Alhambra.

Calif. 91802

SEVEN

QUESTIONS.
$3.00.
Send
birthdate, eye coloring.— Barrett, 2585 Aqueduct Road. Sche-

DEPTH PSYCHOMETRIC

Send photo or article
(returned), questions. $5.00. Ann Fisher.
Lake Ave.. Albany. N.Y. 12203

—

—

HOW TO FIND GOD — Sir
830-L.

Alhambra,

Valiant.

Box

Calif. 91802

WISH TO LEARN to be a minister and
have a charter? Write: Church of Tzaddi,
P o 11m :i(]B2. O range, CA 92865

WHAT

by Charlotte Holt. $5.00.
your own handwriting.— 1724
Fulton. Everett, Wash. 98201
in

REINCARNATION? ARE YOU

living

in

accordance with your Soul? Do you feel
an inner turmoil? Get a Soul Reading,
and see how much It can help You. Send
birthday along with $1.00. Personalized
reading. $2.00 to: Inner-Self, P.O.

Box

Box
IS

830,

Dept.

10,

Alhambra,

YOUR PROBLEM?

25

years

experience. State preference, automatic
writing or crystal ball. $1.00 per question.
Include birth date, postage— Desea Davis,
3203 N. Clybourn, Chicago, 111. 60614

INNER VISION— five

questions answered. Send birth date (Stamped envelope).
Reed,
P.O.
Box 6400.
$3.00.—Merritt
Tucson, Ariz. 85716

PRODUCTS- NOVELTIES

454,

Green Valley, AZ 83614

TZADDI GARDEN OF PRAYER
P.O. Box 3082. Orange. CA 92665
Attention:
Dr. Joe, Garnet and Rev.
Peggy. Write to our Garden of Prayer
today, for you or another. Put prayer in
sealed, self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Will return in six weeks: send with
church contribution in envelope addressed
to above.

PSYCHOMETRY.

FREE— YOUR NAME placed on our
mailing list to receive all types of occult
Psychic News, 436
and psvchic material
Germania St.. Williamsport. PA 17701

Valiant,

and Senso-

Reading

Request

nectady. N.Y. 12309

G South

Calif. 91802

Special $1.00

Eva, Box 202-F. Eagle, Idaho 83616

ry

Prayer.

of

of Prayer for problems of health, happiness, finances. Send stamped envelope
for details.

CONTACT ASCENDED MASTERS.-— Sir

EXPERT HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
IN

Planes

"Remarkable Accuracy."

stamped envelope,

69044

tions

tions

SPIRITUAL AID through

Molus. Box

and Psvchometry readings by
Exact data given. Satisfaction

guaranteed.
$5.00.

COUNSELOR—Three quesanswered through Insight on Higher

MINISTER.

P.O. Box 3082. Orange. CA 92665
Bishops— Rev. Dr. 's Amy & Dorothe
Book of Lessons, Developing Spiritually,
(6.00.

MINIATURES,

jewelry, shells, novelties.

Discount catalog 25c— Craft House, 910
St. Vincent. Santa Barbara, CA 93101

FAIRY STONES, carried by Thomas
Edison, Cornel Lindbergh, Presidents
Roosevelt anc. Wilson. Found only one
Natural History.
in
the
world.
spot
Legend included $1.00. Three for $2.00
Madeleine. 2610 Hill-N-Dale Dr., Greensboro. NC 27408

—

"GREEN CHAMPA".

Import scent from

RECORDS-TAPES

India. Exotic, Mvstic, Money. Meditation.
(Alleged). Three grms. $1.25 ppd, ALSO
an interesting short Handprint "The Age
of Aquarius and the old religion Witchcarry a stock of
craft". $1.00 ppd.
"Legendary" supplies. Catalog 25c on

Courses, etc.

CA

IN HYPNOSIS? CassettesTaran Build-

— Hypno-Media.

N.W. 36th St., Miami, FL
HYPNOTIC AFRICAN Drums
ing, 3401

request.— Mystic Candle Shop. 4916 York

Blvd., Los Angeles.

NEW

WHAT'S

We

33142

record.
7053,

KIL 5AO

Ottawa-Vanier, Canada

LAPIS LAZULI— Now you can wear

Box

$9.00.— Eastview Book Service.

90042

MEDITATIONS WITH LEW HOWARD.

this

highly valued stone of the ancients.
Beautifully polished stone necklace only
$3.50.
Modern Services, P.O. Box 1172,
Piqua, OH 45356

Ten 30-Minute

60% OFF. Swiss watches. Free details.—
BIG "D" SALES, Box 5684-F. Shorewood,

SELF-HYPNOSIS
P E R S O NALIZED
Tapes. Send for free brochure. "What's It
All About."— TAPES, Box 190 F, Quincy.

inspiring. Integrating experiences. Five cassettes. Center in your
Christ-Self. Instructions on inner feedback. $25.00.
Unfolding Path. 1578 Willowmont Ave., San Jose, CA 95118

—

WI

—

53211

CRYSTAL BALLS—1".
lto",

$13.00;

With glowing
$1.50.— Callisto. 2419

$1.00.

$7.00,

PA

Pike, Pittsburgh,

DUPLICATE

ANY

3".

MA

$5.00;

RELIGION

Greensburg

SIZE

WOT AN or ODIN! Which is
Write:
The RUNESTONE.
Wichita Falls, TX 76307

This

Copy.

marvelous copier saves money. $12.95.
Guaranteed.— Cusack Enterprises, Box
1980, Chicago. IL 60690

FREE CATALOG

HAVE YOUR OWN

Buv below Whole-

and Gifts.
sale.— Strausbaugh Products. Co. Dept.
Seven Valleys. PA 17360

for

catalog

for wealth 50c.
occult

P.O.

Box

can

I

NY

Fragrant Sample 45c— O'DELLS. Box
Prescott, Arizona 86301

Inc..

1703-A,

Box

9048,

BEELZEBUB, adorners of the adept!
sterling. $14 00.
the Image of Satan
brass, $7.50. Amulets, talismans, altar
images. Custom designs our specialty.
Catalog! Send 50c to: Beelzebub.
Box U9. Hyde Park, VT 05655

Rev.

—

MO

from

being

Clearly

or

Keyring

Pre-Vati-

MAIL.

Box

528.

Information

of Life Fellowship.
99209

Spokane,

WA

legally

Shell.

8609

E.

92nd.

Kansas

City.

64138

INTERIOR DECORATION GUIDE

$2.25.

—

$4.95.

Save, Learn Business; Five day return.
Guaranteed money refunded inspection.—
& J Sales, Box 11052, Chicago, IL 60611

M

prevent your mail or"unanswerable" or

STAMPS-COINS

PRINT

your name, address and Zip code, both on your letter
or MONEY ORDERS. And mention that
you "saw it in FATE!"
"lost."

Service,

SELF-IMPROVEMENT

Sun
Specify sign. Large Poster $2.25.
Signs and Scopes, 54 Putnam Road, Somerville. MA 02145
YOU CAN HELP

of

Free information. Old

ordained by Universal Life Church, a well
Perform
cstaUishea growing Church.
marriages, baptisms, start your own
church. Send $10.00 (complete cost) to:

NEW

ders

Station.

11207

MINISTERS ARE NEEDED. Be

CORN NECKLACE for good
luck. Hand made. $1.00— Aurelia. Box 152,
Old Bethpage. NY 11804

Dept.

Inc.,

New York

Information

NM 87327
ORDINATIONS BY
for stamp. — Crown

INDIAN

ZODIAC PENDANT

— A.C.S.

East

lives!

still

Catholic
Zuni,

Unique. Heavenly Fragrance! Bewitching-

Wear

1942.

115,

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

422.

NJ 08848
"TAHITIAN" PERFUME! ROMANTIC.
Milford.

hp

Non-denomfor applica-

Box

Brooklyn,

charms,

of

House,

2552,

stamp

Chartered

tion.

F, P.O.

LEGENDARY TALISMAN

Both.

APPLY FOR ORDINATION:
inational: Please send

TN

Stamp

it?

Box

Free, Carefree,

—

2,

RARE INFORMATION—

Oddities— Collectables.
Stamp appreciated.—Associ37355
ates. Box 57-F5. Manchester.

items.— Fortune

Tax

Legal Church. Become
an Ordained Minister with Honorary Degree of Doctor of Divinity. $10.00 or with
Church
impressive deluxe frame, $20.00.
Universal Brotherhood, Dept. F-4.
of
6311 Yucca St., Hollywood, CA 90028

Money-Making,

of the best Mail Order.

Specialities

02169

aura— $20.00.

15221

WORLDWIDE
mounted

STAMP

in books.

Biddeford,

15(5

ME

— D.

04005

COLLECTIONS

Babineau, Box

124,

,

SERVICES

NUM ETIOLOGICAL HANDWRITING

AN-

completely personal. Mail
full
name, sex and full page ink
specimen. Fee $5.00— Kathy. P.O. Box
South Orange. NJ 07079

ALYSIS

-

.

705.

OCCULT RESEARCH.

Trained librarian
occult prepares bibli-

with experience in
summaries
ographies,

information,
of
INFINITY
to your needs,
P.O. Box 5174, Louisville. KY

—

tailored

etc..

REPORTS,

METAPHYSICAL HOW TO DO IT
Correspondence course. Become self-realSend $1.00 for Into. Lesson.— SR.
ized
Box 4765-E. San Jose. CA 95126
MENTAL MASTERY. 24-Lesson Hypnotic
Course. Completion Certificate. Free DeInstitute of Mental Science. Inc.
tails.

—

Central. Nashville. TN 37205
METAPHYSICAL SCIENCE CORRESPONDENCE STUDY. Quality instruction
362(1

through qualified instructors.
catalog —LIGHTHOUSE.
free

3677.

Tampa.

Write for
P.O. Box

Fla. 33607

40205

FREE — Name-Birthdate
Partners. Periods. $6.00.
230. 75012 Paris. France

—

"CRYSTALOMANCY"

—

BP-

Box

787f,

ANALYSIS:

course.

—

NY

Books.

U757

GRAPHOSYNTHESIS®
FRIENDS.

POSTER SIZE TAROT

cards,

made

Authentic deck,

you

—

NM
Handwriting

TAROT COLOR CATALOG
ot

Ave.. South,

DREAM INTERPRETATIONS— write

ev-

ery little detail no matter how small.
Send with $3.00.— Inner-Self. P.O. Box 454,
Green Valley. AZ 85614

TAROT READINGS

$10.00.
100

birthdate.— Miss Able,
York. NY 10023

MO

Send photo,
W. 73rd St..

how

Learn
by the "laying on of hands."
Wonderful results. Complete course $3.00.
—Healing. Box 190-F. Quncy, MA 02169

to heal the

sick

ESP AND MYSTICISM. Advanced

meth-

od. Knowing the future can make you
successful. Previous study suggested. 1st
Lesson, $1.00.— Baldun A. Little. Box 674,
Pony.
59474

MT

IS

NY

10016

Largest InvenLowest Prices!! Spells. Books.
tory!!
Talismans. Records. Voodoo. Herbs. Incense, etc. We have everything!!! 2.000
refundItems illustrated Catalog 50c
able)— CAROL. Box 2074-F, Sepulveda. CA
91343

Mvles V.

STUDY COURSES

THERE

York.

I

65462

HEALING HANDS!

New

WITCHCRAFT
WITCHCRAFT SUPPLIES.

DREAM INTERPRETATION. $3,00. Send
complete dream,— M. O, Walters. Edgar
Springs.

describes Tar-

Decks, books, games, cartomancy, etc.
Send 15c— U.S. Games. Dept. F, 468 Park

analysis. Full page specimen. $1.00 each.
P.O. Box 4443. Colorado Springs. CO

80930

New

specially

to color.
for
beautifully reproduced 12*2x18 on quality stock. Full Major Arcana (22 cards),
instructions, coloring guide. $15.00 set.—
Ocean Tree. P.O. Box 1295. Santa Fe.
87501
'

100 trails
P.O.
$5.00

charted from your writing.
Box 62. Tyner. TN 37392

KNOW YOUR
—

Complete

J2.00-—TCR

Lindenhurst,

AUTHENTIC ASTRO-TAROT DECK

with
full Instructions only $3.00 (plus 50c for
postage and handling). STANRAY, Dept.
FT. 103 Park Ave., New York, NY 10017

$1.00/Questlon.
MI 48060

1115-B Lyon. Port Huron,

HANDWRITING
Graphology

TAROT PRODUCTS

Analysis. Luckv

— OSTARO,

PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT

for

you. Let this channel show you the way.
Correspondence course in mysticism and
spiritual phenomena. Twelve lessons dictated from the Spirit World. Mediumistic
Development assured upon completion of
course and sincere living, spiritual guidance upon request. Medium, Healer, MysPringle,
tic Teacher.— Rev. Darrell W.
1317 E. 45th St,. Kansas City. MO. 64110
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G.

REVEALS

witchcraft

se-

crets. First time available through Inner
Earthe Trading Co. For further information and catalogue, send 50c to: Inner
Earthe Trading Co.. 13107 Ventura Blvd..
N. Hollvwood. CA 91604

WITCHCRAFT,
Send for

FREE

Book Shop. P.O.

Occult.
DIVINATION.
catalog.— Pandemonium
Box 214, Milwaukee. WI

53201

WITCHES SPEAK, Isle of Man Import,
$3.00; ARADIA. Gospel of Witches. $5.20;
Witches Newsletters. $4. 00. MA RTELLO
153 W. 80, New York. NY 10024

—

tarot,
CANADA — OCCULT SUPPLIES,crosses,

crystal balls, oils, herbs, candles,
talismans. Send 50c for catalog.— Witchcraft. 104 Yorkville, Toronto, Canada

WILL YOU TEST

powers

legendary
Witchcraft? Four questions, $2.00, Free,
Countess AsCleopatra's love incense.
taroth. P.O. Box 1413, Oakwood Station,
Gretna. LA 70053
the

—

of

FATE
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ing

REPORT FROM THE READERS
(Continued from page 146)
an unusual experience in the
my former wife and me. The

lives of

publication of the article led to a
tangle of circumstances that have
left me thoroughly puzzled.
During the correspondence with
Fate's managing editor I was asked
to furnish some information for the
magazine's hies, including a list of
names of persons who attended the
meeting described in the article. I
was also asked the question: "If it
should become necessary to use the

names should they be
I

replied

scattered,

guise

the

that
I

fictionalized?"
since the group had
it best to dis-

thought
names.

There had been two
research group

women

in

our

named "Laura." The

had dropped out of our group
long before the experience described
in "The Reincarnation of Francisco."
but the second "Laura" and her
husband have been active in the
group all along and are very close
friends of mine. In preparing the
material for the magazine I had to
replay some tapes to determine exactly who attended the particular
meeting concerned. For some reason
Laura and her husband had not been
there. But I did discuss the article
first

with them and when it was finished I
read the manuscript to them for
their
criticism.
So actually both

women named Laura were

in

my

mind as I worked on the story. However, since they were not involved in
the episode their names never were
mentioned in my correspondence
with Fate's managing editor.
My former wife Louise had given

me

permission to use her name but
the editors of Fate decided it too
should be fictionalized due to her
remarriage. I did not see galley
proofs of the article before publication so this was unknown to me.

Imagine my surprise when I opened
the magazine containing my article
to find the words, "In the early days
."
of my marriage to Laura.
Of course this caused a certain
amount of embarrassment for both
Lauras, for my former wife Louise
and for me. The question is: From
all the thousands of available female
names to choose from, why did the
editors choose one which had such a
.

live longer.
On the average a man of 25,
who doesn't smoke cigarettes,
has a

life

expectancy 6V2 years

greater than a man who smokes
one or more packs a day.
Are cigarettes worth the sacrifice of years of your life?
Safeguard your health. ..and
your future. Quit.

American
Cancer Society

.

close association (unknown to them)
with the whole article?
I have a strange theory. In think-

about both Lauras' involvement
while I worked on the manuscript,
did I somehow imprint my brain
vibrations into the very paper so that
the editors handling it got the impression of the name from the manuing

script itself?

REPORT FROM THE READERS
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Surely this was more than coinciTheron M. Trombeau. La
dence!
Luz. N. Mex.

—

Your Life Readme

FACTS FOR LOUIS NIZER
In reply to Louis Nizer's assertion
that mind reading is trickery ("I See
by the Papers." September 1972
Fate) I myself have the gift of receptivity as well as the ability to

send brain waves.
I first played this "game," as
it,
during the First

LIFE READINGS
THROUGH INSPIRATION

What talents and soul qualities have
accompanied you into the present?" Constructive attitude emphasized. For reading
send SI5 and a button from an often used
garment. Include date and place of birth.
live?

REV.
I

call

will consist of detailed

Impressions of two past lives, answering
such questions as: "Who were vou? What
did you do? When and where did you

BOX

P.O.

79,

HESSEL

E.

BROOKLYN,

11207

N.Y.

World War.
was brought to my attention by a
French girl who had toyed with it
It

while in a convent. Naturally there
were guards around and the girls
would concentrate to make some pupil carry out an unspoken order
such as to kiss one of the guards.

—

Naturally,

the

"game" gave

rise

LUCKY
NUMBER FORECAST. MAIL
FOR LUCKY
ADDRESS

$1.00

NUMBERS. SEND NAME,

AND BIRTHDATE TO:
S S S Company, Dept. F
Box 4307, Mtn. View, CA 94040

to

much merriment.

P.O.

My

French friend and I decided to
experiment. She would place a hand
on my wrist and concentrate, my
eyes would be closed, and I would
carry out the appointed task. I was
allowed to move freely around the
room with no pressure from my
friend's hand. With practice I got
better and better. In time I could
perform the task instantaneously. In
other words, I didn't go from object
to object. My first action was right.
How would Mr. Nizer explain this?
I came across only one person who
was so psychic herself that I didn't
even need her hand on my wrist to
get her message. I marched directly
to a full sewing basket and picked up
the color of thread that had been
mentally ordered.
I have performed this feat in the
presence of many persons. I can be
out of the room, completely out of
hearing. The task is decided on and I
simply enter the room and perform
the task,
I
fear our critic, Mr. Nizer, is
badly misled in his idea that all this
is trickery. I do not say there may
not be tricksters but I know the

Export

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
Special

— $1.00

EVA, Box 202-AF, Eagle, Idaho 83616

8

ADVERTISED

V
FATE
offer

Is

FATE

ly

FATE!

reaches more readers than

magazines

tn

combined!

field

its

all

other

If

your

of interest to readers In this field.

can be more profitable than any

similar magazine

lower

cost.

— and

Ask

Advertising Dir.

for

—

at proportionate-

ad rales (oday!

FATE Magazine

500 Hyacinth Place
Highland Park, III. 60035
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PROVE YOUR PSYCHIC POWERS

WITH A

genuine ability for mental reception
exists, entirely divorced from trick-
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ery.

PLANCHETTE!

Francisco,

San

AJartinelii,

P.

Calif.

I thoroughly enjoyed the September 1972 "I See by the Papers." I

quote:

can

"We know
forth

call

of

ESP

no medium who
at

will

the

as

magicians claim to demonBut this is a far cry from
denying the existence of all psychic

stage

strate.

ability."

From my own

THE PLANCHETTE IS USED AS A MECHANICAL MEANS FOR AUTOMATIC WRITING. IT
AIDS MANIFESTATIONS WHICH HAVE NO
OTHER WAY OF BECOMING CONCRETE.
Successful experimenters report finding
the Planehette a highly effective aid to
automatic writing and say they prefer it
to any other method. They particularly
find it much faster than the Ouija Board,
which is used to spell out letters one by
one. The Planehette is especially favored
by those who prefer to work in meditative solitude. Our authentic Planehette,
about six inches in length, is beautifully
hand-crafted of smooth wood and given
a high lustre with a wood-resin polish.

HOW THE PLANCHETTE WORKS:
pencil forms one leg of
planehette, the other two rolling free on
ball bearings. These ball bearings permit
the slightest indication of movement to
take effect, the tiniest wisp of pressure
transmitted through your hand. Only a
superior product, an authentic psychic
appliance,
could have this expensive
ballbearing feature.
Complete Instructions for use of the planehette, as well as for Its care and protection,
are Included with this advanced psychic inatrument.
Specially-fitted

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. Box 24?, Highland Park, III. 60035
Please send me
planchettes at
only S4 35 each, plus 50c postage and
handling.
I enclose check
or money order
for
.
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limited psychic experience I am convinced that it is
indeed true that "The wind bloweth
where it listeth, and thou hearest the
sound thereof, but canst not tell

whence

it

cometh,

and whither

it

goeth: so is every one that is born of
the Spirit." (St. John 3:8).
Indeed, spiritual or psychic experiences cannot be induced or repeatWohlgemuth,
Mrs.
A.
C.

ed.

—

Mendham,

N.J.
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I

am

CHIEF

a descendant of those

"an-

cient Americans with long noses and
beards." As chief of the Mishona
Tribe I feel qualified to answer the
letters you printed in response to
article on the Olmecs. Apparently most investigators into our culture only skim the top of our legends
and myths, then fit them into pre-

your

conceived

notions.

Beginning with the works of James
Churchward, "The Children of Mu"
series mentioned by Ordean Larson,

we feel they are the work of a
deluded Englishman with a Victorian's romantic outlook on the past.
And contrary to what Churchward
wrote, Quetzalcoatl was represented
by a feathered serpent and not the
sun.

Your reader Mrs. E. S. Bottoms
holds to an equally ridiculous theory
that our people came to this land
from "Palestine and its environs."
While I will agree that a few Palestin-

REPORT FROM THE READERS
ians may have come over, it is
asinine to assume that all of us are
descended from them. If you look
closely at those of us who are left,
you will notice that we look more
Anglo-Saxon than Latin. In fact, due
to differences between our appearance and the stylistic view of how an
Amerindian should look, we now call
ourselves white in our legal trans-
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TRUTH

Insight Into your problems through Spiritual Channels of Prayer. Clients claim

amazing
12.00,

results.

3

questions

answered.

Postage appreciated.

Spiritual Aid through Prayer for problems
of health, happiness and finances. Testi-

PRAYER works wonders
Send stamped envelope.
REV. JEANETTE MOLUS
P.O. Hox 188. NORTHRIDGE. CAL. 91324
monials prove

actions.

A thorough study of the legends
and myths of the white Indians in
America would provide these "experts" with an astonishing revelaB. A. Hadley, Lackland AFB,
tion.

—
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unitized! If jou are not afraid
what you might read, send SI, 00 for i
Send name
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SOME NIT-PICKING
In

"Report

(November
Bayless

normal

from the Readers"
Raymond
Fate)
having recorded para-

1972

tells of

voices.

He

states

some

of

these voices have definite tonal qualities permitting the listener to determine whether the entity speaking
is a man, woman or child. This is an

How

Your Prayers

assumption that cannot be proven
nor disproven. The tonal qualities of
voices of men and women are such
that their sex cannot be determined
by their normal speech. Some men
can use falsetto and some women
speak in a voice more masculine
than the average man's.

We have the recordings of the
of many dead persons; we
have Mr. Bayless's tape recordings.
We also have, thanks to Bell Televoice-print
phone
technicians,
a
machine. Properly used, this machine can identify a person by his
voice pattern if he or she is talking
in person, on a telephone, over the
radio or on a tape recording. Why
don't Mr. Bayless and others researching spirit voices put them to
the test of the voice-print machine?
Merritt Neulin, Hellertown, Pa.
voices

—
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HAVE GOD ANSWER

MOVING?
TELL US WHERE!
Don't take a chance on missing a single
FATE! At least six weeks before
you move, type or print your new address
— with ZIP code — on this form. Attach
the address label from the wrapper
which you receive FATE. Mail both to:
FATE Magazine, Subscription Dept..
Hyacinth Place. Highland Park. 111. 60
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stories to fire your imagination
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MARY MARGARET FULLER
» Ohio farmer James K. Henry let
horse choose his second wife
and then a mysterious bloodred
Each month FATE publishes more
horseshoe appeared on his first wife's than 40,000 words of true articles on the
tombstone. Robert Wunderlin details strange, the unusual, the unknown. You
can read such stories only in FATE beHenry's strange life and death.
cause FATE Is the only magazine of
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unique form of divination inwax from a burning

volves dropping

candle
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water.

you how to do

tells

James

R.

Cole

kind in the world!

DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
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CLARK PUBLISHING CO.
500 Hyacinth Place
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Of

all

the personalities of ancient

Egypt Queen Hatshepsut remains the
most mysterious. She was an early
"women's libber" who made herself
pharaoh and ordered her own magnificent temple tomb.

Highland Park,

IN.

60035

Zip Code

Slate

I wish to subscribe to
(check square)

«o
An unusual form of healing is
practiced by the EKung Bushmen of
the Kalahari Desert, where half the
adult population experiences trance
during nocturnal healing dances.
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YOU MAY HAVE

ON
New places,
familiar

or people you pass in the

to you.

LIVED

EARTH BEFORE!
Have you known them

street,

may seem oddly

in a previous life?

You wonder why you are living on earth to-day and for what purpose you are here. Certain secrets of life and mental development
cannot be divulged indiscriminately. If you sincerely feel the need
for instruction in the use of your higher creative endowment, you
have reached the stage where the Rosicrucian teachings will be
of practical value to you in your everyday life. Learn how to
quietly impress your personality on others, to better your business and social position.
Use your own naturally endowed powers to achieve results you
no.v think unattainable in your present state of untrained and
undirected endeavour. Simple Rosicrucian teachings enable intelligent men and women to soar to new heights of achievement, new
freedom, new contentment in life.
Devoted to the attainment of the true Brotherhood of Mankind,
The Rosicrucians are a Non-Religious, Non-Political, Non-Profit

Making Fraternity.
You are invited, though not urged, to write for the free 32 page
book— "The Mastery of Life," which has been written to give

readers an outline of the world-wide scope and history of this non-

commercial fraternity.
This invitation is not to be taken as an assurance that every applicant receiving "The Mastery of Life" will be approved for membership by the Dean of Students.
Please use the coupon below or write to:

SCRIBE:

&fie

E.B.I.

ROSICRUCIANS

Scribe:

amoro

CALIFORNIA

SAN JOSE

95114, U.S.A.

E.B.I.

The ROSICRUCIANS (AMORC)
San

Jose, California 95114, U.S.A.

Please send me, without cost, the book

"THE MASTERY OF

LIFE."

Name
Address
State
PIEASE INCLUDE YOUR ZIP CODE

